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Abstract
Computer-based materials design plays an essential role in the development of
new materials. Accurate prediction of the materials behavior during manufac-
turing and applications relies on accurate and complete materials databases.
Traditional ways of material parameters measurements typically use idealized
samples and sample environments, which may not be representative of the en-
gineering processing and real-life usage. Moreover, material parameters are
typically measured one at a time; thus it is time-consuming and costly to mea-
sure material parameters with large spectrum.
In this thesis, a fitting methodology is proposed to determine material parame-
ters by comparison between 4D x-ray experiments and phase-field simulations.
The evolution of material microstructures is measured at a condition that mim-
ics realistic engineering manufacturing and applications with 3D non-destructive
in situ x-ray techniques. Starting from one snapshot of the experimental mi-
crostructure, the evolution of the 3D material microstructure is simulated using
a phase-field model. An iterative optimization technique is used to find the
values of material parameters that yield the best match between the simulated
microstructure and the measured microstructure in a global manner.
The proposed method is demonstrated on a simple case to fit two material pa-
rameters: the liquid diffusion coefficient and the capillary length of a hypoeutec-
tic Al-Cu alloy, and a complicated case to fit hundreds of material parameters:
the reduced grain boundary mobilities of pure iron. Results show that the pro-
posed method is capable of providing reliable measurements of material param-
eters that are difficult to measure in traditional ways and can determine many
- possibly all relevant - values of material parameters simultaneously. More-
over, the method developed is broadly applicable to many materials systems
and experiments that provide 3D microstructure evolution.

Resumé
Computerbaseret design af materialer spiller en essentiel rolle inden for ud-
viklingen af nye materialer. Præcise forudsigelser af materialers opførsel under
fremstillingsprocesser og anvendelse er afhængig af præcisionen og komplethe-
den af materialedatabaser. Traditionelt bliver materialeparametre typisk målet
ved brug af idealiserede prøver og prøvemiljøer, hvilke ikke altid er repræsen-
tative for de virkelige påvirkninger under behandling og anvendelse. Derudover
måles materialeparametre oftest en af gangen, hvilket går det tidskrævende og
dyrt at måle et bredt spektrum af parametre.
I denne afhandling fremsættes en tilpasningsmetodik til at bestemme materi-
aleparametre ud fra sammenligning mellem 4D røntgeneksperimenter og fase-
feltssimuleringer. Udviklingen af et materiales mikrostruktur bliver målt under
realistiske forhold for behandling og anvendelse ved brug af 3D ikke-destruktive
in situ røntgenteknikker. Materialets 3D mikrostruktur og dens udvikling bliver
simuleret med en fasefeltsmodel ud fra et øjebliksbillede af den målte mikro-
struktur. En iterativ optimeringsteknik benyttes til at finde de materialepara-
metre, der globalt set giver den bedste overensstemmelse mellem den simulerede
og målte mikrostruktur.
Den foreslåede metode bliver demonstreret ved to forskellige eksempler. Først et
simpelt eksempel med to materialeparametre – den flydende diffusionskoefficient
og den kapillære længde af hypoeutektisk Al-Cu. Dernæst et mere komplekst
eksempel med tilpasning af hundrede materialeparametre – den reducerede kor-
ngrænsemobilitet af rent jern. Resultaterne viser at den foreslåede metode er
i stand til at finde pålidelige målinger af materialeparametre, der er svære at
måle på traditionelt vis. Ydermere kan den bestemme mange af – muligvis alle
– de relevante materialeparametre samtidig. Derudover er den udviklede meto-
de bredt anvendelig for mange materialesystemer og eksperimenter, der har en
udvikling af en 3D mikrostruktur.

Abstract (chinese)
为了加快新材料的研发和应用，基于计算机仿真的材料设计方法吸引了广泛关
注。准确地对材料加工过程进行模拟需要完备和准确的材料参数数据库。本文
提出了一种材料参数测量新方法。通过比较四维X射线实验结果和材料相场计
算结果，对相场计算的输入材料参数进行拟合。材料本征的材料参数应当使相
场模拟结果同实验结果达到最佳吻合。而通过优化拟合得到的最优材料参数值
即被认为是材料的本征材料参数值。同传统基于理想试样与理想测试环境的材
料参数测量方法不同，本文提出的方法使用更贴近真实工程材料加工过程的样
品以及加工环境，从而使得所测得的材料参数更具工程指导意义。为了验证这
一材料参数拟合方法，本文对铝铜合金的液态扩散系数以及纯铁的各向异性缩
减界面迁移率进行了测量。结果表明，材料参数拟合方法可以用来测量传统方
法难以测量的材料参数并且可以在一次测量中得到较大范围材料参数空间的参
数。
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Nomenclature
X-ray experiment
µ linear attenuation coefficient
λ wavelength of an x-ray beam
Q diffraction vector Q = kout − kin, where kin and kout are the
incoming and diffracted wavevectors, respectively.
ω angle of rotation stage
Ghkl reciprocal lattice vector of (hkl) lattice planes
dhkl distance between adjacent (hkl) lattice planes
θ scattering angle
Solidification
DL, DS liquid and solid diffusion coefficients
lL, lS liquid and solid capillary lengths
ML, MS liquid and solid diffusion mobilities
fL, fS bulk free energy density in the liquid and solid phases
cL,eq, cS,eq common tangent compositions
σ solid-liquid interfacial energy
H mean curvature 2H = κ1 + κ2, where κi are the principal
curvatures
xii
Grain growth
∆g misorientation matrix
nˆ grain boundary plane normal
Mgb(∆g, nˆ) grain boundary mobilities
σgb(∆g, nˆ) grain boundary energies
mgb reduced grain boundary mobilities mgb = Mgbσgb
Phase-field method
Ωα the space spanned by one phase/domain
D the microstructure domain D ⊂ Rn, where n is the dimension
of real space. For a microstructure composed of p phases or
domains, the microstructure domain is D = ⋃pα=1 Ωα
Rp the phase space. p is the number of phase-field variables
u phase-field variables u = {uα} : Rn × R+ → Rp
c composition/diffusion field c : Rn × R+ → R
W (u) potential function: W (u) : Rp → R
F free energy of the system
hα interpolation function
l, lgb diffuse-interface width
Fitting
φ signed distance function
f corrcost corr-cost function. Defined using the correlation function
fnormcost norm-cost function. Defined using q-norms
fαβcost local cost function of interface Γαβ = Ωα ∩ Ωβ
‖f‖q q-norm: ‖f‖q =
∫
fq dV
Abbreviations
3DXRD Three-Dimensional X-Ray Diffraction
APS Advanced Photon Source
ART Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
CALPHAD CALculation of PHAse Diagrams
CT Computed Tomography
DCT Diffraction Contrast Tomography
DFXRM Dark-Field X-Ray Microscopy
EBSD Electron BackScatter Diffraction
ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
FBP Filtered Back Projection
GBE Grain Boundary Energy
GBM Grain Boundary Mobility
ICME Integrated Computational Materials Engineering
IPF Inverse Pole Figure
LabDCT Laboratory-based Diffraction Contrast Tomography
MGI Materials Genome Initiative
MPI Message Passing Interface
PCT Phase Contrast Tomography
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The time frame for materials from discovery to deployment typically is 10 to 20
years [1, 2]. Application of new materials is hindered by the high cost of the
traditional experience-driven design approach due to its trial-and-error nature.
These disadvantages in time and cost make changing materials in an established
technology rare even when the material in use is not optimal. To speed up the
development of new materials and to reduce costs, computational model-based
design and screening are essential to overcome these disadvantages. Recently,
there have been many success stories of applying a computational-model based
design approach. For example, the design of a Ferrium M54 steel for aircraft-
arresting tailhooks took only eight years from the initial design to the completion
of deployment [3]. High-throughput materials screening based on atomic-scale
calculations was successfully applied in the design of various new materials [4,
5, 6].
Most materials have hierarchical structures [8]; thus the design of materials
needs materials models and databases at various length scales. This thesis will
focus on phenomena at the so-called mesoscale [9], a scale that is large enough
compared to the atom size so the continuous assumption is valid, while small
enough that the rich features of materials microstructures are not lost. Fig. 1.1
is an example of the approach frequently used for materials design, especially
in research related to the so-called Materials Genome. It shows the hierarchical
structure and key components of the data/knowledge-driven materials design
2 Introduction
Figure 1.1: Key components of materials design approach: materials methods,
tools and databases [7].
approach. Materials databases, such as thermodynamic and kinetic databases,
play a fundamental role in the materials design. On top of the databases, a
series of materials models provide links among process, structure, and properties.
Given the databases and materials models, data mining or machine learning
tools can be applied to identify materials with the required properties. In this
process, a large database of material parameters and precise models are essential.
The material parameters in real life materials systems can be many, have a
broad spectrum and can be difficult to measure. For example, accurate predic-
tion of grain growth requires the knowledge of grain boundary energies (GBE)
and mobilities (GBM) for all boundaries. Both GBE and GBM are functions
of a five-dimensional (5D) space, including three parameters for misorientation
and two parameters for inclination [10]. Suppose each dimension is loosely
binned with a 10 degree interval, a huge number (15 million) of data points
are needed for both GBE and GBM, not to mention that these parameters also
depend on various thermodynamic variables, e.g., temperature, pressure, and
composition. Symmetry could help to reduce the size of the parameter space,
but still, a significant amount of data points (6561 for cubic symmetry) are
required. Traditionally, the material parameters are measured experimentally
using specifically designed samples, e.g., using bi-crystals [11] to measure GBE
or GBM. This approach is very time-consuming, and only limited number of
values can be determined at a time. Therefore, it is difficult to access even a
3p
fcost
p0 preal
timet0 t
...
...material parameters
p
Initial condition
Experimental 3D movies
Modeling
dissimilarity between 
experiment and simulation
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the fitting approach. A simulated mi-
crostructure evolution with given input of material parameter vec-
tor p is compared with an experimentally measured evolution. p
is varied iteratively to identify a minimum preal of a cost function
fcost.
reasonably large portion of the 5D parameter space. Moreover, in the tradi-
tional approach, samples and sample environments used are typically idealized,
and the experiment may not represent the real engineering process. For ex-
ample, in a liquid diffusivity measurement, a cylindrical shaped sample with a
planar interface at directional solidification condition is often used. However,
solid-liquid interfaces are mostly curved in the engineering process, and the
characteristic length scale is typically much smaller than the sample size. Thus
the applicability of measured values of material parameters in real engineering
applications needs further verification. In recent years, researchers start using
atomic-scale calculations to provide values of material parameters, e.g., the free
energy [12], diffusion coefficients [13, 14, 15, 16], surface energies [17], and grain
boundary properties [18, 19, 20, 21]. However, experimental verification of the
quality of the calculated parameters is required. In summary, a new way allow-
ing fast measurements of large amount of values of material parameters using
samples and sample environments close to real engineering conditions is highly
demanded.
To ensure that the measured values of material parameters apply to the design
of engineering materials, a straightforward way is to mimic the real manufac-
turing process, i.e., to use realistic samples and sample environments, in the
measurement. Thus experiments need to be non-destructive and in situ. It
is also essential to investigate materials in bulk to ensure the relevant length
scales are representative and the results are not influenced by artificial bound-
aries. With the recent development of advanced x-ray imaging techniques, three-
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dimensional in situ measurements of microstructure evolution become available
with synchrotron and laboratory sources [22, 23]. In parallel, the continuous
development of materials models and high-performance computing allows fast
and detailed simulation of the 3D microstructure evolution of large datasets.
Usually, material parameters used in the model are assumed to be known and
are treated as input parameters. In this thesis, a new fitting approach, which
combines 3D experiments and modeling, is proposed to extract a large number
of material parameters’ values. As shown in Fig. 1.2, in this approach, the ex-
perimental results are treated as input and solution of the model. By fitting
the simulated 3D microstructure to the 3D experimental results, the values of
material parameters are optimized. The optimal value of the material param-
eter should correspond to the physical one. This fitting approach has several
advantages over traditional methods:
• With this approach, material parameters and an empirically-verified model
are obtained simultaneously.
• As the measurements are performed with realistic samples under condi-
tions similar to the engineering processing, the measured material param-
eters are more representative than those measured in a separate idealized
experiment.
• The fitting approach can access the portion of the material parameter
space that is most frequently observed in realistic engineering condition.
• Hundreds or even thousands of material parameters’ values can be deter-
mined simultaneously in one experiment.
• The fitting approach can be applied to a wide variety of materials and
processing methods.
The thesis is organized as follows: experiments and simulation techniques used
are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the theory of the fitting approach
is given in detail. Previous measurements of material parameters related to
this work are reviewed. In Chapter 4, the fitting approach is firstly tested on
a hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloy to determine two important material parameters in
coarsening: the liquid diffusion coefficient and the capillary length. In Chap-
ter 5, the fitting approach is applied to a more challenging problem – fitting
reduced grain boundary mobilities in pure iron. Conclusions and outlook are
given in Chapter 6.
Two journal papers are attached to this thesis. In Paper I, the fitting methodol-
ogy was proposed and was applied to a simple case of Al-Cu to fit two material
parameters. In Paper II, the grain growth experiment of pure iron was pre-
sented, and statistical analysis of the material system was carried out to serve
as a basis for fitting.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, experimental techniques and materials models are introduced.
In Section 2.1, a brief description of non-destructive 3D experiments and re-
lated data analysis are given. In Section 2.2, the thermodynamic foundation of
materials models are introduced and two kinds of materials models - the sharp
interface model and the phase-field model - are presented. Previous measure-
ments of material parameters studied in this thesis are reviewed in Section 2.3.
2.1 Non-destructive 3D experiments
Optical microscopes (OM) and scanning electron microscopes (SEM) are widely
used in examining materials microstructures in 2D sections. However, 2D sec-
tions only provide part of the information of materials behaviors because ma-
terials microstructures are generally 3D. Moreover, these 2D techniques cannot
be used to investigate internal stress, as stress tends to be relieved on sur-
faces. Combined with serial sectioning, OM and SEM can be used to study 3D
microstructures [24, 25]. However, serial sectioning is a destructive characteriza-
tion method; thus cannot be used to examine the dynamics of microstructures.
To study the evolution of 3D materials microstructures, non-destructive mea-
surement is essential. The most widely used non-destructive techniques rely on
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x-rays because x-rays can penetrate a substantial distance in matter. Moreover,
synchrotron sources can provide high intensity and brilliance x-rays, which is
essential for fast and precise measurements.
2.1.1 Interaction of x-rays with matter
In the typical range of x-ray energy used in materials science, x-rays interact
with matter in three ways: absorption, diffraction, and Compton scattering.
For imaging, the former two are the most relevant. These two interactions will
be briefly introduced in the following subsections.
2.1.1.1 Absorption
When an x-ray beam with intensity I0 passes through a homogeneous slab of
matter of thickness z, it is partly absorbed. The transmitted intensity I is
determined according to Beer-Lambert law [22]
I = I0e
−µz, (2.1)
where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient. Different elements have different
abilities to absorb x-rays, and the attenuation coefficient µ can be related to the
absorption cross-section σa by
µ = ρatσa =
ρmNA
M
σa, (2.2)
where ρat is the atomic density, ρm is the mass density, NA is the Avogadro’s
number, and M is the molar mass. For materials composed of N elements,
the attenuation coefficient can be calculated from the element absorption cross-
section σia and the atomic density ρiat by
µ =
N∑
i
ρiatσ
i
a. (2.3)
2.1.1.2 Diffraction
As shown in Fig. 2.1, an x-ray beam with wavelength λ = 2pi/ |k| is diffracted
by a crystalline material if and only if the Bragg condition is fulfilled [22], i.e.
nλ = 2dhkl sin θ, (2.4)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of diffraction in Bragg geometry. The incoming
wave vector kin with incident angle θ is diffracted to generate the
outgoing beam with wave vector kout. The diffraction vector is
Q = kout − kin and the reciprocal lattice vector associated with
the (hkl) lattice plane is Ghkl. dhkl = 2pi/ |Ghkl| is the lattice
plane distance.
where n is a positive integer, dhkl is the distance between adjacent (hkl) lattice
planes, and the incident and the diffracted angles both equal θ. An alternative
way to express the diffraction condition is the Laue condition [22]
Q = Ghkl, (2.5)
where Q is the diffraction vector and Ghkl = ha∗1 + ka∗2 + la∗3 is the reciprocal
lattice vector (a∗i are the reciprocal lattice basis).
Far from absorption edges, the observed diffraction intensity I has an important
property given by Friedel’s law [22]
I(Q) = I(−Q). (2.6)
Eq. 2.6 means the diffracted intensity I(Q) from the (hkl) lattice plane and
I(−Q) from the (h¯k¯l¯) lattice plane are the same. In other words, in a typical
diffraction experiment where a monochromatic beam is applied and the sample
is rotated by 360◦ around an ω-axis perpendicular to the incoming beam, the
same intensity can be observed four times: at ω = α, ω = pi − α, ω = α + pi,
and ω = 2pi − α.
2.1.2 X-ray imaging techniques
Imaging techniques are used to provide 3D images of an object in real space.
Two techniques corresponding to interactions mentioned in Section 2.1.1 are
presented, including the absorption contrast tomography and the diffraction-
based tomography.
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2.1.2.1 Absorption contrast tomography
x-ray beam
detector
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of absorption contrast tomography. The sam-
ple rotates continuously on a rotation stage ω. A parallel x-
ray beam illuminates the sample, and the transmitted beam is
recorded on a detector.
Data acquisition A typical geometry for absorption contrast tomography
with a parallel beam (typical of synchrotron setups) is shown in Fig. 2.2. An
x-ray beam confined by certain slits illuminates the sample. The intensity of the
transmitted beam is measured by a 2D detector while the sample rotates contin-
uously around an axis perpendicular to the beam. According to Eq. 2.3, images
captured by the detector reflect regions with different attenuation coefficients µ,
i.e., different phases/domains in the sample. When these phases/domains in the
sample show a weak contrast difference, i.e., having a similar linear attenuation
coefficient µ, the technique of phase contrast tomography (PCT) can be used
to gain better contrast [26].
Data analysis: reconstruction According to Eq. 2.1, the images on the
detector reflect the integrated attenuation coefficient along the x-ray trajectory:
ln
(
I
I0
)
= −
∫
µ(z) dz. (2.7)
Eq. 2.7 means each image reflects a projection of µ at a given rotation angle ω of
the sample. The 3D distribution of µ(x), i.e., the internal microstructure of the
sample can be reconstructed from a series of projections. The most common used
reconstruction techniques are filtered back projection (FBP) [27] and algebraic
reconstruction technique (ART) [28]. The output of reconstruction is usually
a voxelized volume with intensity values, which will be further segmented. For
details on the reconstruction techniques, the reader can refer to, e.g. [29].
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Data analysis: segmentation The segmentation process refers to the par-
tition of the reconstructed volume into multiple regions to identify different
phases/domains in the sample. There are two commonly used techniques: the
threshold methods (e.g., Otsu thresholding [30] and k-means clustering [31, 32])
and the variational methods (e.g., level-set based methods [33, 34] and phase-
field based methods [35, 36]). In this thesis, the threshold method and the
level-set based segmentation are used.
Resolution The spatial resolution of the absorption contrast tomography is
typically in a micrometer range with millimeter-sized samples. The temporal
resolution can be as low as ten milliseconds [37].
2.1.2.2 Diffraction-based tomography
Since the development of three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) [38, 39],
the tomographic principles are applied to the diffracted beam instead of the
transmitted beam. In this way, the grains within polycrystals are visualized
in 3D, and their crystallographic properties (orientation and stress) are deter-
mined [40, 41, 42, 43]. Based on this principle, various generalizations have
been developed, such as diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) [44, 45, 46] and
dark-field x-ray microscopy (DFXRM) [47]. As DCT is used in this thesis, it is
briefly introduced below.
Data acquisition in DCT A typical DCT geometry with a parallel beam is
shown in Fig. 2.3. The x-ray beam confined by slits illuminates a polycrystalline
sample. Once the Bragg condition (Eq. 2.4) is fulfilled for a given grain, a
diffraction spot will be observed on the detector. The spot on the detector is
a 2D projection of the 3D grain shape. As the sample rotates continuously for
360◦, different lattice planes of a grain come into the diffraction condition, and
various spots from the same grain are recorded on the detector. In the middle
of the detector is the transmitted beam, which is used to reconstruct the sample
shape based on the principles described in Section 2.1.2.1. In most cases, the
transmitted beam is much stronger than the diffracted beam, so either a detector
with large dynamic range is used, or a beamstop is put between the sample and
the detector to block a majority of the transmitted beam and to reduce image
background noises in this area.
Data analysis in DCT The data analysis in the DCT includes the following
key steps:
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x-ray beam
detector
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of diffraction contrast tomography (DCT). A
parallel x-ray beam illuminates a continuously rotating polycrys-
talline sample. Whenever the Bragg condition (Eq. 2.4) is fulfilled,
a diffraction spot will be observed on the detector. The angle be-
tween the diffracted beam and the incident beam is 2θ. ω is the
rotation angle, and η is the azimuthal angle. Extinction spots
from the grains may be observed as dark spots in the transmitted
beam, which is recorded in the middle of the detector.
1. Segmentation of diffraction spots from raw images,
2. Indexing diffraction spots,
3. Reconstruction of grain volumes individually,
4. Segmentation of the reconstructed grain volumes,
5. Assembly of individual grain volumes into the sample volume.
The segmentation (steps 1 and 4) and reconstruction (step 3) used in DCT are
similar to those used in the absorption contrast tomography (see Section 2.1.2.1).
The main differences between DCT and absorption contrast tomography are the
indexing (step 2) and the assembly (step 5).
The indexing process groups the diffraction spots originating from the same
grain into sets. Based on the DCT geometry in Fig. 2.3 and Friedel’s law in
Eq. 2.6, the Friedel pair for each reflection is found. Friedel pairs associated with
a grain are used to determine the crystallographic orientation and the center-
of-mass position of the grain inside the sample. Some spots cannot be detected
as Friedel pairs because of the finite-sized detector. These individual spots are
added to the group of spots associated with a grain afterward. Typically, several
few up to a hundred spots can be detected for each grain. For details on the
indexing procedure, please refer to [45, 46].
Given the diffraction spots associated with a grain, reconstruction and seg-
mentation algorithms are applied to get the 3D grain volume. This process is
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repeated for each grain. The grain volumes are then assembled into the sam-
ple volume. The reconstruction of the transmitted beam is used to confine the
sample volume. As each grain is reconstructed individually, there may be gaps
or overlaps between grains in the sample volume. These ambiguities can be
removed by a 3D morphological dilation process [44].
Resolution The resolution of DCT is around 1 µm with millimeter-sized sam-
ples. The pixel size of current setup at ID11 ESRF is 1.54 µm. Using 2× and
2.5× eyepieces, the pixel size can be reduced to 0.77 µm and 0.62 µm, respec-
tively. The scanning time is typically 1 ∼ 3 hours. DCT in its original form
(one average orientation per grain) works best for non-deformed materials (in-
tragranular orientation spread below 0.5 degrees). Higher values of orientation
spread can be addressed using a recent extension of the reconstruction algorithm
to a 6-D framework [48, 49].
2.2 Materials theory
In this section, I will start from the thermodynamics of materials, which is
essential for building materials models. Then two sharp interface models are
presented and discussed. The solution of the sharp interface model is used to
verify the phase-field model. The fundamental principle of the phase-field model
is presented, and details are given. In particular, two phase-field models used
in the fitting are given.
2.2.1 Thermodynamics of materials
A majority of materials models at mesoscale are constructed based on thermo-
dynamic principles. A brief introduction to an essential part is given here. For
further details, the reader can refer to, e.g. [50, 51, 52, 53].
The second law of thermodynamics (the maximum entropy principle) can pro-
vide physical constraints or formulate equations. This law states the entropy S
of an isolated system does not decrease spontaneously:
dS
dt
≥ 0. (2.8)
For systems that interact with surroundings, e.g., exchanging energy or matter,
the maximum entropy principle can be reformulated into the following minimum
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energy principle using Legendre transforms.
dF
dt
≤ 0, (2.9)
where F can be the Helmholtz free energy, enthalpy, Gibbs’ free energy, or
grand potential, depending on the type of interactions the system has with its
surroundings.
The thermodynamics can be extended to non-uniform systems under the local
equilibrium assumption: locally the intensive thermodynamic variables acquire
equilibrium so fast that we can define the local version of the intensive variables
[54]. Let’s denote ρ = {ρ1, ρ2, · · · } as a generalized density vector. Examples of
ρk are the energy density, mass density, momentum density, etc. For quantities
that are globally conserved, e.g., energy and mass, corresponding densities ρk
must satisfy the continuity equation
dρk
dt
+∇ ·Jk = σk, (2.10)
where Jk and σk are the corresponding flux and source terms of ρk, respectively.
To gain insight into the second law of thermodynamics, the change of entropy
density (s = dS/dV ) is formulated using the entropy flux Js and the entropy
production σs based on Eq. 2.10 [50]
ds
dt
= −∇ ·Js + σs. (2.11)
Based on non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the local entropy production σs can
be described as the sum of the product of a generalized flux Jk and a generalized
force Xk [50]
σs =
∑
k
JkXk. (2.12)
The generalized forces Xk can be temperature gradient or chemical potential
gradient. The generalized flux Jk can be heat or mass fluxes. Notice that the
product operation between Jk and Xk depends on their tensor order. It can
be shown from non-equilibrium thermodynamics that the local version of the
second law of thermodynamics (Eq. 2.8) is
σs ≥ 0. (2.13)
Compared to Eq. 2.8, the local version of second law Eq. 2.13 is a strong state-
ment, which means even locally entropy does not spontaneously decrease.
If the system is not far from equilibrium, the flux Jk can be Taylor expanded
around zero forces (X l = 0) to the first order, which leads to the famous On-
sager’s flux equation [50]
Jk = LklX
l, (2.14)
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where Lkl are the Onsager’s kinetic coefficients.
The continuity equation (Eq. 2.10), the local form of second law (Eq. 2.13),
the entropy production (Eq. 2.12), and the relation between generalized forces
and fluxes (Eq. 2.14) are the basis to formulate many materials models at the
mesoscale. For example, Fick’s first law of diffusion is a special case of Eq. 2.14
and Fick’s second law of diffusion is a special case of Eq. 2.10.
2.2.1.1 Thermodynamics of interfaces - Gibbs model
Interfaces are common in many material microstructures, appearing as solid-
liquid interfaces, grain boundaries, ferroelectric domain walls, etc. The presence
of interfaces contributes to thermodynamic quantities. A well-known model
to formulate the thermodynamics of interfaces is the Gibbs’ interfacial excess
model [55]. Suppose an extensive thermodynamic quantity of the system is X,
the excess term of X is defined as
X interface := X −Xbulk, (2.15)
where Xbulk is the contribution from the bulk phases. The total free energy can
be split into the bulk part and the interface part
F = F bulk + F interface =
∫
D
fbulk dV +
∫
Γ
f interface dA, (2.16)
where fbulk is the bulk free energy density and f interface is the interfacial/surface
energy, D is the domain of the bulk structure, and Γ is the interface.
An important type of interface is the grain boundary. Grain boundaries play
a central role in many properties of polycrystalline materials [56, 57, 58, 59].
Characterization of a grain boundary requires the misorientation between ad-
jacent grains and the inclination of the grain boundary plane [60, 10, 61], as
illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Orientation matrices of grain 1 and grain 2 are denoted
as g1 and g2, respectively. For details on the grain orientation and its rep-
resentations, the reader can refer to textbooks on texture, e.g. [62, 63]. The
misorientation of the grain boundary between two grains is defined as
∆g = g2g
−1
1 = g1g
−1
2 .
Notice that the symmetry of crystalline materials should be taken into account
when calculating the misorientation. For grain boundaries with the same mis-
orientation, atoms may arrange differently for boundary planes with different
inclinations nˆ, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (right). Thus, both the misorientation ∆g
and the boundary plane inclination nˆ are needed to get a full picture of the grain
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grain 1
grain 2grain boundary
Figure 2.4: Grain boundary characteristics. The two adjacent grains share
the grain boundary shown in red. The grains are separated for
visualization purpose. The right figure is a zoom-in view in the
vicinity of one point at the grain boundary, where atoms are shown
by circles in the corresponding color. The grain orientation gα
represents the orientation of the crystal lattice in grain α. The
inclination nˆ represents the orientation of the boundary plane.
The grain boundary at each grain boundary point is characterized
by the misorientation between two grains ∆g = g2g−11 and the
inclination nˆ.
boundary characteristics. In summary, the grain boundary can be characterized
by five parameters: three parameters in misorientation ∆g and two in inclina-
tion nˆ. The grain boundary energies σgb and mobilities Mgb are functions of
the 5D parameter space.
mgb(∆g, nˆ) = Mgb(∆g, nˆ)σgb(∆g, nˆ), (2.17)
where mgb is called the reduced mobility.
2.2.1.2 Thermodynamics of interfaces - Gibbs-Thomson equation
The presence of a curved interface can alter thermodynamic quantities. The
Gibbs-Thomson equations describe the difference between thermodynamic quan-
tities of a curved interface with mean curvatureH and those of a planar interface.
Isotropic materials The Gibbs-Thomson equation can be derived based on
the Gibbs model given in Section 2.2.1.1 and thermodynamic equilibrium con-
ditions at the interface [64].
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Let’s denote ·|H as the quantity of a curved interface with mean curvatureH and
·|planar as the quantity of a planar interface. For isotropic materials, the change
of melting temperature TM of a curved interface as compared to a planar one
(∆TM = TM |H − TM |planar) can be described by the Gibbs-Thomson equation
[64]:
∆TM = −2ΓH, (2.18)
where Γ is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient. In a similar fashion, the change of
composition of a curved interface as compared to a planar one (∆c = c|H −
c|planar) is [64]:
∆c = lH, (2.19)
where l is the capillary length. Similarly, the change in chemical potential
difference between a curved interface and a planar interface is
∆µ = 2σH. (2.20)
Here σ is the interfacial energy, µ is the chemical potential and ∆µ = ∆µ|H −
∆µ|planar (∆ on the right of the equal sign refers to the difference of chemical
potential between two phases on each side of the interface).
Anisotropic materials For anisotropic materials, the energy depends on mis-
orientation ∆g and inclination nˆ: σ(∆g, nˆ), as shown in Section 2.2.1.1. The
change in chemical potential difference is [65, 66]
∆µ =
(
σ +
∂2σ
∂n12
)
κ1 +
(
σ +
∂2σ
∂n22
)
κ2 = ∇Γ · ξ, (2.21)
where κi are the principal curvatures, ni are components of the norm along the
principal coordinate directions, ∇Γ · (·) is the surface divergence operator (see
Eq. A.2), and ξ is the Cahn-Hoffman vector [67]. Notice that Eq. 2.21 reduces
to the isotropic equation (Eq. 2.20) if the inclination dependence of the energy
is ignored.
2.2.1.3 Thermodynamics of triple-junctions
The triple-junction line is the line where three grains meet, as shown in Fig. 2.5.
Triple-junctions are frequently observed in materials with more than two grains
or domains. According to the minimum energy principle (Eq. 2.9), a force
balance at the triple-junction can be derived. This force balance is described by
the Herring’s relation [65]:
3∑
i=1
(
σitˆi +
∂σi
∂nˆi
)
= 0, (2.22)
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of triple-junction line (red line) shared by three grain
boundaries Γi. The right figure is a section plot at the triple-
junction point (green dot) perpendicular to lˆ viewed from the top.
where σi is the energy of the ith grain boundary Γi, tˆi is the vector in the plane
of Γi and normal to the triple-junction line, and nˆi is the normal vector of Γi.
See Fig. 2.5 for an illustration of the symbols. Eq. 2.22 can be formulated in a
compact form using the Cahn-Hoffman vector [67]:
3∑
i
ξi × lˆ = 0, (2.23)
where ξi is the Cahn-Hoffman vectors of the ith grain boundary, and lˆ is the
tangent vector of the triple-junction line, c.f., Fig. 2.5. For details on the Cahn-
Hoffman vector ξ, please refer to [66, 67].
If the inclination dependence of the energy is neglected, Herring’s relation
(Eq. 2.22 or Eq. 2.23) reduces to Young’s law:
σ1
sin θ1
=
σ2
sin θ2
=
σ3
sin θ3
. (2.24)
For the case that all boundaries inside a sample have the same interfacial energy
(e.g., in soap bubbles), all triple-junction angles are 120◦ (Plateau’s law).
2.2.2 Sharp interface materials models
Based on the theory of thermodynamics, such as those given in Section 2.2.1,
we can formulate partial differential equations (PDEs) to describe the behavior
of materials at mesoscale. Depending on whether an interface is treated as a
sharp interface with zero width or a diffuse interface with a finite width, the
materials models can be categorized into two types [68]: the sharp interface
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model and the diffuse interface model. A brief overview of the sharp interface
models for material processes: isothermal solidification and grain growth are
presented. These two processes will be used in the fitting later. Analytical
solutions for the sharp interface model with ideal geometries and boundary
conditions are presented and will serve as the basis for verifying the phase-
field models presented in Section 2.2.3. Difficulties faced by the sharp interface
models are also discussed.
2.2.2.1 Sharp interface model for isothermal solidification
In this part, a sharp interface model for the case of isothermal solidification is
presented. Consider a domain D = ΩS ∪ ΩL composed of a solid region ΩS and
a liquid region ΩL. The interface between ΩS and ΩL is denoted by Γ (Γ = ΩS∩
ΩL). The general equations for isothermal solidification are given in Eq. 2.25:
(a1-2) the diffusion equations in the bulk region (Fick’s law of diffusion); (b1-2)
the Gibbs-Thomson equations at the curved interface (Eq. 2.19); (c) the mass
conservation equation at the interface; (d) the initial condition.

∂tc(x, t) = ∇ · (DS∇c(x, t)) x ∈ ΩS (a1)
∂tc(x, t) = ∇ · (DL∇c(x, t)) x ∈ ΩL (a2)
c(x, t) = cS,eq − lSH x ∈ Γ− (b1)
c(x, t) = cL,eq − lLH x ∈ Γ+ (b2)
(c|+ − c|−)V = −DL∂nc|+ +DS∂nc|− x ∈ Γ (c)
c(x, 0) = cm(x) x ∈ D (d)
(2.25)
where DS and DL are the solid and liquid diffusion coefficient, respectively;
lS and lL are solid and liquid capillary lengths, respectively; cS,eq and cL,eq
are equilibrium compositions and cm(x) represents an initial composition field.
There is no general solution for Eq. 2.25. However, for special cases, as shown
in Fig. 2.6, analytical solutions can be obtained.
For the case shown in Fig. 2.6a - isothermal solidification of precipitate growth
inside an infinite initially uniform media with composition cm - an analytical
solution can be derived under assumptions of negligible solid diffusivity DS = 0
and insignificant capillary effect (lSH = 0 and lLH = 0). The analytical solution
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(b) Sinusoidal interface
Figure 2.6: Test problems for the isothermal solidification. (a) Spherical pre-
cipitate growth inside an infinitely large liquid phase. (b) The
decay of a sinusoidal interface in 2D.
for the composition field is [69]:
c(r, t) = cm + (cL,eq − cm)
φd
(
r√
DLt
)
φd
(
R(t)√
DLt
) , (2.26)
where d = 1, 2, and 3 represent dimension 1D, 2D, and 3D, respectively. The
radius is
R(t) = kd
√
DLt, (2.27)
and the function φd(·) is expressed as
φd(x) =
∫ +∞
x
1
ξd−1
e−
ξ2
4 dξ.
The parameter kd is the solution of the following equation:
(kd)
d =
cm − cL,eq
cS,eq − cL,eq
2e−
k2d
4
φd(kd)
.
For the case of the sinusoidal interface shown in Fig. 2.6b, the solution of the
composition field for an infinitely large liquid phase is [70]
cL = cL,eq −A0lLk2 exp
(
−
√
ζ +DLk2
DL
z
)
eik·r+ζt, (2.28)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber of the perturbed interface, A0 is the initial
amplitude of the interface, and the decay coefficient ζ is
ζ =
DLd20k
4
2
(
1−
√
1 +
4
d20k
2
)
, (2.29)
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where d0 = lL/[2(cL,eq − cS,eq)]. The amplitude of the sinusoidal interface is
A(t) = A0e
ζt. (2.30)
These analytical solutions are used to verify the phase-field model, as will be
shown in Chapter 4.
2.2.2.2 Sharp interface model for grain growth
The underlying assumption in many grain growth models is that the normal
velocity vn = v · nˆ is linearly proportional to the driving force ∆µ:
vn = −Mgb∆µ, (2.31)
where Mgb is the grain boundary mobility. If the inclination dependence is
neglected, general equations for grain growth are obtained by substituting the
Gibbs-Thomson equation (Eq. 2.20) into Eq. 2.31:{
vn = −Mgbσgb2H x ∈ ΓGB (a)
G(x, t = 0) = G0 (b)
(2.32)
where σgb is the grain boundary energy and G represents the geometry of the
microstructure. Eq. 2.32(b) is the initial condition. In the most general case,
there is no analytical solution for this equation. However, for an individual grain
α, the exact integral of the normal velocity, i.e., the growth rate
dVα
dt
=
∫
∂Ωα
vn dA,
can be derived for 2D (von Neumann-Mullins law) [71, 72] and, more recently, for
3D isotropic case, i.e., uniform grain boundary energy and mobility, (MacPherson-
Srolovitz theory) [73]:
dV
dt
= −2piMgbσgb
(
Lgrain − 1
6
M
)
, (2.33)
where Lgrain is the mean width of the grain [73], and M is the total length of
all triple-lines of the grain.
The analytical solution of Eq. 2.32 can be found for cases with idealized geome-
tries shown in Fig. 2.7.
For the case of a spherical grain inside another (see Fig. 2.7a), the mean width
and the total triple-junction line length of grain 1 are Lgrain = 4R andM = 0,
respectively. Substituting them into Eq. 2.33, we have the radius of grain 1
R(t)2 = R20 − 4Mgbσgbt. (2.34)
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Figure 2.7: Test problems for grain growth. (a) A spherical grain inside
another grain. (b) The growth of three grains with one triple-
junction.
For the case of 2D, i.e., the growth of a circular grain in another, the radius R
is
R(t)2 = R20 − 2Mgbσgbt. (2.35)
Considering the case with three grains shown in Fig. 2.7b, the function of the
curved interface between grains 1 and 2 is [72]
z(x) = − 1
α
ln cosαx, (2.36)
where
α =
2φTJ
a
.
See Fig. 2.7b for the definition of symbols. The normal velocity of the interface
is
vn = 2
Mgbσgb
a
φTJ. (2.37)
These analytical solutions are used to verify the phase-field model, as will be
shown in Chapter 5.
2.2.2.3 Difficulties in sharp interface models
Most of the problems encountered with the sharp interface model fall into the
category of free boundary problems. In other words, the boundary condition is
applied on the free boundary, which depends on the solution of the problem,
see, e.g., Eqs. 2.25(b1-2,c) and 2.32(a). This makes the sharp interface models
very difficult to solve. Only very few cases with simple geometries and boundary
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conditions enable analytical solutions. For most cases, the PDE has to be solved
numerically. The interface then needs to be tracked explicitly. The explicit
tracking of interface causes difficulties in numerical techniques, such as (a) the
time-consuming remeshing process in a mesh-based solver and (b) the difficulty
of handling topological changes of the microstructure. The level-set models
[74, 34, 75] can be used to address these issues with an implicit representation of
the interface. However, it is not straightforward to be extended to include other
physical phenomena with the level-set method. To overcome these difficulties,
the diffuse interface model was introduced. The diffuse interface model is also
called the phase-field model for historical reasons, and it will be discussed in
the next section. As will be shown later, the phase-field method not only is a
mathematical tool but also has clear physical meaning. Another type of model
that can avoid explicit tracking of the interface is the Potts model (used mostly
in the simulation of grain growth) [76, 77]. The Potts model will not be discussed
in this thesis.
2.2.3 Phase-field method
Instead of explicitly tracking the microstructure, a field variable is used to de-
scribe the microstructure in the phase-field method [78, 79]. The problem of
tracking the interface is transformed to updating the field variable [80]. The
diffuse interface model can be mathematically viewed as a regularization of the
sharp interface model [81]. It can be shown that the diffuse interface model con-
verges to the corresponding sharp interface model as the interface width tends
to zero [82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. In addition, topological changes and singularities
can be handled easily [81].
2.2.3.1 Free energy functional
As shown in Eq. 2.16, the total free energy of a system includes the contribution
from the bulk region D and the interface Γ:
F =
∫
D
fbulk dV +
∫
Γ
f interface0 dA. (2.38)
The subscript 0 in f interface0 is used to denote that it is the sharp interface quan-
tity. The bulk free energy fbulk can be directly measured, e.g., using CALPHAD
[87] for the chemical free energy.
In the phase-field method, the interface is treated as a diffused one with finite
width instead of a sharp interface. Thus, the surface integral in Eq. 2.38 can be
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written as a volume integral (see Appendix A.2)∫
Γ
f dA =
∫
D
fδ(φ(x)) dV =
∫
D
fδ(φ(x)) dV, (2.39)
where φ is the signed distance function of the interface Γ, and δ(·) is the delta-
function. A regularized delta-function δ(·) is used to introduce the diffuse
interface. With the regularization given in Eq. 2.39, the free energy functional
in Eq. 2.38 can be written as
F =
∫
D
(
fbulk + f interface
)
dV. (2.40)
The above argument is purely from a mathematical viewpoint. Physically, based
on the Ginzburg-Landau theory, the interfacial energy can be written as [88]
f interface = f(u,∇u,∆u, · · · ), (2.41)
where u is the phase-field. According to symmetry arguments [89], f is a function
of even terms, like u2, u4, u6, |∇u|2, (∆u)2, etc. It turns out that only a few
terms are enough for practical applications. The most commonly used form is
f interface = W (u) +
1
2
κ|∇u|2, (2.42)
where W is a potential energy and the second term has a similar form as the
kinetic energy. κ is a positive constant called the gradient energy coefficient.
Notice that the |∇u|2 term produces the diffuse interface.
2.2.3.2 Evolution equations
Evolution equations can be derived from the second law of thermodynamics.
Considering a system described by the composition field c and the phase-field
u, its free energy is a functional F (u, c). From Eq. 2.40, the change of the total
free energy of the system can be calculated by
dF
dt
=
∫
D
(
δF
δu
∂u
∂t
+
δF
δc
∂c
∂t
)
dV
=
∫
D
(
δF
δu
∂u
∂t
+∇
(
δF
δc
)
· Jc
)
dV.
(2.43)
Here the continuity equation (Eq. 2.10) and integral by parts are used (see
Appendix A.1). According to the minimum energy principle (Eq. 2.9) and the
fact that all possible evolution of the system should make dF/dt ≤ 0, we must
have
∂u
∂t
= −LδF
δu
, (2.44)
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and
Jc = −M∇
(
δF
δc
)
. (2.45)
Substituting Eq. 2.45 into the continuity equation (Eq. 2.10), we get
∂c
∂t
= ∇ ·
[
M∇
(
δF
δc
)]
. (2.46)
Here L and M are positive constants. Eq. 2.44 is the so-called Allen-Cahn
equation [90] and Eq. 2.46 is the so-called Cahn-Hilliard equation [89].
2.2.3.3 Sharp interface limit
Here the convergence of the phase-field model to the corresponding sharp in-
terface model is shown by a system of two phases. Suppose the domain of the
system is D, and the domain of one phase is Ω. If only interfacial energy is
significant (f interface  fbulk), the free energy functional can be obtained from
Eqs. 2.40 and 2.42:
F(u) =
∫
D
(
W (u) +
2
2
|∇u|2
)
dV. (2.47)
Here  can be viewed as a measure of the diffuse interface width. Based on
Eq. 2.44 and the functional derivative given in Appendix A.3, the evolution
equation for the free energy function F in Eq. 2.47 is
∂u
∂t
= 2∆u−W ′(u). (2.48)
According to the Γ-convergence theory proposed by De Giorgi, the free energy
functional F(u)/ can be shown to converge to the sharp counterpart as  tends
to zero [91]:
F(u)

→0−−−→ σ
∫
∂Ω
dA, (2.49)
where σ is the interfacial energy. Eq. 2.49 indicates that minimizing F in
Eq. 2.47 is equivalent to minimizing the system’s total interfacial energy/interface
area at the limit  = 0.
From the asymptotic analysis of Eq. 2.48 (Appendix A.5), the phase-field solu-
tion can be approximated from the steady-state solution q as
u(x, t) = q
(
φ(x, t)

)
+O(2). (2.50)
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where φ is the signed distance to ∂Ω. For the case W (u) = 2u2(u − 1)2, the
steady-state solution has the form
q(x) =
1
2
(
1− tanhx

)
. (2.51)
Moreover, the interfacial velocity is shown to recover the sharp condition as
v = 2σH+O(2), (2.52)
where σ is related to the steady-state solution q as
σ =
∫ +∞
−∞
(
W (q(s)) +
2
2
(q′(s))2
)
ds =
∫ 1
0

√
2W (q) dq =

3
. (2.53)
With this, the physical parameter σ is linked with the model parameter . Notice
that it is straightforward to extend the convergence study of the two-phase
isotropic system presented here to more complex cases (involve more physics
and anisotropy), such as those given in Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5.
2.2.3.4 Phase-field model for solidification
The phase-field model for solidification is formulated with two kinds of variables:
the phase-field variable u(x, t) = {uS(x, t), uL(x, t)} : Ω × R+ → R2 and the
composition variable c(x, t) : Ω × R+ → R. The phase-field variables are used
to describe the microstructure: uS has value one in the solid phase, zero in
the liquid phase, and an intermediate value between zero and one near the
solid-liquid interface, and vice versa for uL. In this work, the phase-field model
proposed by Moelans [92] is used in the fitting and is presented below.
The interfacial free energy functional f interface : R2 → R is
f interface(u) = W (u) +
κ
2
(
(∇uS)2 + (∇uL)2
)
, (2.54)
where the potential W : R2 → R is [93]
W (u) = m
(
u4S
4
− u
2
S
2
+
u4L
4
− u
2
L
2
+ γu2Su
2
L +
1
4
)
. (2.55)
Here m and γ are model parameters. Both the chemical bulk free energy func-
tional fbulk : R2 × R → R and the total composition field c follow the mixture
law [94]
fbulk(u, c) = hS(u)fS(cS) + h
L(u)fL(cL),
c = hS(u)cS + h
L(u)cL,
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where the interpolation functions are given by [95]
hα(u) =
u2α∑
β=L,S
u2β
, α = L,S. (2.56)
Using a similar procedure as in Section 2.2.3.2, the phase-field equations can be
derived as
∂uS(x, t)
∂t
= −L
(
m
[
u3S − uS + 2γuSu2L
]− κ∆uS + ∂hS
∂uS
[
fS − fL − (cS − cL)µ˜
])
∂uL(x, t)
∂t
= −L
(
m
[
u3L − uL + 2γuLu2S
]− κ∆uL + ∂hS
∂uL
[
fS − fL − (cS − cL)µ˜
])
∂c(x, t)
∂t
= ∇ · ([hS(uS, uL)MS(c) + hL(uS, uL)ML(c)]∇µ˜+ jat).
(2.57)
where jat is the anti-trapping current [96, 94, 97] and the chemical potential µ˜
is
µ˜ =
∂fS
∂cS
=
∂fL
∂cL
. (2.58)
In this thesis, jat is neglected because the solute trapping effect of the problem
studied is negligible (see details in Paper I).
Connection between physical parameters and model parameters The
phase-field parameters can be connected with material parameters from the
asymptotic analysis of the phase-field equation with a similar process as shown
in Section 2.2.3.3. The parameter γ = 1.5 is used to get a symmetric profile, as
proposed in [95]. The model parameters can be related to the surface energy σ,
mobilities MS and ML, and the interface thickness l by [92]
m =
6σ
l
,
κ =
3
4
σl,
L =
2
3
m(MS +ML)
κ(cS,eq − cL,eq)2 .
(2.59)
The mobilities MS and ML can be related to the diffusion coefficients DS and
DL by [98]
DS = MS
∂2fS(cS)
∂c2S
,
DL = ML
∂2fL(cL)
∂c2L
.
(2.60)
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2.2.3.5 Phase-field model for grain growth
Phase-field models for grain growth can be categorized into three kinds depend-
ing on the degree of anisotropy considered [99]. (a) If grain boundary energies
and mobilities are assumed isotropic, the phase-field model is called isotropic
[93, 100]. (b) If grain boundary energies and mobilities are assumed to be de-
pendent on the misorientation (3D parameter space, see Section 2.2.1.1), the
phase-field model is called asymmetric [101, 102, 99] by Tóth et al. [99]. (c)
If a phase-field model incorporates both the inclination and misorientation de-
pendence of grain boundary energies and mobilities (5D parameter space), it is
called anisotropic model [86, 103, 95, 104, 20, 99]. Notice that sometimes the
model parameters need to be calibrated to correctly capture the triple-junction
condition (Eq. 2.22) [105, 106, 107]. In this thesis, as a first step, inclination
dependence of grain boundary energies and mobilities are neglected. Thus the
model used is categorized as the asymmetric grain growth model [99]. One
type of the asymmetric grain growth model is described by the vector-valued
Allen-Cahn equation:
∂tu = L (κ∆u−∇uW (u)) , (2.61)
where u : Ω × R+ → Rp,Ω ⊂ Rn is the phase-field variable (n = 2 for 2D,
n = 3 for 3D, and p is the total number of grains). The potential used here is a
multi-well potential W : Rp → R [93]:
W (u) = m
 p∑
α=1
(
u4α
4
− u
2
α
2
)
+ 2
p∑
α=1
p∑
β 6=α
γαβu
2
αu
2
β +
1
4
 . (2.62)
where γαβ controls the barrier height between wells. The energy anisotropy is
taken into account in γαβ . In this thesis, the grain boundary energy anisotropy
is neglected, and γαβ = 1.5,∀α-β is used to have a symmetric profile [95]. The
gradient of W in phase space is
(∇uW (u))α = m
u3α − uα + 2uα p∑
β 6=α
γαβu
2
β
 α = 1, · · · , p. (2.63)
The mobility anisotropy is taken into account in L [95]
L(u) =
∑
α,β
Lαβu
2
αu
2
β∑
α,β
u2αu
2
β
, (2.64)
where Lαβ is related to the boundary between grains α and β.
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Connection between physical parameters and model parameters The
model parameters Lαβ are linked to the grain boundary mobility Mgb by [95]
Lαβ =
4Mgb
3lgb
, (2.65)
where lgb is the grain boundary width, which is controlled by κ and m by
lgb =
√
8κ
m
, (2.66)
For the case of γ = 1.5, the grain boundary energies are related to the model
parameters by
σgb =
√
2κm
3
. (2.67)
The parameter study of McKenna [104] shows that lgb should be greater than 4
grid size and the majority of the grains in the system should have a size larger
than 3lgb.
2.2.3.6 Boundary conditions
With the aid of the phase-field method, boundary conditions at the free bound-
ary (e.g., Eqs. 2.25(b1, b2, and c) and 2.32(a)) are not needed. However, bound-
ary conditions at the exterior of the simulation domain D are still required. Two
types of boundary conditions are used in this thesis:
(a) the no-flux boundary condition
∇u · nˆ = 0 x ∈ ∂D, (2.68)
and (b) the periodic boundary condition
u(x+ a, t) = u(x, t) x ∈ ∂D, (2.69)
where nˆ is the outward normal of the exterior boundary of the simulation domain
and a is the period of the microstructure.
2.2.3.7 Efficient phase-field algorithm for grain growth
In most cases, a grain only spans a small space in a simulation domain. In other
words, phase-field variables uα have zero value in most of the simulation domain.
Based on this observation, computational- and memory-efficient algorithms can
be built. Krill and Chen [100] proposed a dynamic grain reassignment algorithm
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to compress the total number of phase-field variables. However, coalescence can-
not be fully eliminated. To eliminate the coalescence, Gruber et al. [108] built a
sparse data structure to store only phase-field variables larger than a tolerance
value. As shown in this work, the memory cost and the computational time
reduced significantly. However, the disadvantage is that it is difficult to build
an efficient data structure for parallelization. Another approach is the so-called
bounding box algorithm proposed by Vanherpe et al. [109, 110]. Only phase-
field variables within a bounding box are stored. The bounding box algorithm
has a larger memory cost than the sparse algorithm but can apply the compiler
vectorization easily. However, the prescription of periodic boundary condition
is not straightforward with the bounding box algorithm.
2.3 Difficult-to-measure material parameters
The fitting approach applies to a wide variety of materials and applications. In
this thesis, I choose to verify the fitting approach through measurements of a
set of difficult-to-measure parameters in two materials systems:
(a) Al-Cu alloy with 1-2 free parameters (the liquid diffusion coefficient and the
capillary length/surface energy),
(b) Pure polycrystalline iron with hundreds and thousands of parameters (re-
duced grain boundary mobilities).
In this part, traditional measurements of the liquid diffusion coefficient and
grain boundary properties are reviewed and, in particular, their difficulties are
highlighted.
2.3.1 Liquid diffusion coefficient in Al-Cu alloy
The liquid diffusion coefficient in an alloy is a well-known difficult-to-measure
material parameter. Here the Al-Cu alloy is chosen as an example for illustra-
tion, as it is a simple case to demonstrate the fitting approach. Moreover, Al-Cu
is a well-studied system, and its liquid diffusion coefficient has been measured by
several authors using different techniques. As listed in Table 2.1, measured val-
ues show more than one order of magnitude difference. This scatter is believed
to be caused by convection in the measurement [111]. The thermal Rayleigh
number RaT characterizes the importance of natural convection as compared to
diffusion [111]:
RaT =
gβTGHd
4
να
,
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Table 2.1: Literature values of the liquid diffusion coefficient of Al-Cu. The
most popular methods rely on measuring the composition profile
either by rapid quenching in the capillary tube method [111] or by x-
ray radiography [112]. The droplet method measures the movement
of a liquid droplet placed in a temperature gradient [113]. In the
neutron scattering method, the diffusivity is determined from the
quasielastic peak widths [114]. The coarsening method is based on
a heuristic comparison between a 3D coarsening experiment and a
phase-field simulation [115].
Year Authors Values ×10−9 m2/s Method
1968 Edwards et al. [116] 7.2 review article
1969 Sharp and Hellawell [117] 3 capillary tube
1971 Jordan and Hunt [118] 3.26 capillary tube
1975 Bhat [119] 3.57 capillary tube
1977 Sato and Ohira [120] 5.19∼5.55 capillary tube
1977 Watson and Hunt [113] 3.5 droplet
1980 Froschhammer et al.[121] 0.5 capillary tube
2004 Lee et al. [111] 2.4 capillary tube
2007 Dahlborg et al. [114] 3 neutron scattering
2010 Zhang et al. [112] 1.8 x-ray radiography
2011 Aagesen et al. [115] 0.83 coarsening
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, GH is the temperature gradient, d is
the characteristic length, and material parameters βT , ν, and α are the thermal
expansion coefficient, kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity, respectively.
In a liquid diffusion coefficient measurement, the Rayleigh number should be
minimized to make convection negligible compared to diffusion. As material
parameters βT , ν, and α are fixed for a given material, the only parameters
that can be tailored are GH , g, and d. The temperature gradient GH cannot
be too small; otherwise, the change in composition field will be too weak to
be measured accurately. The gravitational acceleration g can be reduced by
performing the experiment in space, i.e., under microgravity environment [122].
However, only a very limited number of experiments can be performed in space.
Therefore, the only practical way of lowering RaT is reducing the characteristic
length d. In capillary tube experiments, the typical range of d is 0.8∼5 mm
[117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 111]. In the work of Lee et al. [111], the capillary tube
diameter was chosen to be small (< 0.8 mm) to minimize the effect of convec-
tion. However, it is not clear that convection had been eliminated as a source
of bias in these studies. Aagesen et al. [115] measured the liquid diffusivity
by matching a calculated velocity histogram to the measured one. This mea-
surement was considered to be most accurate as the diffusivity is determined
from a 3D coarsening experiment which mimics the condition in the engineering
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process and the characteristic length of the microstructure is small (∼100 µm
[123]) such that convection is believed to be negligible.
2.3.2 Grain boundary energies and mobilities
In early times, the absolute grain boundary energy was determined by measur-
ing the dihedral angle at triple-junctions during the grain boundary grooving
process [124]. With this method, only a few energy values can be measured.
With the development of electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and serial
sectioning techniques, a 3D orientation map can be generated. Based on this
orientation map, relative grain boundary energies can be determined from the
triple-junction geometry [125, 126, 127], assuming the microstructure is approx-
imately in equilibrium near the triple-junction. Adams et al. [125] proposed
an algorithm to measure misorientation dependent relative grain boundary en-
ergies, which was successfully applied for aluminum [128]. Morawiec [126] pro-
posed an algorithm to measure the 5D relative grain boundary energies. This
algorithm was extensively used in Rohrer’s group to measure the relative grain
boundary energies in MgO [129], Ni [130], yttria [25], and ferritic steel [131]. A
grain boundary energy database can also be built with the help of atomic-scale
simulations [132, 133, 18, 134, 135, 136, 137]. Barmak et al. [132] compared
the measured grain boundary energy in aluminum with the calculated energy
by molecular dynamics, and a large variation was observed. Rohrer et al. [134]
compared measured grain boundary energies in nickel with calculated ones. In
this work, it was shown that experimentally obtained energies for the high pop-
ulated grain boundaries showed correlation with calculated energies. However,
it should be noticed that all measurements were done on the surface using a
destructive method. To summarize, either the experimental data available is
inadequate or the quality is not sufficient for the use of materials design.
Experimental measurements of grain boundary mobilities are extremely limited.
The most popular approach is the bi-crystal method [11, 138]. In this method,
a bi-crystal sample with a specific grain boundary type is manufactured, and
the movement of the grain boundary is followed during annealing, from which
the grain boundary mobility of this particular grain boundary type is measured.
There are two issues of this method: (a) the measurement is only surface mea-
surement, and (b) it is difficult to access a larger portion of the 5D parameter
space. With the development of EBSD, grain boundary mobilities can be de-
termined from the measured velocity of the recrystallization front as well as
the driving pressure [139, 140]. However, the mobilities of store energy-driven
boundaries may be different from that of curvature-driven boundaries. Current
grain boundary mobility databases are mainly provided by molecular dynamics
simulations [141, 142, 19, 143, 144, 145], but the experimental validation is still
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Table 2.2: Review of 3D non-destructive grain growth measurements. The
voxel size, the number of time-steps(TS) measured and the total
number of grains (No.Gr) in the dataset are listed.
Year Authors Technique Voxel size TS No.Gr
2008 Schmidt et al. [146] 3DXRD 5∼8 µm 6 480
2011 Li [147] 3DXRD 1.47∼4 µm 6 2000
2014 Syha [148] DCT 0.7 µm 2 849
2014 McKenna et al. [149] PCT 0.7 µm 2 1200
2015 Lin et al. [150] 3DXRD 2∼4 µm 3 2000
2017 Sun et al. [151] LabDCT 5 µm 3 300
lacking.
Inspired by the idea of fitting given in the introduction (Chapter 1), the mea-
surement of grain boundary properties can be performed with a dataset of grain
growth. This kind of fitting is impossible before due to lack of experimental
methods that can provide time-resolved 3D measurements of grain growth with
high temporal and spatial resolution. The development of non-destructive 3D
grain mapping techniques such as three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD)
[39] and diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) [152, 44], provides a possible
remedy to the situation. In Table 2.2, a list of previous measurements of grain
growth is given. The first 3DXRD results on the growth of 480 Al-Mn grains by
Schmidt et al. [146], involved six time-steps and a resolution of about 5∼8 µm.
Li [147] later used 3DXRD to measure the growth of about 2000 pure nickel
grains with a slightly improved resolution (pixel size of 1.47 µm and 4 µm
spacing between layers). Lin et al. [150] measured the growth of more than
2000 nickel grains with 3DXRD (pixel size of 2 µm and 4 µm layer spacing).
Concerning DCT, Syha [148] measured two steps of grain growth in strontium
titanate sample with 849 grains and with a voxel size of 0.7 µm. Recently, Sun
et al. [151] studied three steps of grain growth of more than 300 grains using a
laboratory-based DCT [153, 154] with a voxel size of 5 µm. It can be seen that,
in all cases, experimental settings were not ideal for a detailed study of grain
boundary mobilities and energies. Phase contrast tomography (PCT) using dec-
oration of grain boundaries as the contrast is an alternative method exhibiting
a superior spatial resolution [149]. However, the process is not representative of
classical grain growth, and PCT does not provide crystallographic information.
In this thesis, a DCT dataset with a high spatial resolution (1.54 µm) and 15
annealing time-steps is measured and applied to fit the reduced grain boundary
mobilities, as will be shown in Chapter 5.

Chapter 3
Optimization
In this chapter, a fitting approach is introduced to determine material parame-
ters, with an emphasis on the theoretical development. The fitting methodology
and related key concepts are first introduced and discussed in Section 3.1. A
detailed analysis of specific aspects related to coarsening and grain growth is
provided in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Applications of the fitting ap-
proach to real material systems are given in the following chapters.
3.1 The fitting methodology
To overcome difficulties encountered in traditional material parameters mea-
surements, a fitting approach is proposed to extract material parameters by
bridging 3D experiments and 3D simulations. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the fitting
approach includes three key components:
1. A 3D experimental movie of evolving material microstructures measured
under realistic engineering processing conditions,
2. A simulated movie with one frame of the experimental movie as initial
condition and guessed values of material parameters p as input,
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3. Comparison between experiment and simulation and optimization of the
value of input material parameters.
Techniques that can provide the experimental movie (point 1) and the simulated
movie (point 2) are presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. In this chap-
ter, the focus is on the comparison between two movies, and the optimization of
material parameters (point 3), i.e., the fitting process. The fitting process can
be described formally by the following optimization problem
find p
minimize fcost(t,p) = fcost
(Gexp(t),Gsim(t,p))
such that Gsim(t0,p) = Gexp(t0)
Gsim(t,p) is solution of the materials model.
(3.1)
where Gexp(t) represents the measured experimental movie, Gsim(t,p) represents
the simulated movie with input values of material parameters p (i.e., the design
variables). fcost is a cost function which measures the dissimilarity between the
experiment and the simulation, and needs to be minimized (i.e., the objective
function). There are two kinds of constraints: (1) the initial microstructure
for the simulation is input from the experiment, and (2) the evolution of the
simulated microstructure is described by specific materials model, depending on
the studied problem. Examples of materials models can be found in Section 2.2.
3.1.1 The cost function
The cost function plays a central role in the fitting approach. It characterizes
the dissimilarity between the simulated microstructure Gsim and the experi-
mental microstructure Gexp, defined as fcost : Gsim × Gexp → R. It takes two
microstructural geometries as input and returns a scalar. For the case that the
microstructure geometry is implicitly represented by signed distance functions
(Gsim = φsim, Gexp = φexp), the cost function can be defined with the q-norm as
fcost(t,p) = f
norm
cost (φsim, φexp) = ‖φsim − φexp‖2q . (3.2)
The norm is calculated in the fitting domain Ωfit. For the case that the mi-
crostructure geometry is represented by voxelized images (Gexp = Imgexp, Gsim =
Imgsim), the cost function can be defined with the correlation function as
fcost(t,p) = f
corr
cost (Img
sim, Imgexp) = 1− corr
Ωfit
(
Imgexp(t), Imgsim(t,p)
)
. (3.3)
The fitting domain Ωfit is not necessarily the whole structure. It can be localized,
such as a domain restricted to a region near a specific interface.
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p
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the synthetic geometry (in 2D direct space) to study
properties of the cost function. The solid red line represents the ex-
perimental microstructure Gexp. The dashed green lines represent
simulated microstructures Gsim(p) with given material parameter
p. The dotted blue lines represent the boundary of the interfacial
domain Ωinterface.
Properties of the norm-cost function (Eq. 3.2) and the corr-cost function (Eq. 3.3)
are illustrated with an artificial test case (moving circle). As shown in Fig. 3.1,
the experimental microstructure Gexp is the red circle in the middle. Varying p
results in a series of simulated microstructures Gsim (dashed green circles) with
their centers shifted a distance p to the right. Cost functions given in Eq. 3.2
and Eq. 3.3 are calculated from Gexp and Gsim(p) and are plotted against p in
Fig. 3.2. It is seen that all cost functions have a unique minimum at p = 0, i.e.,
a complete match of two microstructures. The corr-cost function (Eq. 3.3) is
easy to calculate, but the discretized representation of the microstructure causes
the discontinuity in the cost function (see Figs. 3.2 and 3.3), especially when
the geometry is represented by a limited number of voxels. The issue caused by
discontinuity is not so severe when Ωfit refers to a 3D domain. The norm-cost
function (Eq. 3.2) is continuous, but an extra computational effect is needed to
get the signed distance functions. As shown in Fig. 3.2, q in the q-norm-cost
function only influences the shape of the cost function without changing the
minimum. Because the minimum is the only thing concerned in the fitting, q is
set to two (q = 2) in the following of this thesis.
As only the interface is used in the comparison, the fitting domain Ωfit is limited
to the interfacial region Ωinterface=w with a bandwidth w (see the dotted blue
lines in Fig. 3.1). Please refer to Eq. 4 in Paper I for a formal definition of
Ωinterface=w. Cost function curves with various bandwidth values w are shown
in Fig. 3.3. It is observed that w influences the shape of the corr-cost func-
tions while has an invisible influence on the norm-cost functions. Moreover, all
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Figure 3.2: The cost functions are plotted against the distance p between the
center of Gexp and the center of Gsim. The fitting domain is the
full 2D square of Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: Cost functions with different interface bandwidth for the moving
circle problem. The fitting domain is restricted to a narrow band
with width w near the interface: Ωfit = Ωinterface=w. The unit of
w is the grid size. The norm-cost function is normalized by the
fitting domain size |Ωfit|. Notice that the influence of w on norm-
cost functions (2-norm) are not distinguishable from the plot.
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cost functions give the right minimum point where the simulated circle and the
experimental circle overlap entirely (p = 0).
For a detailed description and discussion of the fitting domain Ωfit, please refer
to Section 2.3 in the attached Paper I.
3.1.2 Modeling techniques
In this thesis, the phase-field method is employed as the modeling technique.
However, it should be emphasized that there is no limitation in the fitting ap-
proach to using any relevant modeling techniques for the studied problem.
The accuracy of the model influences the accuracy of the fitting result; therefore,
it is essential to choose a model which is suitable for the materials system and
the studied problem. Moreover, it is essential to verify the phase-field model
before using it in the fitting. Detailed verification of phase-field models will be
given in Chapters 4 and 5.
3.1.3 Reducing computational cost
It can be seen from Eq. 3.1 that phase-field equations need to be solved in each
optimization iteration. This makes the fitting time-consuming as 3D phase-field
simulations are usually computationally expensive. However, in practice, many
properties of the phase-field equation can be used to reduce the computational
cost. An example is a scaling property
Gsim(t, kp) = Gsim(kt,p). (3.4)
It means the simulated microstructure at time t with material parameter kp is
the same as the simulated microstructure at kt with material parameter p. In
other words, many trials of material parameters can be performed with only one
simulation. A detailed discussion on the scaling property related to coarsening
and grain growth is given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Moreover, some parameters may not live on the entire domain so local optimiza-
tion may be applied. For example, the grain boundary property of a specific
boundary is only defined on this boundary. Thus fitting could only be applied
on this boundary. However, there may be coupling between boundaries, which
will be analyzed in detail in Section 3.3.3.
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3.1.4 Initial guess of material parameters
An initial guess of material parameters must be provided for the fitting algo-
rithm. A good initial guess can help the optimization converge with less itera-
tion. Therefore, estimating a good initial guess is needed. The initial guess of
material parameters can originate from several sources:
1. Traditional experimental measurements.
2. Statistical analysis based on analytical models. For example, an estimation
of the grain boundary mobility can be found from the grain growth theory
as shown in the attached Paper II.
3. A rough fitting using simulations with a large grid size or a simplified
model.
It should be noticed that if the scaling property (Eq. 3.4) can be applied to the
fitting, the initial guess is not so critical.
3.2 Case study: coarsening
3.2.1 The cost function
X-ray tomography measurements can provide a signed distance function φexp of
the 3D microstructure in coarsening [155]. Phase-field simulation (Section 2.2.3.4)
can provide the phase-field variable usim. The cost function is then defined with
the 2-norm
fcost(usim, φexp) = ‖φ(usim)− φexp‖22 , (3.5)
or the correlation function
fcost(usim, φexp) = 1− corr(Ω(usim ≥ 0.5),Ω(φexp ≤ 0)). (3.6)
Here Ω(·) is the voxelized domain where its argument is true. According to the
asymptotic analysis of the phase-field equation (Eq. 2.57), the signed distance
function φ(usim) can be approximated from the phase-field usim as (Eq. 2.50)
φ(usim) ≈ l
2
tanh−1 (1− 2usim) . (3.7)
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3.2.2 The scaling property
If the diffusion mobility in the solid and the diffusion mobility in the liquid is
related: MS = ML ( is a small positive number), and fS and fL can be locally
approximated by parabolic functions, the scaling property of DL can be derived
from Eqs. 2.57, 2.59, and 2.60. The phase-field variable of the liquid phase is
uL(x, t; kDL) =
∫ t
0
−kL δF
δuL
dt
=
∫ kt
0
−L δF
δuL
d(kt)
= uL
(
x, kt;DL
)
.
(3.8)
Similarly, the scaling properties of the phase-field variable of the solid phase uS
and the composition field c are
uS
(
x, t; kDL
)
= uS
(
x, kt;DL
)
, (3.9)
c
(
x, t; kDL
)
= c
(
x, kt;DL
)
. (3.10)
Eqs. 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 describe the scaling property of the liquid diffusion coef-
ficient DL for the coarsening problem.
By examining the phase-field equations in Eq. 2.57, there is no scaling property
for the surface energy/capillary length. However, for the case of coarsening,
an approximated scaling property of the surface energy/capillary length can be
derived. As the surface energy σ is a linear function of the capillary length
lL (if fS and fS are locally approximated by parabolic functions), the scaling
properties of the surface energy and the capillary length are the same. In the
following, only the scaling property of the surface energy is derived. According
to Eq. 2.59, model parameters m and κ are linear functions of σ. In coarsening,
the interface velocity is very small, so ∂uL/∂t ≈ 0. Under this assumption, the
two terms in Eq. 2.57 must have approximately the same order, i.e.,
m
(
u3S − uS + 2γuSu2L
)− κ∆uS ≈ −∂hS
∂uS
[
fS − fL − (cS − cL)µ˜
]
.
Thus if kσ is used in the simulation, the only way to reach the same order is to
scale fS, fL and µ˜, i.e.
km
(
u3S − uS + 2γuSu2L
)− kκ∆uS ≈ −∂hS
∂uS
[
kfS − kfL − (cS − cL)kµ˜
]
.
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Notice that cS − cL ≈ cS,eq − cL,eq for coarsening. With this, the following
approximated scaling property of σ can be derived as
uL(x, t; kσ) ≈
∫ t
0
−L
(
k
δF
δuL
)
dt
= uL (x, kt;σ) .
(3.11)
Similarly, we have
uS(x, t; kσ) ≈ uS (x, kt;σ) , (3.12)
c(x, t; kσ) ≈
∫ t
0
∇ · [M∇(kµ˜)] dt
= c (x, kt;σ) .
(3.13)
Eqs. 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 provide the approximated scaling property of the sur-
face energy σ for the case of coarsening.
As will be shown in Section 4.4.2, the approximated scaling property of the sur-
face energy is verified for the case of coarsening. Therefore, it is impossible to
distinguish whether the scaling of the microstructure evolution is caused by the
diffusion coefficient or the surface energy. In other words, these two parameters
are not separable in the coarsening experiment: DLσ = constant, but could be
with more experiments.
3.2.3 Algorithm for fitting the liquid diffusion coefficient
The fitting algorithm for the liquid diffusion coefficient is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1. The fitting algorithm requires the experimental microstructure (de-
scribed by a signed distance function) and an initial guess of DL as input. On
line 1, the phase-field simulation is performed with one frame of the experimen-
tal movie (at t0) as the initial microstructure and the initial guess DL0 as the
material parameter. According to the scaling property derived in Section 3.2.2,
phase-field simulations only need to be performed once throughout the whole
fitting process. The loop on line 2 is used for the case when there are more
candidates of the fitting domain Ωfit. The cost functions of various candidates
DL at different t are calculated according to lines 3-7. The loop on line 3 is used
for fitting more experimental time-steps t. On lines 8-11, the cost functions are
used to search for the minimum. Data points at different candidate values of DL
are interpolated by a spline, and a standard nonlinear optimization algorithm
is used to find the optimal DL.
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Algorithm 1 Fitting liquid diffusion coefficient DL
Require: experimental microstructure φexp(t)
Require: initial guess DL0
1: get simulated microstructure usim(t;DL0 ) = phase-field(φexp(t0), DL0 )
2: for Ωfit do . loop different fitting domain
3: for t ∈ [t1, t2] do . loop experimental time-steps
4: for DL ∈ [a, b] do . loop candidate DL values
5: calculate cost function fcost
(
usim
(
DL
DL0
t;DL0
)
, φexp(t)
)
6: end for
7: end for
8: for t ∈ [t1, t2] do
9: interpolate fcost(DL; t)
10: find the minimum of the cost function fcost: DLfit
11: end for
12: end for
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3.3.1 The cost function
DCT presented in Section 2.1.2.2 can provide a grain map. Here the shape of
each experimentally measured grain δ is described by a signed distance function
φδexp. Phase-field simulation based on the model presented in Section 2.2.3.5 is
used to provide the phase-field variable of each grain uδsim. The cost function is
then defined using the 2-norm as
fcost(usim,φexp) =
∑
δ
fδcost(u
δ
sim, φ
δ
exp) =
∑
δ
∥∥φ(uδsim)− φδexp∥∥22 , (3.14)
where the
∑
δ is summation over all grains and φ is the signed distance function
(negative inside grain). Eq. 3.14 can be reformulated as a summation over all
grain boundaries
fcost(usim,φexp) =
∑
αβ
fαβcost(u
α
sim, u
β
sim, φ
α
exp, φ
β
exp), (3.15)
where
fαβcost(u
α
sim, u
β
sim, φ
α
exp, φ
β
exp) =
∥∥φ(uαsim)− φαexp∥∥22 + ∥∥∥φ(uβsim)− φβexp∥∥∥22 . (3.16)
Notice that the 2-norm only needs to be calculated at the grain boundary re-
gion. The signed distance φ can be calculated from the phase-field variable
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usim according to Eq. 3.7. φexp can be got from a phase-field dilation process
described in Section 5.2.6.
3.3.2 Optimization problem
The reduced grain boundary mobilities mgb (Eq. 2.17) depend on the grain
boundary mobilities Mgb and energies σgb. The grain boundary energies affect
the dihedral angles, which in turn affect the evolution of the grain boundary
network [156, 59]. The grain boundary mobilities affect the velocity of grain
boundaries. In this thesis, as a first step, it is assumed that the effect of grain
boundary energies on the change of the grain boundary network is small during
two adjacent experimental time-steps. This assumption will cause an error in
the fitted value of the reduced mobilities. In the future, the fitting of grain
boundary energies or even simultaneous fitting of the energies and mobilities
can be used to improve the fitting result. Thus, in the current work, the grain
boundary energies σgb are set to be one, and only the mobilities Mgb are fitted.
Based on this setting, the fitted mobilityMgb has the same value as the physical
reduced mobility mgb. The mobility variable of grain boundary Γi is written as
Mi. The fitting of grain boundary mobilities can be formulated as the following
optimization problem
find M = {Mi}, i ∈ Sfit
minimize fcost(t,M) =
∑
δ f
δ
cost =
∑
αβ f
αβ
cost
such that usim(t0,M) = uexp(t0)
usim(t,M) follows Eq. 2.61.
(3.17)
HereM contains all fitted mobilities (Sfit is the set of all fitted boundaries). The
cost function is calculated in two ways: summation over all grains (Eq. 3.14) or
summation over all grain boundaries (Eq. 3.15).
3.3.3 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity, i.e., ∂fcost/∂Mi, is carried out to derive an independence ap-
proximation that is used to simplify the optimization problem in Eq. 3.17.
Suppose Mi is the mobility of the grain boundary Γαβ between grains α and β.
According to Eq. 2.65, the sensitivity can be calculated as
∂fcost
∂Mi
=
4
3lgb
∂fcost
∂Lαβ
.
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As grain boundary width lgb is constant in the phase-field model used, the
sensitivity to Mi only differs from the sensitivity to Lαβ by a constant scaling.
In the following, I will focus on the sensitivity to Lαβ .
The cost function in Eq. 3.14 can be explicitly written as
fcost(usim) =
p∑
δ=1
(∫
Γδw
(φ(uδ)− φδexp)2 dV
)
, (3.18)
where Γδw is the domain of a narrow band near grain boundaries of grain δ:
Γδw = {x : |φδ(x)| < w} and uδ = uδsim. For convenience, two quantities are
defined as
gδ := 2
(
φ(uδ)− φδexp
) ∂φ(uδ)
∂uδ
, (3.19)
Aαβ :=
u2αu
2
β∑
α,β
u2αu
2
β
. (3.20)
The sensitivity of the cost function (Eq. 3.18) is calculated as
∂fcost
∂Lαβ
=
p∑
δ=1
[∫
Γδw
(
gδ
∂uδ
∂Lαβ
)
dV
]
, (3.21)
where the derivatives of phase-field variables uδ with respect to Lαβ are calcu-
lated from Eq. 2.61
∂uδ
∂Lαβ
=
∂uδ(t0)
∂Lαβ
+
∫ t
t0
∂(∂tu
δ)
∂Lαβ
dt. (3.22)
The initial phase-field variables do not depend on the input material parameters;
thus
∂uδ(t0,M)
∂Lαβ
=
∂uδexp(t0)
∂Lαβ
= 0. (3.23)
From Eq. 2.61 and Eq. 2.64, we have
∂(∂tu
δ)
∂Lαβ
=
∂(∂tu
δ)
∂L
∂L
∂Lαβ
= Aαβ
(
κ∆uδ −∇uW (u)
)
.
(3.24)
Considering that Aαβ only has non-zero values near the α-β boundary Γαβ and
using Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23, the derivative of phase-field variables with respect to
Lαβ can be approximated as
∂uδ
∂Lαβ
≈

∫ t
t0
∂(∂tu
δ)
∂Lαβ
dt Γαβw ⊂ Γδw
0 Γαβw 6⊂ Γδw,
(3.25)
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where Γαβw is a domain of a narrow band near grain boundary Γαβ : Γαβw =
Γαw ∩ Γβw. Eq. 3.25 is the independence approximation, which means varying
Lαβ only influence the evolution of grain boundary Γαβ . Substituting Eq. 3.25
into Eq. 3.21, we get an approximation of the sensitivity
∂fcost
∂Lαβ
≈
∑
δ=α,β
[∫
Γαβw
(
gδ
∂uδ
∂Lαβ
)
dV
]
=
∂fαβcost
∂Lαβ
, (3.26)
which means Lαβ only influences the local cost function f
αβ
cost (Eq. 3.16). With
the independence approximation (Eq. 3.25) and the sensitivity (Eq. 3.26), the
original optimization problem Eq. 3.17 can be approximated by several sub-
problems. For each fitted grain boundary α-β, the sub-problem is defined as
find Lαβ
minimize fαβcost(t, Lαβ)
such that usim(t0,M) = uexp(t0)
usim(t,M) follows Eq. 2.61.
(3.27)
In summary, the strategy to solve the original optimization problem (Eq. 3.17)
is
1. Approximation of Eq. 3.17 by a sequence of sub-problems (Eq. 3.27).
2. Solving sub-problems (Eq. 3.27).
3. Approximation of the original optimization problem again based on the
solution of all sub-problems.
4. Iterating over 2-3 until convergence.
3.3.4 The scaling property
Based on the independence approximation in Eq. 3.25, and following the same
procedure as in Section 3.2.2, the approximated scaling property can be derived
as
uδ(x, t; kMi) ≈ uδ(x, kt;Mi). (3.28)
This property plays a significant role in reducing the computational cost of the
fitting.
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3.3.5 Algorithm for fitting reduced mobilities
The fitting algorithm for the reduced grain boundary mobilities is summarized
in Algorithm 2. The fitting algorithm requires the experimentally measured
grain shape (signed distance functions) and an initial guess of fitted mobilities.
On line 2, the phase-field simulation is performed with one frame of the experi-
mental data as an initial condition and a guess of material parameters M0. For
each fitted grain boundaries Γαβ ∈ Sfit (line 3), the sub-problem in Eq. 3.27 is
solved (lines 4-10). The fitting domain of Γαβ is got by subtracting the triple-
junction region Ωtj from the interfacial domain: Ω
αβ
fit = Γ
αβ
w \ Ωtj (lines 4-5).
The reason why Ωtj needs to be removed from the fitting domain is that both
the evaluation of signed distance function (Eq. 3.7) and the independence ap-
proximation (Eq. 3.25) fail near triple-junctions. The cost function is calculated
with the help of the scaling property (lines 6-8), and its minimum is found using
standard nonlinear optimization algorithm. On line 12, the convergence of val-
ues of material parameters is checked, and the mobility variables are updated
(line 13).
Algorithm 2 Fitting reduced grain boundary mobilities
Require: experimental microstructure φexp(t)
Require: Initial guess M0
1: for iteration do . fitting iteration
2: get simulated microstructure usim(t;M0) = phase-field(φexp(t0),M0)
3: for α,β do . loop all fitted grain boundaries
4: get interfacial domain Γαβw
5: get Ωαβfit by subtracting triple-junction regions
6: for Mαβ ∈ [a, b] do . loop candidate Mαβ values
7: calculate cost function fαβcost(Mαβ) . use scaling in Eq. 3.28
8: end for
9: find the minimum of the cost function fαβcost: Mfitαβ
10: save the result Mfitαβ →M
11: end for
12: check convergence |M−M0| ≤ 
13: update material parameters M0 = M
14: end for

Chapter 4
Application I: coarsening
In this chapter, the fitting approach proposed in Chapter 3 is applied to fit
two parameters - the liquid diffusion coefficient and the capillary length in a
hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloy. A brief introduction to the coarsening process and the
Al-Cu material system is presented in Section 4.1. The coarsening experiment
is briefly summarized in Section 4.2. Various aspects related to the phase-field
model are addressed in Section 4.3. Results of the fitting are presented and
discussed in Section 4.4. Part of the result is published in the attached Paper I.
4.1 Coarsening of hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloy
Coarsening is the late stage of solidification. During coarsening, the particle
size or the inverse of surface area per unit volume S−1v increase with time at a
constant annealing temperature under the curvature driving force.
In this thesis, an Al-Cu alloy with a composition of 20 wt%Cu and a solid
fraction of 48 vol% is annealed at a temperature just above the eutectic tem-
perature. As shown by the phase diagram in Fig. 4.1, at this stage, the system
contains a Cu-rich liquid phase and an Al-rich solid phase. Details on material
parameters of the Al-Cu system are provided below.
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram of the Al-Cu alloy at the Al-rich end, reproduced
from [157]. S and α denote liquid and solid (fcc-A1) phases, respec-
tively. The state at which the coarsening experiment is performed
is shown by the red dot.
4.1.1 Material parameters
Free energy density The chemical bulk free energy density is provided by
the CALculation of PHAse Diagrams (CALPHAD) method. The molar Gibbs
energy of the liquid phase of Al-Cu is expressed in the following form [158]
Gliquidm (T, c) = (1− c)HSERAl + cHSERCu
+(1− c)G◦,liquidAl + cG◦,liquidCu
+RT (c ln c+ (1− c) ln(1− c))
+c(1− c)
(
L0,liquidAl,Cu + L
1,liquid
Al,Cu (1− 2c) + L2,liquidAl,Cu (1− 2c)2
)
,
(4.1)
and the molar Gibbs energy for the solid (fcc-A1) phase is expressed as [158]
Gfcc-A1m (T, c) = (1− c)HSERAl + xHSERCu
+(1− c)G◦,fcc-A1Al + cG◦,fcc-A1Cu
+RT (c ln c+ (1− c) ln(1− c))
+c(1− c)
(
L0,fcc-A1Al,Cu:2 + L
1,fcc-A1
Al,Cu:2(1− 2c) + L2,fcc-A1Al,Cu:2(1− 2c)2
)
,
(4.2)
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where T is the temperature and c is the composition (molar fraction). For the
meaning of the other parameters, please refer to [158]. In this work, a parabolic
approximation [92] of the CALPHAD free energy is used to avoid iteratively
solving Eq. 2.58. The parabolic free energies have the following form:
Vmf
L(cL) =
AL
2
(
cL − cL,0)2 + CL ≈ Gliquidm , (4.3)
Vmf
S(cS) =
AS
2
(
cS − cS,0)2 + CS ≈ Gfcc-A1m , (4.4)
where AL, AS, cL,0, cL,0, CL, and CS are fitting parameters, and Vm is the
molar volume, which is used to transfer from the molar free energy (J ·mol−1)
to the volume density (J · m−3). The molar volume of Al-Cu is measured
as Vm = 11.1182 cm3 · mol−1 [159]. As shown in Fig. 4.2, CALPHAD free
energies in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 are fitted by parabolic functions in Eqs. 4.3 and
4.4 while keeping common tangent compositions close to the CALPHAD ones
(cS,eq = 1.99 at% and cL,eq = 15.5 at%) with a penalty optimization method.
Fitted parameters in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 are
AL = 1.1337× 105 J ·mol−1,
AS = 6.1839× 104 J ·mol−1,
cL,0 = 0.5703,
cS,0 = 0.7822,
CL = −4.9457× 104 J ·mol−1,
CS = −5.1278× 104 J ·mol−1.
Relative errors between CALPHAD free energies and corresponding parabolic
fits are less than 1 %.
Capillary length The capillary length is derived from a measurement of the
Gibbs-Thomson coefficient Γ (Eq. 2.18). Hunt measured the Gibbs-Thomson
coefficient to be Γ = 2.41× 10−7 mK [160]. The capillary length is then
lL =
2Γ
m
= 0.63 nm, (4.5)
where the liquidus slope m is measured to be m = −763.79 K from the CAL-
PHAD free energy in Eq. 4.1. In the phase-field model given in Section 2.2.3.4,
the solid-liquid surface energy is needed to calculate model parameters. The
solid-liquid surface energy σSL is derived from the capillary length by
σSL =
lLGliquid
′′
m (c
L,eq − cS,eq)
2V sm
, (4.6)
where V sm is the molar volume of the solid phase. In this work, it is assumed to
be the same as Vm.
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Figure 4.2: Parabolic fit of the molar Gibbs free energy. Solid green and red
lines are CALPHAD free energies in Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. Dashed
lines are the parabolic fits in Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. The dash-dotted
line shows the common tangent of the parabolic free energies.
4.2 Coarsening experiment
Absorption contrast tomography (Section 2.1.2.1) is applied in the coarsening
experiment with a 25 keV x-ray beam and exposure time of 250 ms. An in situ
isothermal coarsening experiment is performed for 462 minutes at a tempera-
ture just above the eutectic temperature. Spatial and temporal resolutions are
∆x = 1.44 µm and 231 s, respectively. An example of the coarsening dataset
is shown in Fig. 4.3. The coarsening experiment was conducted by Juliet Fife
and collaborators on beamline TOMCAT at the Swiss Light Source (SLS). The
reconstruction and segmentation were conducted by John Gibbs. For details on
the experiment and related data analysis, please refer to the work of Fife [161]
and Gibbs [162, 155]. The 4D coarsening dataset is available at the Materials
Data Facility1 [163].
1https://publish.globus.org/jspui/handle/ITEM/41
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the coarsening dataset used in this thesis.
4.3 Phase-field simulation of coarsening
4.3.1 Implementation of the phase-field model
The phase-field model presented in Section 2.2.3.4 is implemented to simulate
the coarsening process. In this thesis, finite difference method is applied to
discretize phase-field equations (Eq. 2.57), and the domain decomposition algo-
rithm is used for parallelization.
4.3.1.1 Finite difference method
The simulation domain is discretized by cells of size hx×hy ×hz = (∆x)3. The
Laplacian operator is approximated by the 7-points stencil
∆hf =
f i+1,j,k − 2f i,j,k + f i−1,j,k
h2x
+
f i,j+1,k − 2f i,j,k + f i,j−1,k
h2y
+
f i,j,k+1 − 2f i,j,k + f i,j,k−1
h2z
+O(h2),
(4.7)
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where f i,j,k = f(ihx, jhy, khz). The term in Eq. 2.57 is discretized by a forward-
backward scheme as
[∇ · (M∇µ)]h = M
i+1,j,k(µi+1,j,k − µi,j,k)−M i−1,j,k(µi,j,k − µi−1,j,k)
2h2x
+
M i,j+1,k(µi,j+1,k − µi,j,k)−M i,j−1,k(µi,j,k − µi,j−1,k)
2h2y
+
M i,j,k+1(µi,j,k+1 − µi,j,k)−M i,j,k−1(µi,j,k − µi,j,k−1)
2h2z
+
1
2
M i,j,k∆hµ+O(h2).
(4.8)
where h = max{hx, hy, hz}. In this work, the grid has equal size along all
directions: ∆x = h = hx = hy = hz. Both discretization schemes (Eqs. 4.7 and
4.8) are accurate to the second-order. The forward Euler method (first-order
accuracy) is used for temporal discretization, and the time-step is chosen to be
∆t ≤ ∆x2/(2dDL) for stability consideration, where d is the dimension.
4.3.1.2 Parallelization
To reduce the computational time, parallel programming is used in the phase-
field implementation. The domain decomposition algorithm [164] is used to
parallelize over multiple nodes with the Message Passing Interface (MPI) library.
The code is written in C and is available on GitHub2.
4.3.2 Verification of the phase-field model
The phase-field model and its implementation need to be verified before applied
in the fitting. The analytical solutions given in Section 2.2.2.1 are taken as the
ground truth for verifying the phase-field simulation results.
Test case 1: 1D precipitate particle growth in infinitely large media.
The purpose of this test is to check the diffusion behavior of the phase-field
model. The analytical solution derived by Zener [69] (Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27) is
based on two assumptions: (1) the capillary effect is negligible and (2) the
domain is infinite. In this test case, the above assumptions are validated. The
domain size is chosen to be 400 µm, much larger than the precipitation size (2 ∼
3.5 µm), to mimic the infinite media (Zener’s second assumption). The initial
2Parallel coarsening phase-field code: https://github.com/jijn/phasefield_coarsening
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Figure 4.4: Test case 1: 1D precipitation growth inside a uniform field. (a)
The simulated precipitate radius is compared with the analyti-
cal solution (Eq. 2.27)). (b) The simulated composition profile is
compared with the analytical solution (Eq. 2.26). The initial com-
position c(r, t0) is also shown. Notice that anti-trapping current
is not used in the simulation results shown here.
precipitate radius is 2 µm. The material parameters used in the phase-field
simulation are from Moelans’ paper [92], including diffusion coefficients DL =
1× 10−14 and DS = 0, interfacial energy σ = 2, common tangent compositions
cL,eq = 0.999 and cS,eq = 0.476, and the initial homogeneous composition cm =
0.98. The composition change due to capillary 2lL/R = 0.19% is small compared
with the difference in composition field cL,eq − cm = 1.9%; thus Zener’s first
assumption is approximately fulfilled. The grid size is ∆x = 0.1 µm, and the
interface width is l = 7∆x. The initial condition of phase-field variables is
determined by the initial precipitate radius and the steady-state planar profile
(Eq. 2.51). The initial condition of the composition field is determined from the
analytical solution in Eq. 2.26, and is shown in Fig. 4.4b. A no-flux boundary
condition (Eq. 2.68) is applied.
The simulated precipitate radius R is calculated from the interpolation field
(Eq. 2.56) and is compared with the analytical solution in Fig. 4.4a. Relative
errors of the slope R(t)/
√
t between the phase-field result and the analytical
solution (Eq. 2.27) is −0.0073% with the anti-trapping current jat and 0.046%
without jat. The comparison of composition profiles c is shown in Fig. 4.4b. In
conclusion, the phase-field model can predict the diffusion behavior correctly.
Test case 2: capillary test. The equilibrium of a spherical solid particle
in a finite-size box of the liquid phase (see Fig. 4.5a) is used to check if the
phase-field model correctly captures the capillary effect. The domain size is
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Figure 4.5: Test case 2: capillary test. (a) The simulation geometry is a spher-
ical particle surrounded by a finite box of the liquid phase. (b) The
composition difference ∆c = cL,eq− cL analytically predicted from
the capillary effect in Eq. 2.25(b2) (solid line) is compared with
the simulated one (dashed line). The spherical radius R is calcu-
lated from the interpolation field (Eq. 2.56) and cL is the average
of the simulated composition inside the liquid phase (uL ≥ 0.999).
10× 10× 10 µm3, and the initial particle radius is 2.5 µm. Material parameters
are given in Section 4.1.1 except that the capillary length is scaled by ten times to
exaggerate the capillary effect. The grid size is ∆x = 0.1 µm, and the interface
width is 7∆x. The initial condition for the composition field is determined from
the common tangent compositions cS,eq and cL,eq. A no-flux boundary condition
(Eq. 2.68) is prescribed on the outside of the box.
As a result of the capillary effect, a composition gradient is present at the
interface and acts as a driving force for diffusion. As the system approaches
equilibrium, the composition in the liquid phase should approach a value set by
Gibbs-Thomson condition (Eq. 2.25(b2)). The phase-field result is compared
with the analytical solution in Fig. 4.5b. The particle radius is determined
from the interpolation field (Eq. 2.56), and is used to calculate the equilibrium
composition of the liquid (solid line in Fig. 4.5b). The dashed line in Fig. 4.5b
represents the average composition in the liquid phase, where the domain of the
liquid phase is determined by uL ≥ 0.999. As shown in Fig. 4.5b, the liquid
composition (dashed line) approaches the one set by the capillary effect (solid
line) as the system approaches equilibrium. The result means the phase-field
model captures the capillary effect correctly.
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Figure 4.6: Test case 3: the decay of a sinusoidal perturbation. The simula-
tion geometry is shown in (a), where blue and red representing the
solid and liquid phases, respectively. (b) The perturbation ampli-
tude calculated from the phase-field simulation (dashed line) is
compared with the analytical solution (Eq. 2.30).
Test case 3: perturbed sinusoidal interface. Different from above test
cases where interface curvatures are constant, the purpose of this test case is to
check the accuracy of the phase-field simulation with a non-constant interface
curvature, as shown in Fig. 4.6a. The analytical solution of this test case was
derived by Aagesen [70], assuming a small perturbation and an infinitely large
liquid phase. The wavelength of the sinusoidal perturbation is 500∆x. The
initial amplitude of the perturbation is A0 = 10∆x and the height of the domain
is chosen to be 750∆x, which is much larger than the perturbation amplitude
to mimic an infinitely large liquid phase. Material parameters are given in
Section 4.1.1. The grid size is ∆x = 1 nm3, and the interface width is 7∆x.
A no-flux boundary condition (Eq. 2.68) is applied on all sides of the domain.
The initial condition of the phase-field variables is determined from the steady-
state planar profile in Eq. 2.51. The initial condition of the composition is
interpolated from the common tangent compositions: c = hScS,eq + hLcL,eq.
As this composition profile is not exactly accurate, the phase-field simulation
is firstly performed to allow the system to relax until the amplitude reduces
to 9.8∆x, so the correct composition field can be determined. The phase-field
3This value is chosen to get a large capillary driving force. No atomic-scale physics is
accounted here.
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Figure 4.7: Solid volume fractions change with time in both the coarsening
experiment and the phase-field simulation.
variable and the composition field from the initial run are used as the initial
condition for the phase-field simulation.
The simulated interface positions on the left and right side of the domain are
determined from the interpolation functions (Eq. 2.56), and the amplitude of the
perturbation is calculated from the difference between these two positions. The
simulated decay of the amplitude (dashed line) is compared with the analytical
result (Eq. 2.30, solid line) in Fig. 4.6b. It can be seen that the phase-field result
agrees well with the analytical solution with a maximum relative error of 1.28%.
It should be noticed that the accuracy can be further improved with a larger
domain (larger wavelength and domain height) to mimic better the assumptions
used in deriving the analytical solution.
4.3.3 Initial condition
According to Eq. 2.57, initial values of both the phase-field variables (uL(x, 0)
and uS(x, 0)) and the composition field c(x, 0) are needed for the phase-field
simulation. The initial condition of phase-field variables can be directly calcu-
lated from the experimentally measured signed distance function using Eq. 2.51.
However, the composition field was not experimentally measured; thus it is as-
sumed as c = hScS,eq + hLcL,eq. Such composition field results in an initial
relaxation at the beginning of the phase-field simulation. As shown in Fig. 4.7,
this initial relaxation occurs in a short time at the beginning of the simulation
and the change in solid volume fraction is very small (around 0.1%). Thus the
influence of the initial relaxation on the fitting result is assumed to be minor.
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4.4 Fitting material parameters
Based on the x-ray tomography experiment described in Section 4.2 and the
verified phase-field model in Section 4.3, the fitting is applied to determine the
liquid diffusion coefficient and the capillary length in an Al-Cu alloy.
4.4.1 Fitting the liquid diffusion coefficient
As a first step, the fitting approach is applied to determine the liquid diffu-
sion coefficient only. The main results are given in the attached Paper I, and
summary is provided here.
Paper I includes a survey of the optimal fitting domain Ωfit. Two considerations
apply, as illustrated in Fig. 3 of Paper I: (1) the fitting domain is restricted
to a localized region near the interface as the interface is the primary focus in
the fitting; (2) a sub-domain inside the simulation domain is used to reduce
the influence from the applied artificial boundary condition. Moreover, large
simulation error is observed in some regions with a thin liquid film, as illustrated
in Fig. 4 of Paper I. Such regions are removed from the fitting domain.
The liquid diffusion coefficient is fitted according to Algorithm 1 (Section 3.2.3).
The fitting approach is first demonstrated on a small patch (Section 3.4.1 in Pa-
per I). With the help of the scaling property of the liquid diffusion coefficient
derived in Section 3.2.2, the phase-field simulation only needs to run once. The
phase-field simulation starts from experimental time-step 10 of the 4D coarsen-
ing dataset, and the comparison is performed at experimental time-steps 11 to
15. The results of two types of cost functions for comparison at different exper-
imental time-steps are shown in Fig. 5 of Paper I. It can be seen that all cost
functions have a similar unique minimum point. The simulated microstructures
are further compared with the experiment in Fig. 6 of Paper I. It is concluded
that the fitting approach provides the correct minimum.
The fitting approach is then applied to the case involving more interfaces. As
shown in Fig. 4.8, the fitted value of the liquid diffusion coefficient DL converges
with increasing interface areas in the fitting. This result shows the importance
of statistics on the accuracy of the fitting. Fig. 8 of Paper I shows the fitted DL
as a function of the sub-domain size. Two pieces of information can be obtained
from this result: (1) the plateau in the figure shows a stable fitted value of DL
for different sub-domain sizes and different experimental time-steps. (2) the
scatter at large sub-domain size is a result of the artificial boundary condition.
The temporal variation of DL is shown in Fig. 10 of Paper I. In this case, phase-
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Figure 4.8: The best-fitted values of DL as a function of the area of inter-
faces involved in the fitting. Different colors mean different fitting
subdomain size k. The black line shows the fitting result with a
representative subdomain and the red lines show the mean values
for each subdomain size. The scatter in the fitted values reduces
with increasing interface area. Reproduced from Fig. 9 of Paper
I.
field simulations start from different experimental time-steps. The results show
a small deviation in fitted values.
The liquid diffusion coefficient in hypoeutectic Al-Cu alloy determined from the
one-parameter fitting has a value of DL = 8.33± 0.24× 10−10 m2/s. This value
is believed to be better applied in materials design than previous values for
two reasons: (1) the coarsening experiment is done in a condition mimics the
engineering processing; (2) the characteristic length scale of the microstructure
is small that convection effect on the measurement is negligible. Notice that this
value is close to the one determined from an Al-15wt%Cu coarsening dataset
(8.3× 10−10 m2/s) [115].
In summary, the fitting approach is successfully applied to fit the liquid diffusion
coefficient in Al-Cu from a 4D coarsening experiment. The results show that
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(a) experiment data (b) synthetic data using phase-field simulation
t=0 t (end)
Figure 4.9: 2D synthetic dataset used for testing the two-parameter fitting
algorithm.
the fitting approach is robust.
4.4.2 Fitting the capillary length
The one-parameter fitting in Section 4.4.1 from a method point of view is spe-
cial, due to the scaling property. Here the fitting approach is applied to a
two-parameter case. To verify its applicability further tests are performed on a
2D synthetic dataset.
To generate the synthetic dataset, a square region of one slice of the 3D coars-
ening dataset is chosen as the initial geometry of the phase-field simulation, as
shown in Fig. 4.9a. The 2D phase-field simulation is carried out with material
parameters DL = 2.4× 10−9 m2/s and lL = 0.63 nm to generate the synthetic
dataset shown in Fig. 4.9b. The input material parameters are taken as ground
truth to test the fitting. The norm-cost function surface of DL and lL is shown
in Fig. 4.10a. For each lL value, the fitted liquid diffusion coefficient DLfit is
found from Algorithm 1 (Section 3.2.3). The fitting results are shown by red
crosses in Fig. 4.10a. It is observed that the fitted values of DLfit and l
L present
an inversely proportional relation. The capillary length is plotted as a function
of 1/DL in Fig. 4.10b. A linear fit shows that data points (1/DLfit, l
L) fall on
a straight line: DLlL = 1.5144 µm3/s. This result is not surprising from both
the coarsening theory [64] and the scaling properties derived in Section 3.2.2.
However, this result, on the other side, verifies the fitting approach.
The fitting approach is further applied to the experimental data. The fitted
liquid diffusion coefficient and the capillary length are shown in Fig. 11 of Paper
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Figure 4.10: Two-parameter fitting of the synthetic dataset: (a) the cost func-
tion fcost as a function of the liquid diffusion coefficient DL and
the capillary length lL. For each lL, the value of DL that mini-
mizes the cost function is found and marked by the red points.
The best-fitted value of 1/DL and lL shown by the red points in
(b) are fitted by a linear function (green line in (b)).
I. Similar to the fitting on the synthetic dataset, the optimal values are linearly
related: DLlL = 0.518 ± 0.011 µm3/s. This value is consistent with the one
obtained in the one-parameter fitting in Section 4.4.1. Detailed information is
given in Section 3.5 in Paper I.
4.4.3 Discussion on the fitting approach
The fitting methodology has been successfully applied to the coarsening of Al-Cu
resulting in a fit of the liquid diffusion coefficient. The determined DL is smaller
than previously measured values (see Table 2.1), which is an indication of less
influence from convection as it is known that convection in the measurement can
lead to a larger measured value of the liquid diffusion coefficient. This result is
believed to be more representative than previous results because the experiment
is performed in a condition which mimics the engineering process. For the case
of two-parameter fitting, it is found that DL and lL are coupled, and it is not
possible to separate them solely from the coarsening experiment.
A proper cost function should help extract useful information from the exper-
imental data while being insensitive to noise. The corr-cost function (Eq. 3.6)
is easy to calculate, but when the geometry is represented by a limited number
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of voxels, there will be discontinuities in the cost function. The norm-cost func-
tion (Eq. 3.5) is continuous, but an extra effort is needed to generate the signed
distance function. Generally speaking, both cost functions work equally well in
the case investigated here.
The initial condition of the composition field causes an initial relaxation in the
phase-field simulation, as shown in Section 4.3.3. There are possible ways to
suppress the initial relaxation: (1) experimentally measure the composition field
(this is seen as very difficult considering the small composition gradient inside
the liquid phase) and (2) estimate a better initial guess of the composition field,
such as the steady-state solution of the diffusion equation. A possible way to
get the solution is the smoothed boundary method [165].
The fitting approach is also a very powerful way to provide insight on the quality
of the materials model. If the result of the optimization is a poor global match
between experiment and optimized model, it may indicate that one or more
mechanisms are absent from the model. If the simulation only deviates from the
experiment in a local region, we may either attempt to improve the underlying
model or exclude the problematic regions. Our work shows that in the case
of coarsening we can get good results with the simplified model and a fitting
domain excluding the problematic regions.
The coarsening phase-field model is implemented in C with Message Passing
Interface (MPI) for parallelization among many cores. Compiler vectorization is
considered to get a vectorized code for specific CPU architectures. The scaling
of the code among many cores is good; however, it can be further improved
by computer experts with the consideration of the CPU-specific and the high-
performance computing (HPC) cluster-specific optimizations, e.g., taking into
account the cache size and hierarchy, and optimizing the communication pattern
among many cores.
Applying the proposed method to fit more than one independent material pa-
rameters is straightforward by using multi-variable optimization algorithms.
The main limitation of the fitting methodology is the heavy computational cost
as generally phase-field simulations need to be performed many times. For the
case investigated here, the phase-field simulations for one experimental time-step
with a 3003 domain took 22 hours on a Nehalem architecture machine with 16
cores and took 11 hours for simulations with a 4003 domain on a Sandy Bridge
architecture machine with 64 cores. However, speed up of the simulations can
be achieved by massively parallel computing and fast convergence optimization
algorithms, and a good initial guess of the material parameters will shorten the
path to the global minimum.

Chapter 5
Application II: grain growth
In this chapter, the fitting approach proposed in Chapter 3 is applied to a com-
plicated case with the aim to fit hundreds of reduced grain boundary mobilities
of pure iron. A grain growth dataset acquired by DCT is chosen because DCT
can provide 3D grain maps with high spatial resolution and grain growth can
be simulated by the phase-field model accurately in 3D. In the phase-field sim-
ulation of grain growth, each grain boundary is assigned a mobility value. It is
noted that the aim is not to fit all of the boundaries, but a statistically large
portion of them.
In Section 5.1, the grain growth of pure iron is briefly introduced. The grain
growth experiment and related data analysis are presented in Section 5.2, and
the grain growth phase-field model is discussed in Section 5.3. Finally, the fitting
approach is applied to synthetic datasets and the DCT dataset in Section 5.4.
5.1 Grain growth of pure iron
During plastic deformations, substantial energy is stored in metals. When the
deformed material is annealed at an elevated temperature, the stored energy in
it drives the change of microstructure to form dislocation free grains inside the
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(a) Recrystallization (b) Grain growth
Figure 5.1: Typical microstructures appearing during annealing of deformed
pure iron: (a) a partly recrystallized structure, and (b) a structure
related to grain growth.
deformed structure. This process is called recrystallization. In Fig. 5.1a, a partly
recrystallized microstructure is shown. The recrystallization continues until the
deformed structure is fully consumed, i.e., the sample is fully recrystallized.
Grain growth refers to the further increase in grain size after full recrystallization
under the curvature driving force. Depending on the annealing condition, grain
growth can be normal or abnormal. In this thesis, I will only focus on the
normal grain growth. A typical microstructure after grain growth is shown in
Fig. 5.1b.
5.2 DCT experiment of grain growth
5.2.1 Sample preparation
The raw material is Armco iron with a purity of 99.9 wt% and several im-
purity elements. The chemical composition is measured by optical emission
spectroscopy and listed in Table 5.1. Here iron is chosen for the grain growth
study because there are no annealing twins and the grain size is well suited for
DCT experiments.
The raw material is firstly cold rolled to a reduction in thickness of 50% and then
recrystallized. The degree of recrystallization is quantified by Vickers hardness
(HV) as a function of annealing temperature for a fixed annealing time, as shown
in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen that annealing at a temperature of 700◦C for 30
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Figure 5.2: HV0.2 hardness measurements of a 50% cold rolled Armco iron
sample as a function of the annealing temperature (30 minutes
annealing).
Figure 5.3: Optical microscope image of the oxidation layer in iron after an-
nealing at T = 850◦C for 30 minutes in air.
Table 5.1: Chemical composition (wt%) of Armco iron.
Fe C Si Mn P S Ni
99.9% 0.002% 0.001% 0.041% 0.005% 0.002% 0.014%
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minutes is proper to get fully recrystallized samples. This condition is further
confirmed by microstructure analysis with a light optical microscope. After
the pre-annealing, the specimen is cut by wire electrical discharge machining
into rods of 1 mm diameter with the rolling direction (RD) along the cylinder
axis. The rod is further electrochemically etched to a diameter of approximately
500 µm to remove the damage caused by the cutting.
Since iron oxidizes easily at high temperature, a study of the oxidation layer
is carried out at a temperature of 850◦C for 30 minutes in air. As shown in
Fig. 5.3, the thickness of the oxidation layer is larger than 100 µm. Considering
the typical sample size in a DCT experiment is several hundred micrometers,
it is crucial to avoid sample oxidation during the experiment. In this work, the
forming gas (Ar+2%H2) is used to prevent sample oxidation.
5.2.2 DCT setup and data acquisition
The experimental setup of DCT on beamline ID11 at ESRF is shown in Fig. 5.4a.
The sample with a diameter around 500 µm is adhered to a ceramic sample
holder with a high-temperature glue, as shown in Fig. 5.4c. The sample holder
is connected to the rotation stage which rotates continuously during exposure.
An x-ray beam with energy 40 keV illuminates the sample, and the transmitted
and diffracted beams are recorded on the detector. Usually, a beamstop is
used to attenuate part of the transmitted beam to avoid saturation. A typical
detector image in DCT is shown in Fig. 5.4b with four diffraction spots and the
transmission image highlighted. Note that the extinction spots (black dots inside
the bright transmitted beam) are visible as well. Diffraction spots are used to
reconstruct the grains in 3D, and transmission images are used to reconstruct
the sample shape (the absorption contrast tomography). A retractable tube
furnace shown in Fig. 5.4d is used for annealing on the beamline with a forming
gas (Ar+2%H2) flowing through the furnace.
An image is recorded by the detector during every (continuous) rotation of
∆ω = 0.1 degrees with an exposure time of one second. During the DCT
acquisition, 3600 images over 360◦ rotation are recorded. Diffraction spots are
segmented and indexed as described in Section 2.1.2.2. For illustration, three
(out of ∼50) projections from a grain are shown in Fig. 5.5a.
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Figure 5.4: (a) The DCT setup at ESRF beamline ID11. (b) An example of
the detector image. In the middle of the detector is the image of
the transmitted beam. (c) Sample mounted on a ceramic holder.
(d) The retractable furnace.
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Figure 5.5: 3D-DCT reconstruction and segmentation. The projections (a)
of a grain at different rotation angles ω are found from indexing.
These projections are used to reconstruct the 3D grain volume
(b). The gray-scale voxelized grain volume is segmented to get
the grain volume (c) which can be binarized or represented by a
level-set function.
5.2.3 DCT reconstruction
Based on the grouped projections from a grain (Fig. 5.5a), the 3D grain volume
can be reconstructed by the ART/SIRT algorithm, as shown in Fig. 5.5b. The
reconstruction algorithms for DCT are categorized into the 3D-DCT algorithm
[44, 46] and the 6D-DCT algorithm [48, 49]. With 3D-DCT, only the 3D grain
shape is reconstructed; while with 6D-DCT, the reconstruction is performed in
a six-dimensional space (three-dimensional real space pluses three-dimensional
orientation space). 3D-DCT neglects the presence of intragranular orientation
spread and treats the grain as an object with constant (fixed) average orien-
tation. 6D-DCT, on the other hand, allows for sub-domain and orientation
gradients inside the grain volume and can therefore provide better reconstruc-
tion, especially in the case of plastically deformed materials. Both 3D-DCT and
6D-DCT reconstructions are used in this thesis. However, the 6D-DCT recon-
struction only shows marginal improvement over the 3D-DCT reconstruction for
the present sample. Since grains in a fully recrystallized microstructure only ex-
hibit negligible intragranular orientation spread, the quality of the 3D-DCT and
6D-DCT are identical: the description of the grain as an object with constant
lattice orientation is a valid one.
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(a) Threshold segmentation (b) Level-set segmentation
Figure 5.6: Section plot of the segmentation of a 3D grain volume with (a)
thresholding method and (b) level-set segmentation. The color in
(b) represents the intensity, while the green curve is the boundary
of the segmented grain. The unit of all axes is voxel size.
5.2.4 Segmentation of individual grains
As shown in Fig. 5.5b, the reconstructed grain volume (gray-scale voxelized
volume) needs to be segmented to identify the grain shape (Fig. 5.5c). In tra-
ditional DCT, a thresholding method is used for the segmentation [46]. For the
case studied here, extinction is observed in the reconstructed grain volume, as
can be seen from the intensity field shown in Fig. 5.6b. With the thresholding
method, the missing intensity makes it difficult to define a suitable threshold
value and causes holes in the segmented volume, c.f. Fig. 5.6a. To deal with this
problem caused by extinction, a level-set based segmentation [166] is used with
a surface area penalty. With an appropriately chosen penalty term, the level-set
segmentation handles the extinction successfully, as shown by the green contour
line in Fig. 5.6b. A comparison between the assembled volumes in Fig. 5.7 also
shows the improvement of the level-set segmentation. Moreover, the output of
the level-set segmentation is a signed distance function for each grain, which is
useful for the following data analysis and the proposed fitting approach, as we
shall see below.
5.2.5 Assembly of sample volumes
The reconstruction and segmentation described above are applied to individual
grains. These grain volumes need to be assembled to get the sample volume.
The grain centroid determined by Friedel pairs is used to locate the position of
a grain volume inside the sample volume. The result of assembly is shown in
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(a) Threshold segmentation (b) Level-set segmentation
Figure 5.7: Section plot of the assembled 3D sample volume to show the seg-
mentation results of (a) the traditional threshold method and (b)
the level-set method. The unit of axes is voxel size. Colors repre-
sent grain orientations (see Fig. 1 in Paper II for the inverse pole
figure (IPF) color triangle).
(a) Assembled volume (b) Absorption volume (c) Mask applied
Figure 5.8: Assembly of the sample volume at time-step 1: (a) individual grain
volumes are gathered together; (b) the reconstructed absorption
volume from the transmitted beam; and (c) the sample volume
after applying the mask set by the absorption volume (dilation
is applied before setting the mask). The colors in (a) and (c)
represent grain orientations (IPF color).
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Fig. 5.8a. The absorption volume (Fig. 5.8b) reconstructed from transmitted
images is taken as a mask on the assembled grain volumes (assembled and then
dilated) to define the exterior boundary of the sample volume, as shown in
Fig. 5.8c.
5.2.6 Phase-field dilation
In the assembled sample volume, overlap or holes exist between neighboring
grains, as shown in Fig. 5.9a. These ambiguities of where exact grain boundary
is can, in principle, be solved by reconstructing all grains simultaneously, e.g.,
using a cluster reconstruction [49] or a forward modeling approach similar to,
e.g. [167, 168]. However, so far, both approaches are not ideal. The cluster re-
construction would need to treat all grains simultaneously (memory problem);
otherwise, it can only improve a local neighborhood. The forward modeling
approach takes long computational time and cannot reliably handle 2D illumi-
nation (extended beam). In traditional DCT data analysis, these ambiguities
are removed by a morphological dilation process [46], and the output of the
dilation is a voxelized volume, c.f. Fig. 5.9b.
In this thesis, a phase-field dilation algorithm [168] is used because the output
is a smoothed field with sub-pixel accuracy which is preferable for the fitting
approach. This phase-field dilation algorithm is described as follows:
1. Segmented grain volumes (signed distance functions) are used as the initial
condition of the phase-field model (see Section 2.2.3.5).
2. Ambiguities are gradually removed as the phase-field variables evolve with
time.
3. The phase-field simulation stops at a proper time when most ambiguities
are removed.
It should be noticed that in the phase-field dilation process, the (bulk) driving
force at ambiguous regions (overlap or holes) is very large; thus these regions
are quickly removed after few simulation time-steps, see Fig. 5.9c for the result
after 20 time-steps. The disadvantage of the phase-field dilation algorithm is
that the (curvature) driving force for small grains is larger than big ones; it
therefore causes a bias on small grains. This problem can potentially be solved
by evolving small grains less than large grains (e.g., using fewer phase-field time-
steps) or adding a volume penalty term in the free energy functional in Eq. 2.40.
The small grains disappear quickly in the experiment and the experimental error
of small grains is relatively large, they are assumed to have less effect on the
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Figure 5.9: Section plots to illustrate the phase-field dilation algorithm. The
assembled sample volume (a) has overlaps (white region) or holes
(black region) between neighboring grains. The results of the tra-
ditional dilation algorithm and the phase-field dilation algorithm
are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The contour lines in (c) are
phase-field variables with a value 0.5. They are overlaid on the vox-
elized grain volumes determined from phase-field variables. The
difference map between voxelized volumes in (b) and (c) is shown
in (d). Notice that grain boundaries are also smoothed in the
phase-field dilation. The unit of all axes is voxel size. The colors
in (a), (b), and (c) represent grain orientations (IPF color).
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Figure 5.10: Section plot of a grain at time-step 14 (solid red line) overlaid
with the uncorrected (dashed blue line) and corrected (dashed
green line) section plot of the same grain at time-step 15. The
unit of axes is voxel size.
comparison between simulation and experiment. Moreover, the bias on small
grains is not so critical for the fitting as long as the grain boundaries of small
grains are not considered in the fitting. In this thesis, 20 phase-field time-steps
are found enough to remove most of the ambiguities without much effect on small
grains, as shown in Fig. 5.9c. The difference map between the DCT dilation
result and the phase-field dilation result is shown in Fig. 5.9d. Notice that the
voxelized grain volumes in Fig. 5.9c are determined form phase-field variables
(uα ≥ 0.5). It is seen that the difference for most boundaries is less than one
voxel size.
5.2.7 Registration of sample volumes
The 3D sample volumes acquired after different annealing steps need to be reg-
istered to have a 4D dataset. There may be small rigid body movements of
the sample between two consecutive scans due to error motion in the mechan-
ical system or thermal drifts. These misalignments between scans can cause
a large error in the fitting and are corrected by a registration process. Grain
centroids are used together with an iterative closest point algorithm1 to get the
transformation matrix that can be used to align two sample volumes. Notice
that only grains appearing in both sample volumes are considered in the regis-
tration. The transformation matrix is then used to correct the signed distance
function which represents the absorption volume and the phase-field variables of
1https://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/ref/pcregrigid.html
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(a) Time-step 1 (b) Time-step 8 (c) Time-step 15
Figure 5.11: DCT dataset: evolution of two grains.
all grains volumes. As a smooth field is used in the correction, sub-pixel accurate
representations of the absorption volume and grain volumes are maintained. An
example of the registration of a grain is shown in Fig. 5.10.
5.2.8 Summary of the grain growth experiment
The DCT dataset acquired in this work includes 15 time-steps of the evolution
of initially 1327 grains during annealing at 800◦C for 75 minutes. An overview
of grain growth during annealing is given in Table 1 of Paper II. The superior
spatial resolution (1.54 µm) allows a detailed study on grain growth and precise
fitting. An example of the evolution of two grains is given in Fig. 5.11. This
dataset leads to a comprehensive statistical analysis on the grain level, including
grain’s geometrical and topological properties, as well as their evolution. Results
of the statistical analysis are presented in the attached Paper II. This informa-
tion on the grain level will complement the fitting results (on grain boundary
level) for a multiscale understanding of grain growth. Moreover, these results
can serve to determine initial guesses for the fitting procedure. For example,
the growth analysis based on the MacPherson-Srolovitz equation (Eq. 2.33) can
provide an estimation of reduced grain boundary mobilities, see for example
Fig. 10b in Paper II.
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5.3 Phase-field simulation of grain growth
5.3.1 Implementation of the phase-field method
Grain growth of pure iron is simulated based on the phase-field model presented
in Section 2.2.3.5. The implementation of the phase-field model is briefly intro-
duced in this part. Finite difference method is used to discretize the phase-field
equation (Eq. 2.61). The 7-point stencil in Eq. 4.7 is used to discretize the
Laplacian ∆uα. An explicit finite difference scheme (forward Euler method) is
used for the temporal discretization. The time-step is set according to the CFL
condition: ∆t ≤ ∆x2/(2dLκ) to maintain numerical stability, where ∆x is the
grid size, L and κ are model parameters, and d is the dimension. Each grain
is described by a phase-field variable. To reduce the memory and computa-
tional cost, a bounding box algorithm [110, 109] is used. The initial condition of
phase-field variables is from the phase-field dilation described in Section 5.2.6.
The phase-field model is implemented in MATLAB in order to combine with
the DCT data analysis tool2, which is written in MATLAB.
5.3.2 Verification of the phase-field model
The grain growth phase-field model (Section 2.2.3.5) and its implementation
need to be tested before being applied in the fitting. In this part, various
benchmark examples are proposed for verification. Phase-field simulation results
are compared with analytical solutions presented in Section 2.2.2.2.
Test case 1: shrinking grain. The purpose of this test is to verify if the
phase-field model can correctly predict the grain boundary migration. Geome-
tries of test problems in 2D and 3D are shown in Figs. 5.12a and 5.12b, re-
spectively. The domain sizes are (100∆x)2 for the 2D case and (100∆x)3 for
the 3D case. The grid size is ∆x = 1, and the grain boundary thickness is
lgb = 4∆x. Initial radius of the circle and sphere are 30∆x. In both cases, a
sharp profile (Heaviside step function) is taken as the initial condition for the
phase-field variables and a no-flux boundary condition (Eq. 2.68) is prescribed.
The material parameters are Mgb = 1 and σgb = 1.
As there is only one grain boundary present, the scaling property of grain bound-
ary mobilities Mgb derived in Section 3.3.4 is exact, which means changing Mgb
is equivalent to a change of timescale. Moreover, for the case of isotropic en-
ergy studied here, changing σgb is also equivalent to a change of timescale, as
2DCT analysis code: https://sourceforge.net/projects/dct/
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Figure 5.12: Test case 1: shrinking grain. Geometries (phase-field u1) for the
case of (a) 2D and (b) 3D. (c) The simulated R2 as a function of
time.
can be seen from Eqs. 2.61, 2.62, 2.66 and 2.67. Therefore, one set of material
parameters is enough to verify the model and the implementation.
The evolutions of R2 for 2D and 3D cases are shown in Fig. 5.12c. The data
points are linearly fitted and compared with the analytical solution in Eqs. 2.35
and 2.34 (a slope of -2 in 2D and -4 in 3D). The relative error of the slope is
−2.33% for the 2D case and −1.79% for the 3D case. To conclude, the phase-
field model can correctly capture the grain boundary migration.
Test case 2: the growth of three grains. The purpose of this test is to ver-
ify if the triple-junction condition is correctly described by the phase-field model.
Here the grain boundary energy is assumed isotropic; thus the triple-junction
angles fulfill Young’s law in Eq. 2.24. The domain size is 120∆x× 150∆x. The
grid size is ∆x = 1, and the grain boundary thickness is lgb = 4∆x. The initial
microstructure is determined by the analytical solution in Eq. 2.36. An exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 5.13a. Grain boundary energies are σi = 1, i = 1, 2, and
3. Grain boundary mobilities of Γ1 and Γ2 are 1 and 1.5, respectively. The
mobility of Γ3 is used to control the degree of anisotropy and listed in Table 5.2.
A no-flux boundary condition (Eq. 2.68) is applied.
It is difficult to measure the triple-junction angle accurately [105] due to the
curved grain boundary. In this work, the grain boundary position is used
instead of measuring the triple-junction angle directly. If Young’s law is ap-
plied correctly, the boundary movement should follow the analytical solution
in Eq. 2.37. For the case of M3 = 3, the simulated microstructure is shown
in Fig. 5.13b. Boundary positions at the left and right end are measured and
plotted in Fig. 5.13c as a function of time. The data points are linearly fitted
to get the grain boundary velocity. The average value of velocities of Γ1 and
Γ3 is listed and compared with the analytical solution (Eq. 2.37) in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.13: Test case 2: the growth of three grains. (a) Initial microstructure.
(b) Simulated microstructure at tend. (c) Positions of two curved
boundaries Γ1 and Γ3 on the left and right side of the domain,
respectively.
Table 5.2: Phase-field results of the growth of three grains.
M1 M3 vPF vanalytical relative error
1 1 0.0085 0.0087 -2.09%
1 2 0.0129 0.0131 -1.60%
1 3 0.0174 0.0175 -0.59%
1 5 0.0268 0.0262 2.32%
Small relative errors indicate that the phase-field model provides the correct
triple-junction condition.
5.3.3 Boundary condition
Boundary condition on the exterior surface of the sample volume is essential for
the phase-field simulation. While the effect of oxidation is minimized by using
the forming gas during the experiment, it is nevertheless observed that the grain
boundaries at the exterior surface to some extent are pinned (grain boundaries
close to the exterior surface move less than interior boundaries). Actually, the
exact nature of the boundary condition is not known; thus we need to assume
a boundary condition. Unlike the case with a regular domain, here the exterior
sample surface has a complex shape as shown in Fig. 5.8c. In this thesis, the
simulation domain is a box with the sample volume embedded, c.f. Fig. 5.9c.
The boundary condition on the exterior sample surface is prescribed with the
help of the signed distance function of the absorption volume. The idea is as
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Figure 5.14: Illustration of the application of boundary condition in the grain
growth phase-field simulation. The color refers to uabs in Eq. 5.1.
The contour plot shows a surface grain. The boundary condition
is applied in two steps: (a) the phase-field of the surface grain is
allowed to evolve freely to the outside of the exterior surface. (b)
uabs confines the evolution of the surface grain within the sample
volume as in Eq. 5.2. Notice (a) is an exaggeration of the growth
(20 time-steps).
follows: firstly the phase-field variables of all grains are allowed to evolve freely
in each simulation time-step. Phase-field variables of boundary grains thus can
grow to the outside of the exterior surface, as shown in Fig. 5.14a. Then the
absorption volume confines the evolution of phase-field variables, as shown in
Fig. 5.14b.
The phase-field variable of the absorption volume uabs is calculated from the
signed distance function φabs according to Eq. 2.51 as
uabs =

1
2
(
1− tanh2φabs
lgb
)
φabs ≤ 0
0 φabs > 0,
(5.1)
where lgb is the grain boundary thickness. A sharp cut at the exterior surface is
used here to prevent numerical problems in the phase-field simulation. Unlike
grain phase-field variables uα, uabs does not evolve with time (neglect oxidation)
and is only used for prescribing the boundary condition. At the end of each
phase-field time-step, all phase-field variables uα are updated according to
uα = min{uα, uabs}. (5.2)
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The fact that this boundary condition may not be the same as reality can cause
an error in the phase-field prediction near the exterior surface. To prevent the
influence of this error on the fitting result, grain boundaries that touch the
exterior surface should not be used in the fitting.
5.3.4 Thresholding parameter in the bounding box algo-
rithm
In the bounding box algorithm [109, 110], a thresholding parameter bb is used
to control the memory cost and the simulation accuracy. Only a cuboid which
contains the domain where the phase-field variable fulfills uα ≥ bb is saved.
A smaller value of bb can provide a more accurate result, but need a larger
bounding box, i.e., require more memory. Bounding box algorithm with zero
bb is equivalent to the full field simulation where all phase-field variables are
defined on the full simulation domain. A 2D test case shown in Fig. 5.15a is
used to study the influence of the thresholding parameter bb on the accuracy
of phase-field simulations. Simulation results of the bounding box algorithm
with various thresholding parameters are compared with the full field simulation
result. The microstructure from bounding box algorithm with bb = 1 × 10−3
(dashed green lines) is overlaid with the full field simulation result (solid red
lines) at time-step 800 (Fig. 5.15a). The difference between two microstructures
is invisible. To quantify the comparison, the following error is defined
errbb :=
∑
α
(uffα)
2 −
∑
α
(ubbα )
2, (5.3)
where uffα and ubbα are results of the full field simulation and the bounding box
algorithm simulation, respectively. The error map (bb = 10−3) at time-step 800
is shown in Fig. 5.15b. It can be seen that the largest error occurs at regions with
small grains. In particular, the bounding box algorithm with a finite bb slightly
overestimates the small grain size. The convergence of the maximum absolute
value of the error (maxx{|errbb|}) at three time-steps are shown in Fig. 5.15c.
It can be seen that the convergence behavior is approximately maxx{|errbb|} ∝√
bb. Moreover, the error is observed to increase with time. Based on these
analysis, a threshold value of bb = 10−4 is used to balance the memory cost
and the accuracy in this thesis.
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Figure 5.15: Study of the threshold parameter bb in the bounding box al-
gorithm. (a) Simulated microstructure from the bounding box
algorithm (bb) with a thresholding value bb = 10−3 is compared
with the full field (ff) simulation result. The initial microstruc-
ture (at t0) is shown as well. (b) The difference between the
bounding box algorithm simulation and the full field simulation
measured by the error defined in Eq. 5.3 at time-step 800. (c)
Maximum errors as a function of bb at various time-steps.
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5.4 Fitting anisotropic reduced mobilities
In this part, the fitting approach discussed in Section 3.3 is applied to fit the
anisotropic reduced grain boundary mobilities based on a grain growth dataset.
In Section 5.4.2, the fitting approach is firstly studied based on two synthetic
datasets. Then the fitting approach is applied to the DCT dataset to fit a 2D
slice and the 3D volume in Section 5.4.3. As a first step, grain boundary energies
are set to be one σgb = 1; thus the fitting of reduced mobilities mgb = Mgbσgb is
essentially the same as the fitting of mobilities Mgb in this scenario. Employing
a classical optimization algorithm to fit these mobility variables simultaneously
requires a significant number of phase-field simulations for sensitivity calcula-
tion, which is currently unrealistic. The solution is an approximation of the
original optimization problem in Eq. 3.27. The independence of parameters
must fail near triple-junctions; therefore, triple-junction regions need to be re-
moved from the fitting domain. Another reason to remove the triple-junction
region is the approximation of the signed distance function from the phase-field
given in Eq. 2.51 fails near triple-junctions.
5.4.1 Sets of grain boundaries
In phase-field simulations, each grain boundary is assigned a mobility value. The
set of all grain boundaries is referred to as Sall. As some grain boundaries may
disappear in the following experiment time-steps, only a subset of boundaries
Sfit ⊂ Sall can be fitted. Here Sfit is called the set of fitted grain boundaries.
Another set is called the set of ‘good’ grain boundaries Sgood, which contains
boundaries that provide most reliable fitted values. Generally speaking, there
are several criteria to characterize a grain boundary as ‘good’:
1. The grain boundary must present at both experimental time-steps that
are used for the fitting.
2. The grain boundary should not connect to the exterior sample surface, as
discussed in Section 5.3.3.
3. The grain boundary should have a relatively large surface area.
4. The grain boundary should not be in a region with a large experimental
error or less accuracy of phase-field simulations.
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5.4.2 Testing on synthetic 2D datasets
Synthetic datasets are generated by phase-field simulations with initially given
material parameters, which serve as the ground truth to verify the fitting ap-
proach.
5.4.2.1 Three-grain case
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Figure 5.16: Test of the fitting approach with a synthetic dataset of three
grains: (a) Initial (t0) and final (t) microstructures of the syn-
thetic data. (b) The triple-junction region, which will be removed
from the fitting domain. (c) The fitting domain of grain bound-
ary Γ1. The unit of all axes is ∆x.
As shown in Fig. 5.16a, the microstructure composes three grains and three
grain boundaries. The dimension of the simulation domain is 120∆x× 110∆x.
Γ2 is a straight grain boundary which does not move; thus the set of fitted
grain boundaries is Sfit = {Γ1,Γ3}. The synthetic dataset is generated by a
phase-field simulation with grain boundary energies: σi = 1, i = 1, 2, and 3,
grain boundary mobilities: (M1,M2,M3) = (1, 1, 2), and a no-flux boundary
condition (Eq. 2.68). The initial and final microstructures of the synthetic
dataset are shown by solid and dashed lines in Fig. 5.16a, respectively. The
triple-junction region is shown in Fig. 5.16b. The fitting domain for each grain
boundary is the boundary region subtracted by the triple-junction region, as
shown in Fig. 5.16c.
In the fitting, grain boundary mobilities are assumed unknown, and an initial
guess (M1,M3) = (1.5, 1.5) is used. The fitting algorithm presented in Algo-
rithm 2 (Section 3.3.5) is used to find the best-fitted values of M1 and M3.
M2 is set to be one throughout the whole fitting process. Contour lines of the
norm-cost functions fcost (Eq. 3.15) are plotted in Fig. 5.17a. Green crosses in
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Figure 5.17: Cost function contours of the three-grain case. The initial guess
of fitted parameters are (M1,M3) = (1.5, 1.5). The green arrow
in (a) indicates the direction of convergence and the crosses indi-
cate the optimal value from each optimization iteration. Green
crosses in (b) and (c) indicate the ground truth.
Fig. 5.17a shows the convergence (green arrow) of M1 and M3. It can be seen
that the fitting approach finds the correct minimum of the cost function.
Moreover, the independence approximation in Eq. 3.26 is examined by contour
lines of cost functions f1cost and f3cost for Γ1 and Γ3 in Figs. 5.17b and 5.17c,
respectively. It can be seen that both contour lines are approximately straight,
indicating that the independence approximation (Eq. 3.26) is valid.
5.4.2.2 Ten-grain case
The fitting algorithm is verified with a complicated case composing 10 grains
and 30 grain boundaries, as shown in Fig. 5.18. The dimension of the simulation
domain is 128∆x × 128∆x. The synthetic dataset is generated with material
parameters σi = 1, i ∈ Sall and grain boundary mobilities with random values
in a range of [0.62, 1.07]. A periodic boundary condition (Eq. 2.69) is applied
in the phase-field simulation.
Grain boundaries Γ3,9 and Γ3,10 are excluded from the set of fitted grain bound-
aries Sfit = Sall \ {Γ3,9,Γ3,10} because of their short boundary length. Thus, 28
out of 30 boundaries are fitted. The initial guess of mobilities isMi = 1, i ∈ Sfit.
The two unfitted boundaries are assigned mobility values of 1. The purpose of
assigning a mobility value of the unfitted boundary different from the ground
truth is to mimic the experimental dataset as the mobility of the unfitted bound-
ary is not known in practice.
Following Algorithm 2 in Section 3.3.5, best-fitted mobilities are found in 20
iterations, and convergence curves of 28 mobilities are shown in Fig. 5.19. The
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Figure 5.18: Test the fitting with a synthetic dataset of ten grains: synthetic
microstructures and a zoom-in view. Grains are labeled with
numbers. The unit of axes is grid size ∆x.
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Figure 5.19: Convergence of the reduced grain boundary mobilities in the ten-
grain case. Notice that most grain boundaries converge within
few fitting iterations.
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Table 5.3: Fitting results of the ten-grain case. The first column is the id of
grain boundaries Γαβ . Fitted mobilities Mfit after 20 optimization
iterations, the ground truth M real and relative errors are listed.
Grain boundaries Γ3,9 and Γ3,10 are not fitted. The two rows high-
lighted in gray are the fitting results with a large error.
Γi α β M
fit
i M
real
i relative error
1 1 2 0.66 0.65 0.818%
2 1 4 0.95 0.96 -1.017%
3 1 5 0.96 0.96 -0.050%
4 1 6 0.94 0.96 -2.521%
5 1 7 1.05 1.05 -0.020%
6 1 9 0.94 0.92 1.566%
7 2 3 1.02 1.07 -4.406%
8 2 4 1.14 1.05 8.145%
9 2 7 1.06 1.06 -0.097%
10 2 8 1.06 1.06 0.350%
11 2 9 0.73 0.92 -21.261%
12 2 10 0.83 0.81 2.898%
13 3 6 1.02 1.07 -4.537%
– 3 9 1 0.74 –
– 3 10 1 1.05 –
14 4 5 0.98 0.97 0.327%
15 4 8 1.00 1.00 0.022%
16 4 9 1.13 1.07 5.934%
17 4 10 0.89 0.90 -1.217%
18 5 6 1.06 1.07 -0.137%
19 5 7 0.98 0.98 0.117%
20 5 8 0.96 0.96 -0.017%
21 5 9 0.95 0.97 -1.393%
22 5 10 0.97 0.96 0.036%
23 6 7 0.92 0.92 0.557%
24 6 9 0.52 0.90 -41.833%
25 6 10 0.91 0.90 0.964%
26 7 8 0.62 0.62 0.062%
27 8 10 0.97 0.98 -0.731%
28 9 10 0.91 0.91 -0.604%
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fitted mobilities are compared with the ground truth in Table 5.3. Except for
two boundaries (Γ2,9 and Γ6,9, the two rows highlighted in gray), relative errors
of the fitted mobilities are all below 9%. The underestimation of mobilities of
Γ2,9 and Γ6,9 is caused by the unfitted grain boundary Γ3,9. A mobility value of
M3,9 = 0.74 is used for generating the synthetic data, while a value of M3,9 = 1
is used in simulations in the fitting. The consequence is that grain boundary Γ3,9
always moves faster in the fitting than it is in the synthetic dataset, as shown
in the zoomed-in illustration in Fig. 5.18. The fast movement of Γ3,9 causes a
drag on the two connected grain boundaries, Γ2,9 and Γ6,9, to make them move
faster than in the synthetic dataset. This drag, in turn, leads to smaller fitted
mobility. This analysis concludes that grain boundaries connected to unfitted
boundaries have a relatively large fitting error; thus should be removed from
Sgood, according to the fourth criteria in Section 5.4.1. In summary, this result
supports the validity of the fitting approach.
5.4.3 Fitting on the DCT dataset
In above cases, the fitting approach is verified on ‘perfect’ datasets. In this
section, the fitting approach is further applied to the DCT experimental dataset,
as presented in Section 5.2.
5.4.3.1 Fitting on a 2D slice of the DCT dataset
As a first step, the fitting approach is applied on a 2D slice of the DCT dataset
as shown in Fig. 5.20a. A slice close to the middle of the sample volume at
experimental time-step 2 (t = 0) is used as the initial microstructure for the
phase-field simulation. The fitting is performed at experimental time-step 3
(t = 300 s). For simplicity, the experimental time-step 2 and 3 are referred to
as t0 and t1, respectively.
To use the signed distance φαexp (Eq. 2.50) in the fitting, the experimental data
needs to be transferred from a 3D distance to a 2D distance. First, the 2D
slice is extracted from the 3D phase-field variables obtained by the phase-field
dilation (Section 5.2.6). Then extracted phase-field variables are corrected by a
2D phase-field code. It turns out that 20 phase-field time-steps are enough for
the correction.
The dimension of the simulation domain is 350∆x × 311∆x. The initial grain
number is 126 (at t0), which reduces to 120 at t1. The grain boundary number
reduces from 301 at t0 to 284 at t1. In total, 269 grain boundaries are present
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Figure 5.20: Setup of the 2D fitting. (a) The experimental microstructure at
t0. (b) The triple-junction region. (c) The fitting domain of grain
boundary Γ1. (d) An example of the cost function. Data points
used as upper and lower bounds are marked by arrows.
at both time-steps, so they are used as the fitted boundaries Sfit. The grain
boundary energies for all boundaries are set as 1. Based on the statistical
analysis in Paper II, the initial guess of mobilities are Mi = 0.1 µm2/s, i ∈ Sfit.
Mobilities of unfitted grain boundaries are assigned as the average of all fitted
mobilities. The grid size is ∆x = 1.54 µm, and the grain boundary width is lgb =
4∆x. The simulation time-step is determined from ∆t ≤ ∆x2/(4 max{Mi}), i ∈
Sall for numerical stability. The boundary condition proposed in Section 5.3.3
is used in the phase-field simulation.
The fitting is performed following Algorithm 2 (Section 3.3.5). Triple-junction
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of microstructures. (a) The experimental mi-
crostructure at t0 is shown by the black line. The simulated
microstructures with the initial guess M0 (green line) and the
best-fit values Mfit (red line) are compared with the experimen-
tal microstructure at t1 (blue line). (b-f) zoom-in views to show
detailed comparison.
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regions (Fig. 5.20b) are removed from the fitting domain (Fig. 5.20c). An ex-
ample of the cost function curve and the minimum point found with the fitting
are shown in Fig. 5.20d. For each mobility variable, the lower and upper bounds
are assigned dynamically using the second available data points as indicated by
the two arrows in Fig. 5.20d.
In total four fitting iterations are performed. A comparison among microstruc-
tures is given in Fig. 5.21. The black and blue lines represent the experimen-
tal microstructures at t0 and t1, respectively. The green and red lines repre-
sent the simulated microstructure with the initial guess of the mobility vari-
ables M0 and the fitted mobilities Mfit, respectively. It can be seen that for
most grain boundaries the simulated microstructure with optimal mobilities
(red lines) agrees well with the experimental one (blue lines). An example
is shown in the zoom-in view (Fig. 5.21b). It is observed that the simulated
microstructure with the initial guess M0 = 0.1 µm2/s (green lines) underes-
timates the mobility of this boundary. The convergence of this boundary is
Mfit = 0.1→ 0.29→ 0.85→ 1.25→ 1.29 µm2/s. With the fitting approach, the
simulation and the experiment match well. However, there are several bound-
aries where the simulation and the experiment do not match well:
• As shown in Fig. 5.21c, several new grains suddenly pop up at t1. The
reason is that one grain is accidentally forgotten to be selected at t1. As
only the common boundaries are fitted, this will not influence the fitting
result.
• For the three boundaries pointed by arrows in Figs. 5.21d and 5.21e, grain
boundaries grow from a flat shape to a curved shape, which cannot be
captured by the 2D phase-field model. This may be a 3D phenomenon or
due to the inclination dependence of grain boundary properties. For such
cases, the fitting provides an average mobility value.
• As shown in Fig. 5.21f, the experimental microstructure moves in an op-
posite direction as the simulation (blue and red lines sit on the opposite
side of the black line). This may because the curvature can have a dif-
ferent sign in 3D than viewed in 2D. For this boundary, the convergence
is Mfit = 0.1 → 0.02 → 1.3 × 10−3 → 3.2 × 10−5 → 2.5 × 10−7 µm2/s.
As the fitting cannot provide negative mobility, the lower bound is al-
ways reached. Based on this analysis, the fitted mobilities of such kind of
boundaries are not reliable; thus they are not included in the final fitting
result.
The fitted mobilities are plotted as a function of misorientation angle in Fig. 5.22.
The set Sgood is chosen according to following criteria: (1) grain boundaries
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Figure 5.22: 2D fitting results of three classes of grain boundaries.
present at both time-steps. (2) the grain boundary is between interior grains
at both time-steps. (3) the grain boundary length is greater than 5∆x. (4) the
grain boundary does not touch the unfitted boundaries. (5) the fitted mobilities
should not be the upper or lower bound. There are 269 common boundaries
in total, out of which 257 are fitted, because some boundaries are too small to
calculate the cost function. 149 boundaries are between interior grains on both
time-steps. There are 115 boundaries connected to the unfitted boundaries and
173 with a boundary length larger than 5∆x. There are 68 boundaries reaching
the lower bound and 7 reaching the upper bound. By applying all five crite-
ria, 56 boundaries remain (Sgood), and the fitted mobilities are shown by green
points in Fig. 5.22. For completeness, the fitted values of boundaries fulfill all
other criteria except with a short length are also shown in Fig. 5.22 by red
points. The fitted values of boundaries fulfill all other criteria except connect
to the unfitted boundary are shown by blue points.
First observation of the results is that the reduced mobilities depend on mis-
orientation angle. However, there is no simple pattern between the reduced
mobility and the misorientation angle. For a fixed misorientation angle, a large
variation (5 orders of magnitude) of reduced mobilities is seen between bound-
aries. This large scatter may be due to the misorientation axis dependence
and the plane normal inclination dependence of the reduced mobilities. More-
over, a peak around 40-50 degree misorientation angles can be seen. A detailed
interpretation of the fitting results will be performed shortly.
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Table 5.4: An overview of the number of grains and grain boundaries (GB).
time-step grain number GB number Common GB Fitted GB
11 948 4782 - -
12 943 4743 4412 523
13 933 4676 4361 565
14 841 4376 4150 103
5.4.3.2 Fit the 3D DCT dataset
From 2D to 3D, a major challenge is the computational time. The simulation of
∼1500 grains for 1000 phase-field time-steps takes about 14 hours on a worksta-
tion with a CPU of Xeon E5-2690v3 and MATLAB. In this part, I will present
some preliminary results of the 3D fitting with one fitting iteration.
The sample volume of experimental time-step 11 is taken as the initial condition,
and the fitting is performed at experimental time-steps 12 to 14. The simulation
domain size is 312∆x× 354∆x× 306∆x with initially 948 grains. The grid size
is ∆x = 1.54 µm and the grain boundary width is lgb = 4∆x. The grain
boundary energies for all boundaries are σgb = 1. The initial guess of grain
boundary mobilities is Mi = 0.1 µm2/s. An upper bound of 0.8 µm2/s and a
lower bound of 0.01 µm2/s are set in the fitting. The boundary condition is
described in Section 5.3.3.
The system has more than 4000 grain boundaries in total, with most of them
are common boundaries among time-steps, as listed in Table 5.4. Applying
following criteria: (a) boundary has an area larger than 100∆x2, (b) boundary
between interior grains, and (c) upper or lower bounds are not reached in the
fitting, several hundreds of boundaries are fitted.
Fitted mobilities at experimental time-steps 12-14 are shown in Figs. 5.23a-
c. The results of 88 common fitted boundaries are shown in Fig. 5.23d for
comparison. As only one fitting step is used, the accuracy of the fitted reduced
mobilities is limited; nevertheless, some patterns of the reduced mobilities can
still be observed. Similar to the 2D fitting results in Fig. 5.22, a large variation
in the reduced mobilities and their dependence on the misorientation angle are
seen. A similar peak around 40-50 degree misorientation angle is observed in all
cases. A closer examination of data points in Fig. 5.23d suggests that a smaller
mobility value is got with later time-steps. This is caused by the upper bound
in the fitting and could potentially be solved with more fitting iterations. In
the future, detailed fitting is needed to understand the reduced grain boundary
mobilities.
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Figure 5.23: Fitting results of reduced grain boundary mobilities on the 3D
DCT dataset. (a-c) Fitted reduced grain boundary mobilities
involving time-step 11 and time-steps 12-14, respectively. (d)
The result of common fitted boundaries (data points presented
in all fitting time-steps in (a-c)).
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5.4.4 Discussion
Reduced grain boundary mobilities play a central role in the evolution of mi-
crostructures in polycrystalline materials and attribute to materials properties.
They are known to live in a 5D parameter space. However, our understanding
of the reduced mobilities is still limited due to lack of experimental measure-
ments. In traditional ways of reduced mobilities measurements, such as the
bi-crystal experiment, one mobility value is measured at a time. This makes it
extremely time-consuming and costly to build a sufficiently large reduced mo-
bility database.
In this chapter, the fitting approach is applied to determine hundreds of re-
duced mobility values simultaneously. The optimization problem involves hun-
dreds and thousands of design variables (mobility values); thus it is difficult
to be solved efficiently with a gradient-based optimization algorithm. To solve
this problem, a fitting algorithm is constructed based on the independence ap-
proximation derived in Section 3.3.3. The fitting approach is verified based on
synthetic datasets and then applied to a DCT dataset to fit the reduced mo-
bilities in iron. 56 mobility values are determined from fitting a 2D section,
and 1191 mobility values are determined from fitting the 3D DCT dataset. The
results show that the fitting algorithm converges very fast and satisfying results
can be obtained after few fitting iterations. Comparison between experimental
microstructures and simulated ones with best-fitted mobilities further validates
the fitting.
In the fitting, not all boundaries can be fitted. For those unfitted boundaries, a
mobility value is still needed in the phase-field simulation. The test on synthetic
dataset shows that assigning unfitted boundaries a mobility value differ from
reality can cause a large fitting error in connected boundaries. To minimize the
problem caused by unfitted boundaries, the strategy is to fit as many boundaries
as possible. Then a relatively large number of the reliable fitted mobilities (in
the set Sgood) can be obtained. Various criteria are proposed to characterize
whether a boundary is ‘good’, so its mobility value is reliable.
In this work, I present the fitting result as a function of misorientation angles.
Analysis on the misorientation axis dependence of reduced mobilities will be
performed shortly. Moreover, further detailed analysis of the fitted reduced mo-
bilities from a materials science point of view can help improve the understand-
ing of grain boundary properties. Comparison of the fitted reduced mobilities,
e.g., Fig. 5.23, with those determined from molecular dynamics [142] can also
be done in the future.
The phase-field model is implemented in MATLAB with the bounding box al-
gorithm. The code is not optimized and only used as a prototype. In the future,
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the computational speed can be improved by implementing in, e.g., C/C++ and
employing parallelization among many cores, e.g., OpenMP.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and outlook
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, a fitting approach has been developed to extract material parame-
ters from non-destructive three-dimensional (3D) experiments by optimizing the
input material parameters of a 3D phase-field model. Compare to traditional
ways of material parameter measurement, samples and sample environments
representative of bulk properties and actual processing conditions can be used,
and several parameters can be fitted simultaneously. The fitting methodology
is presented with subsequent discussions on the cost functions, the fitting do-
main, and the way to reduce computational costs. The fitting approach is first
applied to a simple problem of coarsening to fit two material parameters; then
to the much more complex problem of grain growth to fit hundreds of material
parameters.
Several conclusions from the materials science and the experiment point of view
can be drawn based on these studies:
1. A liquid diffusion coefficient of value DL = 8.33 ± 0.24 × 10−10 m2/s
is determined by fitting on a 4D coarsening dataset of Al-Cu alloy at a
temperature just above the eutectic temperature with a composition of 20
wt%Cu.
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2. If both the liquid diffusion coefficient DL and the capillary length lL in
Al-Cu are fitted, it is observed that the best-fit values are not unique,
but are found to fulfill DLlL = 0.518 ± 0.011 µm3/s. This corroborates
a basic hypothesis of the coarsening theory, and at the same time, this
dependence indicates the high quality of the fitting approach.
3. A DCT experiment of grain growth has been performed at a synchrotron
source. During annealing for 75 minutes at 800◦C, the evolution of initially
1327 grains is mapped in 3D as a function 15 time-steps with superior
temporal and spatial resolution (1.54 µm). The DCT data processing
has been improved by introducing a level-set segmentation method and
a phase-field dilation method for the present dataset. The segmentation
problem caused by the extinction of intensities is alleviated.
4. As a first step, the inclination dependence of grain boundary mobilities
and energies is neglected, and the energies are assumed isotropic in the
grain growth phase-field simulation. In total, 56 reduced grain bound-
ary mobilities are determined by fitting a 2D section, and 1191 reduced
mobilities are determined from fitting a 3D DCT dataset. The reduced
mobilities are observed to depend on misorientation angles and show large
scatter.
Several conclusions from the fitting and the modeling point of view can be
drawn:
1. Two phase-field models have been implemented for coarsening and grain
growth, respectively. The phase-field model and the implementation have
been verified carefully before applying in fitting the 4D experiments. For
the verification, a range of numerical tests is designed to test different
aspects of the phase-field models. The results show that the phase-field
models can describe the underlying physics of the studied problems accu-
rately.
2. Various scaling properties of material parameters have been derived to
reduce the computational cost in the fitting. A scaling property of the
liquid diffusion coefficient is applied to prevent running the phase-field
simulation more than one time. An approximated scaling property of the
capillary length is verified by the two-parameter fitting (liquid diffusion
coefficient and capillary length). An approximated scaling property is
utilized in fitting reduced grain boundary mobilities. The results show
that the scaling properties can significantly reduce the number of phase-
field simulations needs to be performed in the fitting.
3. For the case of fitting grain boundary mobilities, a new optimization al-
gorithm is proposed and derived to approximate the original optimization
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problem (fit all mobilities simultaneously) to sub-problems (fit the mobil-
ity of individual grain boundaries independently). The fitting results on
synthetic datasets have shown that this approximation is valid, and the
fitting algorithm converges fast.
6.2 Outlook
The fitting approach is foreseen to be broadly applied to many applications as
3D non-destructive experiments are becoming more and more available, and the
phase-field model can be made for many relevant systems (e.g., phase transfor-
mation in general). Based on the developments in this thesis, several relatively
easy extensions can be:
1. Fitting of the liquid diffusion coefficient at different temperatures to de-
termine the activation energies for diffusion.
2. Fitting the interdiffusion coefficient in materials systems with more com-
ponents/phases. Both the experimental techniques [46] and phase-field
models [92] are pretty mature.
3. Fitting grain boundary mobilities of iron samples with a different texture
than the present one for a better understanding of the anisotropy of grain
boundary mobilities.
For the last point, two extra grain growth datasets are captured during my
PhD work: one with 5000 grains and 21 time-steps by DCT at ID11 ESRF and
one with a different growth mode captured by 3DXRD at 1-ID APS. Samples
have various textures, and experiments are performed at different temperatures.
These datasets could be analyzed in the same way and be used to fit more
material parameters or improve the statistics of the fitting, and therefore to
obtain a better understanding of grain boundary properties.
However, in practice, several aspects can be improved in the future to improve
the fitting approach:
1. Limited access to 4D experiments and a limited number of samples that
can be scanned due to long scanning time (temporal resolution of tech-
niques).
2. Phases or grains have to have sizes within a certain range to be studied ex-
perimentally. The spatial resolution of DCT today is at best 0.6 µm, which
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is not optimal to precisely resolve grain boundary and triple-junction ge-
ometries.
3. The information obtained from the current 4D experiment is still not per-
fect, e.g., the chemical information is missing.
4. This type of direct comparison with real data demands better materials
models be developed.
5. The computing resources limit the number of phase-field time-steps and
the number of phase-field simulations that could be performed in the fit-
ting.
Regarding the first aspect, with the development of so-called ultimate storage
ring light sources, it is foreseen that more than one order of magnitude in flux
and consequently improvement in temporal and spatial resolution can be ob-
tained in the near future. Already today the temporal resolution of absorption
contrast tomography can be ten milliseconds [37]. Regarding DCT, if the ac-
quisition time is ten times faster in the future, not only would this allow real
in situ experiments, but also means that more samples can be handled in the
same experimental time.
Recently, the DCT techniques have been migrated to laboratory sources, so-
called laboratory DCT (labDCT) [153, 154], with a spatial resolution today at
best 5 µm and a scanning time close to a day. With the continuous develop-
ments of new laboratory x-ray sources, the spatial resolution and scanning time
is foreseen to be further improved, which will give more access to 4D experi-
ments.
Regarding the second aspect, techniques which provide higher spatial resolution
need to be developed. The dark field x-ray microscopy (DFXRM) [47, 169] is a
technique that can offer grain maps with a much better resolution: about 80 nm
today and could be improved to 25 nm with a multilayer Laue lens [170].
Regarding the third aspect, for example, to separate the liquid diffusion coeffi-
cient and the capillary length, more information need to be measured, i.e., the
composition profile is needed. This kind of measurement is very challenging as
the composition change due to capillary is typically very small to be detected
accurately. In the future, possible ways to solve this problem are (1) develop-
ment of new techniques that can capture the small contrast difference, e.g., by
improving PCT, (2) reducing the characteristic length scale of the microstruc-
ture in order to have a larger capillary driving force, and (3) employing other
driving forces, e.g. a temperature gradient.
One example regarding the fourth aspect, better phase-field models which can
accurately capture the inclination dependence need to be developed and verified
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to fit the 5D anisotropic grain boundary properties.
The anisotropic grain boundary energies can be determined by explicitly mea-
suring the triple-junction geometry. With the help of the phase-field method,
the triple-junction condition is implicitly implied in the phase-field equations.
Therefore, in principle, it is possible to fit the energies without measuring the
triple-junction geometries. However, a deep understanding of the behavior of
the solution of phase-field equations near the triple-junction region is needed in
order to build a fitting algorithm in the future.
Precise simulation of microstructure evolution needs correct boundary condi-
tions. However, at the current stage, the actual boundary condition is difficult
to be quantified accurately and is not straightforward to be included in the
modeling. So far, the problem is solved by removing regions influenced by the
artificial boundary condition from the fitting domain, however, at the expense of
having fewer boundaries used for fitting. In the future, better ways to quantify
the boundary condition have to be studied.
Regarding the last aspect, we can either speed up the phase-field simulation
or reduce the number of fitting iterations. Generally speaking, there are four
ways to reduce the computational time. (1) Solving the phase-field equations
by massive parallel algorithms and advanced parallel hardware architectures,
e.g., general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) [171,
172, 173, 174, 175]. For example, the coarsening phase-field implementation
can be heavily optimized and be used on a routine base to measure the liquid
diffusion coefficients in other binary alloys. (2) Making a proper approximation
of the phase-field model for the studied problems. For example, the parabolic
approximation of the CALPHAD free energy used in the coarsening phase-
field simulation can help reduce the simulation time. In the future, similar
simplification of the model without losing much accuracy is highly demanded.
(3) Preventing unnecessary phase-field simulations by investigating properties
of the phase-field equation, such as the scaling properties used in this thesis.
Notice that what kind of properties can be used depends on the scientific cases.
(4) Providing a better initial guess of materials parameters can help reduce the
number of fitting iterations. In the present fitting of the reduced grain boundary
mobilities, I used an initial guess from the statistical analysis of the DCT dataset
on the grain level (see Paper II). In the future, a better initial guess could be
obtained by analyzing the experimental dataset on the grain boundary level.
Such work is already planned.

Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Cartesian tensors
In a Cartesian coordinate system of dimension n, the base vectors are denoted
as ei where i = 1, · · · , n. A vector is defined as
a := aiei.
The second order tensor can be written in index notation as
A := Aijei ⊗ ej ,
where ⊗ is the tensor product. The transpose of a second order tensor is defined
as
AT := Aijej ⊗ ei = Ajiei ⊗ ej .
The second order identity tensor is defined as
I := δijei ⊗ ej = ei ⊗ ei.
The derivatives of tensor-valued functions are defined as
a,j := ai,jei,
A,k := Aij,kei ⊗ ej .
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where ,i means the derivative to the ith coordinate.
Now let’s define several useful operators. The gradient operators:
∇φ := φ,iei,
∇a := ei ⊗ a,i = aj,iei ⊗ ej ,
∇A := ei ⊗ A,i = Ajk,iei ⊗ ej ⊗ ek,
The divergence operators:
∇ · a := ei · a,i = ai,i,
∇ · A := ei ·A,i = Aij,iej ,
The curl operators:
∇× a := ei × a,i = ai,jej × ei = jikai,jek,
The Laplacian:
∆A := ∇2A = (∇ · ∇)A.
Based on these definitions, calculation rules can be derived. In the following I
provide a list of useful relations:
∇(φψ) = φ∇ψ + ψ∇φ,
∇(φa) = ∇φ⊗ a+ φ∇a,
∇(a · b) = ∇a · b+∇b · a,
∇(A · a) = ∇A · a+ A · (∇a)T = ∇A · a+∇a · AT ,
∇ · (φa) = ∇φ · a+ φ∇ · a,
∇ · (a⊗ b) = (∇ · a)b+ a · ∇b,
∇ · (A · a) = (∇ · A) · a+ (∇a) : AT ,
∇ · (A⊗ a) = (∇ · A)⊗ a+ AT · (∇a),
∇ · (a⊗ A) = (∇ · a)A+ (∇ · AT )⊗ a,
∇ · (A · B) = ∇ · A⊗ B+ AT · ∇B,
∇(nA) = ∇ · (I⊗ nA),
where nA is an n-th order tensor (n ≥ 1).
The divergence theorem/Gauss’s theorem expresses the translation between a
volume integral and a surface integral.∫
Ω
∇ · a dV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ · a dA,
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where nˆ is the outward unit normal of boundary ∂Ω.
Some variations of the divergence theorem are∫
Ω
∇adV =
∫
Ω
∇ · (I⊗ a) dV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ⊗ a dA,
∫
Ω
∇× adV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ× a dV,∫
Ω
∇ · A dV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ · A dA,∫
Ω
∇A dV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ⊗ A dA,∫
Ω
∇× A dV =
∫
∂Ω
nˆ× A dA.
A.2 The delta function
The delta function δ(x) has the following property∫ +∞
−∞
f(x)δ(x) dx = f(0).
It can be extended to Rn as [34]∫
Rn
f(x)δ(φ(x))|∇φ(x)|dV =
∫
φ=0
f(x) dA,
where φ is a level-set function.
A.3 Functional derivatives
Let F [φ] be a functional F : M → R, where M = {φ(x) : x ∈ R} is a Banach
space. The object δF [φ]δφ(x) tells how the value of the functional changes if the
function φ(x) is changed at the point x. The functional derivative (Fréchet
derivative) is defined as [176]
δF [φ] :=
∫
δF [φ]
δφ(x)
δφ(x) dx.
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If we use
δφ(x) = δ(x− y),
then
δF [φ] = F [φ+ δ(x− y)]− F [φ] =
∫
δF [φ]
δφ(x)
δ(x− y) dx = ∂F [φ]
∂φ(y)
.
In the limit
∂F [φ]
∂φ(y)
= lim
→0
F [φ+ δ(x− y)]− F [φ]

.
Two examples of the functional derivative are
Example 1: F =
∫
φ(x)n dx
δF [φ]
δφ(y)
= nφ(y)n−1.
Example 2: F =
∫ (
dφ(x)
dx
)n
dx
δF [φ]
δφ(y)
= −n d
dx
[(
dφ(x)
dx
)n−1]
y
.
A.4 Differential geometry
The mean curvature of a surface with unit normal nˆ is calculated as
H = 1
2
∇Γ · nˆ = 1
2
(κ1 + κ2), (A.1)
where κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures, and the operator ∇Γ is the pro-
jection of the gradient operator ∇ on the surface Γ. It is defined as
∇Γ = (I− nˆ⊗ nˆ) · ∇. (A.2)
A.5 Asymptotic analysis of Allen-Cahn equation
The purpose here is not a comprehensive and rigorous derivation, but to show
the fundamental idea of the asymptotic analysis of phase-field equations.
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Suppose we have a two-phase system with domain D, in which a domain of one
phase Ω exists. The boundary of Ω is denoted as ∂Ω.
Consider the Allen-Cahn equation of the form
∂u
∂t
= ∆u− −2W ′(u). (A.3)
The basic idea of the so-called matched asymptotic analysis is to expand the
solution of Eq. A.3 in a power series of  in two regions: near the interface
(inner expansion) and far from the interface (outer expansion). Then the outer
expansion and inner expansion is matched together to define the expansion
coefficients [177, 178, 179, 82, 85, 86].
Let’s define a stretched normal distance
z =
φ(x, t)

,
where φ is the signed distance function of boundary ∂Ω. Close to the boundary
∂Ω, the solution of Eq. A.3 is inner expanded as
u(x, t) = U(z;x, t) = U0(z;x, t) + U1(z;x, t) + 
2U2(z;x, t) + · · · . (A.4)
With this, we have [179]
∇u = ∇xU + −1∇φ∂zU,
∆u = ∆xU + 
−1∆φ∂zU + −2∂zzU,
∂tu = ∂tU + 
−1∂tφ∂zU.
(A.5)
Similar to Eq. A.4, we expand the velocity field as
v = V0 + V1 + 
2V2 + · · · . (A.6)
Substituting Eqs. A.5, A.4, and A.6 into Eq. A.3 and organizing terms with the
same order of , we have to the lowest order −2
∂zzU0 +W
′(U0) = 0, (A.7)
and to the order of −1
(V0 − 2H)∂zU0 +W ′′(U0)U1 = 0. (A.8)
Notice that ∂tφ = v and ∆φ = 2H (Eq. A.1) are used.
Eq. A.7 is actually the Euler-Lagrange equation of Eq. A.3. By matching the
outer expansion, the boundary condition for Eq. A.7 can be obtained. Then
Eq. A.7 can be solved to get a steady-state profile U0 = q(z). As further shown
by Fife [178], U1 = 0; thus, we have the following equation from Eq. A.4.
u = q
(x

)
+O(2). (A.9)
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Similarly, Eq. A.8 can be written as (consider U1 = 0)
V0 = 2H.
The velocity (Eq. A.6) is written as
v = 2H+O(2).
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a b s t r a c t
A method to determine material parameters by comparing the evolution of experimentally determined
3D microstructures to simulated 3D microstructures is proposed. The temporal evolution of a dendritic
solid-liquid mixture is acquired in situ using x-ray tomography. Using a time step from these data as an
initial condition in a phase-ﬁeld simulation, the computed structure is compared to that measured
experimentally at a later time. An optimization technique is used to ﬁnd the material parameters that
yield the best match of the simulated microstructure to the measured microstructure in a global manner.
The proposed method is used to determine the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient in an isothermal Al-Cu alloy.
However, the method developed is broadly applicable to other experiments in which the evolution of the
three-dimensional microstructure is determined in situ. We also discuss methods to describe the local
variation of the best-ﬁt parameters and the ﬁdelity of the ﬁtting. We ﬁnd a liquid diffusion coefﬁcient
that is different from that measured using directional solidiﬁcation.
© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Computational methods play an important role in accelerating
the discovery and development of advanced materials [1]. One of
the most promising areas in which computational methods are
employed is in Integrated Computational Materials Engineering
(ICME), which is receiving increased attention from both academia
and industry [2,3]. The establishment of reliable and comprehen-
sive materials databases - the main component of the Materials
Genome Initiative (MGI) [3] - is a key to the success of ICME [2,4].
Traditionally, material parameters are measured one at a time by
designing dedicated experiments using idealized specimens and
specimen geometries (e.g. a planar interface in a diffusion couple
experiment for measuring the diffusion coefﬁcient). However, such
procedures are often tedious, and typically parameters are
measured only in a fraction of the relevant phase space, which may
involve materials composition, temperature, pressure, etc. In
addition, the idealized geometry may not be representative:
industrially relevant microstructures are heterogeneous and arti-
ﬁcial surfaces may introduce unwanted boundary effects. Further-
more, for hierarchically ordered materials, effects on different
length scales compete and interact. Recently, researchers have
begun to calculate material parameters from ﬁrst-principles, such
as the free energy [5] and the diffusion coefﬁcients in the solid
phase [6e8] and the liquid phase [9]. However, experimental
veriﬁcation of the calculated material parameters under realistic
conditions is needed.
In this work, we propose to determine material parameters
directly from structural studies of bulk samples acquired during
synthesis or processing. To image material microstructure evolu-
tion, various techniques have been used, e.g. Computed Tomogra-
phy (CT) [10,11], 3D X-Ray Diffraction (3DXRD) [12] and Diffraction
Contrast Tomography (DCT) [13]. Using x-rays emitted from a
synchrotron source, time-resolved high spatial resolution 3D im-
ages can be acquired using tomographic methods, for a review see
Ref. [14]. In favorable cases, the temporal resolution may be on the
sub-second scale [15]. Some of these techniques are increasingly
becoming available in laboratory sources, such as the laboratory-
based DCT (labDCT) [16]. At the same time, the rapid increase in
computing power and the development of advanced modeling* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: hfpo@fysik.dtu.dk (H.F. Poulsen).
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techniques such as quantitative phase-ﬁeld models [17e20], ac-
curate simulations of microstructure evolution in 3D have become
feasible. Therefore, we propose to determine material parameters
by direct comparison between the 3D temporal evolution of mi-
crostructures determined through experiment and phase-ﬁeld
simulation. We claim that the parameter values that provide the
best match between the experimental and the simulated micro-
structure in a global manner (both in 3D space and in time)
correspond to the physically correct ones. The proposed method
can be used to verify the calculated material parameters by ﬁrst-
principles and multiscale modeling simulations. Another advan-
tage of this approach is that it permits themeasurement of multiple
- in some cases potentially all relevant - material parameters from
one experiment in a realistic environment. Notice that though this
paper focuses on the phase-ﬁeld method, other modeling tech-
niques relevant to the problem studied can also be used, such as
Monte Carlo Potts model [21] and the vertex model [22] for grain
growth and the level-set method for solidiﬁcation [23].
In recent years, several direct comparisons between experiment
and phase-ﬁeld simulations have been performed [24e27], but the
comparisons have mainly been qualitative or based on average
quantities, such as the average particle size and the interface area
per unit volume. Rigorous comparisons of the morphologies are
rare. McKenna et al. [25] used a one-to-one comparison to test a
grain growth phase-ﬁeld model, but they did not use it for
extracting material parameters. Demirel et al. [28] used a similar
approach for grain growth in thin ﬁlms. Aagesen et al. [24] esti-
mated a value of the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient using a comparison
between phase-ﬁeld simulations and tomography in a heuristic
manner. We here introduce a general optimization formalism and
discuss key aspects of this ﬁtting approach, such as the cost func-
tions to quantify the similarity between experiment and simula-
tion, the accuracy, the initial and boundary conditions and the
computational speed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
systematic study where phase-ﬁeld simulations and 3D tomogra-
phy are combined to extract material properties. Though in general
the optimization relies on performing phase-ﬁeld simulations
many times, we predict that one may only need to consider a small
fraction of space-time in a given step of the optimization for many
relevant problems.
We demonstrate the approach by ﬁtting the liquid diffusion
coefﬁcient DL and the capillary length lL in the context of the
isothermal coarsening of dendrites in a liquid of composition nearly
equal to that of the eutectic composition in the Al-Cu system. It is a
well-studied system, and relevant material parameters have been
extensively measured by traditional means, e.g. the free energy
[29,30], the solid/liquid interfacial energy [31,32] and the liquid
diffusion coefﬁcient [33e35]. However, the values determined from
the liquid diffusion coefﬁcientmeasurements display a large scatter
in value, argued to be mainly due to convection [33]. Moreover, an
existing temperature gradient during directional solidiﬁcation may
alter the measured liquid diffusion coefﬁcient. In section 2, the
ﬁtting methodology is presented in detail. In section 3, the results
of the demonstration on the Al-Cu system are provided. We discuss
limitations and potential applications in section 4 and conclude the
paper in section 5.
2. Optimization approach
Initially, we present the mathematical model and the associated
terminology and notations. Then two types of cost functions and
several ways to deﬁne the ﬁtting domain are proposed and
compared. Finally, the statistics of the ﬁtting method is discussed.
Throughout, for reasons of simplicity, we shall assume a two-phase
problem, where the microstructure is characterized by a moving
boundary between the two phases.
2.1. The mathematical model
The ﬁtting approach is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Here the
symbol G represents the geometry of the material microstructure.
The x-ray experiment provides a series of 3D material micro-
structures G expðtÞ evolving with time (shown in the upper solid
box in Fig. 1). With one frame of the experimental microstructure
(time t0) as input (G
simðt0Þ ¼ G expðt0Þ) and a guess of material
parameters p, the simulation method [19] can produce a series of
evolving microstructures G simðt;pÞ (shown in the lower dashed
box in Fig. 1). For time t > t0, a cost function fcost is used to measure
the dissimilarity between the two microstructures. We claim the
real material parameters preal should give the least dissimilarity
between the experimental and simulated microstructures, i.e. fcost
reaches a minimum as shown in Fig. 1 (right).
This ﬁtting process can be described by the following optimi-
zation problem:
find p
minimize fcostðt;pÞ ¼ fcost

G expðtÞ;G simðt;pÞ

such that G simðt;pÞ fulfills phase­field equation
G simðt0;pÞ ¼ G expðt0Þ
G simðt;pÞ fulfills boundary condition
(1)
The optimization problem can be solved by any appropriate
optimization algorithm. Notice here the optimization approach is
independent of the geometric representation G , whichmay thus be
discretized like a binary image or be continuous like NURBS
(explicit) [36] and level-set methods (implicit) [37]. The ﬂowchart
of the ﬁtting algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
2.2. The cost function
Two types of cost functions are proposed based on the repre-
sentation of the microstructure geometry. If these microstructures
are represented by binary images (G exp ¼ Imgexp, G sim ¼ Imgsim),
the correlation function can be used to construct the cost function
(the corr-cost function)
fcostðt;pÞ ¼ 1 corr
Ufit

ImgexpðtÞ; Imgsimðt;pÞ

(2)
where Ufit is the ﬁtting domain. If a continuous geometry repre-
sentation like the signed distance function as known from the
level-set method is used (G exp ¼ fexp, G sim ¼ fsim), the squared 2-
norm function can be used:
fcostðt;pÞ ¼
fsimðt;pÞ  fexpðtÞ22;Ufit
kfexpðtÞ  fexpðt0Þk22;Ufit
(3)
Here, the normalization is used to make the cost function in-
dependent of the ﬁtting domain size. By this deﬁnition,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fcost
p
has a
physical meaning, namely representing the root mean square
migration distance of the simulated interfaces relative to the
experimentally determined interfaces if no topological change oc-
curs. As the segmentation applied to the tomographic data in the
example case given in the current work is based on the signed
distance function [38], fexp is available. However, fsim is not
directly available from the phase-ﬁeld simulation. In this work, the
equilibrium proﬁle of a planar interface is used to provide an
approximation of the signed distance function from the interpo-
lation function in the phase-ﬁeld model, and then a reinitialization
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algorithm [39] is used to calculate the signed distance function
while leaving the interface position unchanged.
2.3. The ﬁtting domain
We anticipate that a proper ﬁtting domain Ufit often will be
critical for the ﬁtting. In particular, we need to remove regions
which provide noisy or even wrong information on the underlying
interfacial evolution due to known limitations of the appliedmodel,
such as missing physics or violated assumptions.
In the current work, we use an implicit representation of the
microstructure. As the comparison of microstructures is only
needed at the interfaces, regions far from the interface are removed
from ﬁtting. This also helps to reduce the computational cost. In
this work, we restrict the ﬁtting to an interfacial domain Uinterface;
see the region between two dashed lines in Fig. 3. The interfacial
domain with width w is deﬁned as
Uinterface¼w ¼
n
x : jfexpðxÞj⩽w
2
o
(4)
where fexp is the signed distance function of the experimental
interface. We ﬁnd that the cost function is insensitive to the width
wwhenw is small, so in the current workw ¼ 5 grid points will be
used throughout.
A region near the boundary of the simulation domain is
removed from the ﬁtting domain. To reduce the computational
cost, the simulation domain Usim is usually chosen to be a subset of
the sample. Artiﬁcial boundary conditions are imposed on the
boundary of Usim. In the region close to the external boundary of
Usim, wewill not expect simulation tomatch experiment because of
the assumed boundary condition. To overcome this problem, the
ﬁtting is constrained to a smaller subdomain Usub, with size k,
deﬁned as
Usub¼k ¼

x :
xi  xci ⩽ k2; i ¼ 1;2;3

(5)
where xc is the center of Usim (see Fig. 3). The subdomain size k
plays an important role in the ﬁtting and will be discussed in detail
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the ﬁtting method.
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the ﬁtting algorithm.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the ﬁtting domain. The thick lines show the interfaces;
the simulation domain Usim is where the phase-ﬁeld simulation is performed; the
subdomain Usub is a smaller domain inside U
sim with size k; the interfacial domain
Uinterface is a narrow region with width w near the interface.
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in section 3.4.2.
In some applications, there are regions with small features
which are difﬁcult to capture by simulation with a reasonable
computational cost. In relation to the coarsening study below, there
are regions where solid particles are separated by thin liquid ﬁlms,
as shown in Fig. 4. These ﬁlms are too thin be resolved using the
interface thickness employed in the phase-ﬁeld simulation, so solid
particles in close vicinity tend to coalesce in the simulations, which
leads to a high local interface velocity. We can either reduce the
grid size or exclude these regions. As these regions are not neces-
sary for determining the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient and it is more
efﬁcient to look at larger volumes that do not contain these small
features than it is to reﬁne the mesh signiﬁcantly, these high-
velocity regions will be removed from the ﬁtting domain.
2.4. Statistics
Differences between experiment and simulation may arise from
numerous sources, such as temperature gradients in the experi-
ment, reconstruction and segmentation error, local ﬂuctuation in
the material parameters and discretization error in the simulation.
These errors are often stochastic in nature.We hypothesize that one
can reduce these errors by using a large number of interface
patches in the ﬁtting. Below we test this hypothesis as part of a
systematic study of the importance of varying a number of settings
of relevance to the ﬁtting: the number of interface patches used, the
size and position of the simulation domain Usim and various com-
binations of starting time t0 and ﬁtting time tn.
3. Application: coarsening of a hypo-eutectic Al-Cu system
In this section, the ﬁtting methodology proposed in section 2 is
applied to the coarsening of a hypo-eutectic Al-Cu system with a
composition of 20 wt% Cu (calculated from the measured phase
volume fraction). Firstly, the x-ray experiment, the setup of simu-
lations and the ﬁtting algorithm speciﬁc to this system are pre-
sented. Then we make a one-parameter ﬁt to the liquid diffusion
coefﬁcient only, as it is the simplest case for ﬁtting and easy for
visualization and analysis. Finally, to demonstrate the generality of
the ﬁtting method, a two-parameters ﬁt to both the liquid diffusion
coefﬁcient and the capillary length is given in section 3.5.
3.1. X-ray tomography experiment
The experimental data used in this paper are phase contrast
tomography data collected at the beamline TOMCAT at the Swiss
Light Source. An isothermal coarsening experiment was performed
for 362 min at a ﬁxed temperature of 558+C, 5+C above the eutectic
temperature. The tomography data were reconstructed and
segmented to provide a 3D movie of the microstructure evolution.
The spatial and temporal resolutions are Dx ¼ 1:44 mm and
Dtexp ¼ 231 s, respectively. Details about the experiment, recon-
struction and segmentation can be found in Refs. [40e42].
3.2. Setup of phase-ﬁeld simulation
To model coarsening of the Al-Cu system, multiorder-parameter
models [43] or multiphase-ﬁeld models [44] can be used. In the
current work, the multiorder-parameter model presented in
Refs. [43,45e47] with the interpolation function introduced in
Ref. [19] is used. The total free energy of the system is expressed as a
functional of phase-ﬁeld variables (hS and hL) and Cu compositions
(cS and cL) for each phase
F ¼
Z
Usim
0
@m
2
4 X
i¼S;L
 
h4i
4
 h
2
i
2
!
þ gh2Sh2L þ
1
4
3
5
þ k
2
X
i¼S;L
	
V
!
hi

2þhSf S þ hLf L
1
A dV (6)
The evolution of the system is governed by the phase-ﬁeld
equations
vhi
vt
¼ L dF
dhi
; i ¼ S; L (7)
vci
vt
¼ V!,

MiV
! dF
dci

; i ¼ S; L (8)
Furthermore, appropriate initial conditions for hiðt ¼ 0; xÞ and
ciðt ¼ 0; xÞ and boundary conditions for hi

t; x

vUsim

and
ci

t; x

vUsim

are needed to guarantee a well-posed problem. The
last two terms in Eq. (6) represent the bulk free energy density,
which is constructed by interpolating the free energy densities of
different phases (f S and f L) with the interpolation functions (hS and
hL) of the form
hS ¼ h
2
S
h2S þ h2L
; hL ¼ h
2
L
h2S þ h2L
(9)
The mobilities (MS and ML) are related to the diffusion co-
efﬁcients (DS and DL) by
MS ¼
DS
v2f S
vcS2
; ML ¼
DL
v2f L
vcL2
(10)
For further details on the model parameters (m,g,k and L) and
their connection to the material parameters, and the calculation of
functional derivatives in Eqs. (7) and (8), the reader can refer to
[19].
The simulation domain size is chosen to provide a sufﬁcient
amount of interface patches for accurate ﬁtting while keeping an
affordable computational cost. In the one-parameter ﬁtting in
section 3.4, a simulation domain of 300 300 300 voxels is used.
Fig. 4. Illustration of thin liquid ﬁlms that are present in the microstructure. The
simulation result (red curve) overlaid on the experimental data. The arrows show the
regions of thin liquid ﬁlms where coalescence occurs in the simulation. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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In the two-parameters ﬁtting in section 3.5, a simulation domain of
400 400 400 voxels is used. To discretize the phase-ﬁeld
equations, the second-order ﬁnite difference is used for the
spatial discretization and the forward Euler method is used for the
temporal discretization. For details on solving the phase-ﬁeld
equations with the ﬁnite difference method, the reader can refer
to e.g. Ref. [48] formore information. The interfacewidth l is chosen
to be seven grid points, where the width of one voxel is equal to the
grid spacing. The code is written in C and uses MPI to parallelize
over multiple nodes. At the beginning of the experiment, there are
features with high curvatures and the spatial resolution is not high
enough to capture them; therefore the very ﬁrst time steps are not
used. Unless otherwisementioned, the simulations are startedwith
the experimental time step t0 ¼ 10 and the ﬁtting is performed at
later time steps, e.g. tn ¼ 11;12;/;15.
3.2.1. Material parameters
In the current work, a parabolic free energy density function
is used by ﬁtting to the CALPHAD free energy [29]:
f S ¼ 2:78ðcS  0:78Þ2  4:61 J=m3 and f L ¼ 5:10ðcL  0:57Þ2  4:45
J=m3. The capillary lengthof the liquid phase is lL ¼ 0:63 nm,which is
calculated from the Gibbs-Thomson coefﬁcient measured in Ref. [31].
The initial guess of the diffusion coefﬁcient is DL0 ¼ 1 109 m2=s.
The anisotropy of the solid-liquid interfacial energy in Al-Cu is 0.0098
[49], which is small for coarsening, so we assume isotropic interfacial
energy in this work. The diffusion coefﬁcient in the solid is estimated
to be four orders of magnitude less than in the liquid [50] and is
therefore taken to be zero:DS ¼ 0. The anti-trapping current [18,51] is
neglected in this work because the solute trapping effect of the
problem studied is negligible: Vl=DL  O ð105Þ≪1, where V is the
interface velocity and l is the interface width in the phase-ﬁeld
calculation, which is around 10mm in this work. The phase-ﬁeld
method is known to only reproduce the accepted sharp interface
predictions when the product of the interface width and the mean
curvature is small, lH≪1 [52], so regions where this assumption is
invalidated should be removed from the ﬁtting domain. Regions of
high curvature occur, for example, at topological singularities where
there is pinching or merging of solid domains. However, in this case
the high-curvature region is always related to the high-velocity re-
gion. In this work, the high-velocity region is removed, and the high
curvature regions are not considered explicitly.
3.2.2. Initial condition
The initial condition for the phase-ﬁeld variables (hS and hL) is
input directly from experiment (use fexp), but the initial condition
for the diffusion ﬁelds (cS and cL) is unknown as the small varia-
tions in liquid composition occurring during coarsening are unde-
tectable with the current experimental method. Thus, the phase
compositions are initially set to their equilibrium values. Numerical
simulation shows that the initial relaxation caused by this artiﬁcial
initial condition is fast and the change of volume fraction is much
smaller than that in the experiment; therefore we assume the
uncertainty related to the initial diffusion ﬁeld will not inﬂuence
the results of the ﬁtting.
3.2.3. Boundary conditions
In the current work, a no-ﬂux boundary condition is used in the
one-parameter ﬁtting in section 3.4 and a periodic boundary con-
dition is used in the two-parameters ﬁtting in section 3.5. As ex-
pected, both types of boundary conditions give rise to problems
near the simulation domain boundary. The inﬂuence of the
boundary condition will be studied in section 3.4.2 by varying the
subdomain size.
3.3. Fitting method
As shown in Fig. 2, the phase-ﬁeld equations need to be solved
in each iteration, which makes the ﬁtting process quite time-
consuming. However, for the case of determining the diffusion
coefﬁcient only, the ﬁtting can be done with only one phase-ﬁeld
simulation. This is based on the scaling property of the governing
phase-ﬁeld equations [19]:
G sim

t;aDL

¼ G sim

at;DL

(11)
where a is an arbitrary positive constant. So we only need to run
the simulation once with an arbitrary value of the diffusion coef-
ﬁcient to determine the cost function for other values of the
diffusion coefﬁcient through above scaling to the simulation time. A
spline interpolation is used to interpolate the curve of fcost over DL
since the simulations only produce output at discrete times. A
standard nonlinear optimization algorithm is used to ﬁnd the
optimal DL. The convergence criteria is that the derivative of the
cost function is less than 1 106 in the current work.
3.4. One-parameter ﬁtting: liquid diffusion coefﬁcient
In this ﬁrst case, all material parameters except the liquid
diffusion coefﬁcient are assumed to be known. Thus the only ﬁtting
variable is p ¼ fDLg.
3.4.1. Test of the ﬁtting with a small interface patch
To demonstrate the proposed ﬁtting method, the subdomain is
restricted to a domain of size 49 36 51 voxels to include only
one interface patch. Both types of cost functions are calculated at
various experimental time steps tn and are shown in Fig. 5. Notice
here
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fcost
p
of the norm-cost function is shown as it has a clear
physical meaning. The norm-cost function (Eq. (3)) shows a smaller
difference between ﬁtting time steps tn than the corr-cost function
(Eq. (2)), as a result of the normalization. There is a well-deﬁned
minimum in all cases. At various time steps, the experimental mi-
crostructures and the simulated microstructures with three values
of DL represented by the three vertical lines in Fig. 5 are shown in
Fig. 6. For visualization purposes, two slices are shown. We can see
that when a small diffusion coefﬁcientDL ¼ 6 1010 m2=s is used,
the simulated interfaces move slower than the experimental ones.
When a large diffusion coefﬁcient DL ¼ 1:8 109 m2=s is used,
the opposite is observed. Only when the diffusion coefﬁcient is near
the optimal point DL ¼ 1:3 109 m2=s, we see a better match
between experiment and simulation. Notice that the optimal value
determined from the interface patch is a local ﬁt and it can be
different from a global ﬁt. This will be discussed in section 3.4.2 and
section 3.4.3.
3.4.2. Subdomain size study
To determine the size of a representative subdomain and study
the inﬂuence of the external boundary, the ﬁtting is performed
using subdomains with an increasing size. Examples of cubic sub-
domains with different edge length k in units of grid points are
shown in Fig. 7. The regions subject to the coalescence problem are
removed from the ﬁtting domain, see Appendix A for details. The
resulting diffusion coefﬁcients and the cost functions at the best ﬁt
are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen, that as more interface patches are
included in the ﬁtting domain, the ﬁtted material parameter rea-
ches a stable value for all four experimental time steps after
k ¼ 160. We interpret this to mean that interface area becomes
statistically sufﬁcient when k>160. As the subdomain size con-
tinues to increase (k>250), the inﬂuence of the boundary condition
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starts to alter the ﬁtted values. Simultaneously, as shown in
Fig. 8(b), the cost functions start to increase near the boundary
(k>250), which means that the resulting diffusion coefﬁcients are
not correct. In summary, the inﬂuence of the boundary condition is
around 25 to 50 grid points from the boundary. For the current
problem, a subdomain with a size between k ¼ 160 and k ¼ 210 is
Fig. 5. The variation of the cost functions with DL for the small interface patch at different experimental time steps tn .
Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental and simulated microstructures of the small interface patch at different experimental time steps tn .
Fig. 7. Examples of subdomains with different sizes k.
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called a representative subdomain. Here the values of time steps
tn ¼ 12;13;14 are used (the time step 11 is not used to be consis-
tent with section 3.4.4). The average of the 3 6 (three time steps
and six representative subdomains) best-ﬁt liquid diffusion co-
efﬁcients is 8:21±0:12 1010 m2=s with the indicated interval
being the standard error.
3.4.3. Spatial variation of the ﬁtted diffusion coefﬁcients
In this section, subdomains with a ﬁxed size but different lo-
cations within the simulation domain are studied. Using ﬁve sub-
domain sizes varying from k ¼ 50 to k ¼ 150, ﬁtting is performed as
the center of the subdomain sweeps through the entire simulation
domain with a step of 10 grid points. The domain within 50 grid
points from the simulation domain boundary is excluded because
of the boundary condition (see section 3.4.2). The area of the
interface within each subdomain is calculated and is plotted
together with the ﬁtted liquid diffusion coefﬁcient in Fig. 9. As the
surface area increases, there is a smaller spread of the points while
the mean values of the distributions are similar for all subdomain
sizes. As a result of the small step size, there will be overlap regions
between subdomains; however, removing the overlapping regions
reduces the density of points but does not change the overall trend
in Fig. 9. Possible reasons for the spread of points include the
inﬂuence of convection, temperature gradients in the sample, local
impurity, reconstruction and segmentation errors and simulation
errors. The convergence shown in Fig. 9 implies that the variation
caused by these systematic errors is averaged out with increasing
interface area. Hencewe conclude that in the current system a large
interface area is essential to average out local heterogeneity while
ﬁtting a limited number of representative subdomains is sufﬁcient
to get a high precision value of the material parameter.
3.4.4. Temporal variation of the ﬁtted diffusion coefﬁcients
As shown in Fig. 8, if we compare the resulting ﬁtted diffusion
coefﬁcients of the representative subdomains at different ﬁtting
time steps tn, they show a very small deviation.
Starting from different experimental time steps t0, several
phase-ﬁeld simulations are performed, and the liquid diffusion
coefﬁcient DL is ﬁtted by comparing with three later experimental
time steps texp ¼ t0 þ 2;3;4 (the immediately followed time step
t0 þ 1 is not used because the interfaces need time to move a suf-
ﬁcient distance). The six representative subdomains determined in
section 3.4.2 are used for ﬁtting. In total, 3 6 (three time steps and
six representative subdomains) best-ﬁt values of DL are determined
from the ﬁtting. Themean value and standard deviation of these are
shown as a function of t0 in Fig. 10. We observe that the best-ﬁt
diffusion coefﬁcient is nearly constant in time. Taking into ac-
count the variation in t0, the ﬁtted liquid diffusion coefﬁcient is
Fig. 8. Subdomain size study. Different curves are the ﬁtting with different experimental time steps tn .
Fig. 9. Correlation between best-ﬁt values of DL and the ﬁtting interface area for
different subdomain size (ﬁtting time tn ¼ 12). Points with the same color are results
from the same subdomain size. The gray line shows the result of the ﬁtting from the
representative subdomains (section 3.4.2). The red lines show the mean value for each
subdomain size. The scatter in the best-ﬁt DL decreases as the surface area increases.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Fitting results of different starting time steps t0. The orange line shows the
mean value determined from all t0. The blue line shows the result determined from
t0 ¼ 10, as given in section 3.4.2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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8:33±0:24 1010 m2=s.
3.5. Two-parameters ﬁtting: diffusion coefﬁcient and capillary
length
The ﬁtting parameters are now the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient
and the capillary length p ¼ fDL; lLg. As the approach to determine
the diffusion coefﬁcient given in section 3.3 does not work for the
capillary length, we need to perform a full phase-ﬁeld simulation
for each trial value of the capillary length. To reduce the compu-
tational cost, we here perform six phase-ﬁeld simulations with six
values of the capillary length. The liquid diffusion coefﬁcient is
ﬁtted in a similar manner as in section 3.4 for each capillary length.
The starting time step is t0 ¼ 10 and the ﬁtting time step is
tn ¼ 12;13;14. The size of representative subdomains is found to be
between k ¼ 150 and k ¼ 250. The mean value and the standard
deviation of the ﬁtted liquid diffusion coefﬁcients for each capillary
length are determined with the representative subdomains. A
linear ﬁt as shown in Fig.11 reveals that the best-ﬁt values ofDL and
lL are not unique, but rather fulﬁll the relationship
DLlL ¼ 0:518±0:011 mm3=s to good approximation. This is further
substantiated by the values of the cost function at best-ﬁt being
indistinguishable within the ﬁtting error. The observed relationship
between the best-ﬁt values of DL and lL is consistent with coars-
ening theory [53], and therefore indicates that the assumptions of
the theory are correct.
4. Discussion
4.1. The ﬁtting methodology
The results show that a consideration of statistics is important to
get reliable ﬁtted values of material parameters. Various error
sources in experiment, simulation, and ﬁtting may cause a large
scatter of the locally ﬁtted values. This, on the one hand, indicates
that the local measurement of material parameters, which tradi-
tional techniques rely on, can be questionable. On the other hand,
the amount of interface involved in the ﬁtting methodology
introduced here needs to be statistically sufﬁcient to make sure the
local variation is averaged out.
A good cost function should help extract useful information
from the experimental data while being insensitive to noise. The
corr-cost function (Eq. (2)) is easy to calculate, but when the
geometry is represented by a limited number of voxels, there will
be discontinuities in the cost function. The norm-cost function (Eq.
(3)) is continuous, but an extra effort is needed to generate the
signed distance function. Generally speaking, both cost functions
work equally well in the case investigated here.
Though in this paper we apply the proposed ﬁtting methodol-
ogy to coarsening of a binary system, we foresee it can be applied to
more complex material systems and physical processes, for
example:
1. Systems with more than two phases and/or components:
measure e.g. the interdiffusion coefﬁcients in a multicomponent
system and the anisotropic grain boundary energies/mobilities
and the triple junction mobilities of a polycrystalline material.
2. Processes other than coarsening: measure e.g. the mobilities of
domain walls in ferroelectric/piezoelectric materials and the
dislocation mobility in crystalline materials.
3. Materials with structural hierarchy: determine material pa-
rameters which have an inﬂuence across scales with the help of
multiscale experimental and modeling techniques.
The ﬁtting methodology is also a very powerful way to provide
insight on the quality of the materials model. If the result of the
optimization is a poor global match between experiment and
optimized model, it may indicate that one or more mechanisms are
absent from the model. If the simulation only deviates from the
experiment in a local region, wemay either attempt to improve the
underlying model or exclude the problematic regions. Our work
shows that in the case of coarsening we can get good results with
the simpliﬁed model and a ﬁtting domain excluding the problem-
atic regions.
Applying the proposed method to ﬁtting more than one inde-
pendent material parameters is straightforward by using multi-
variable optimization algorithms. The main limitation of the
ﬁtting methodology is the heavy computational cost as generally
the phase-ﬁeld simulation need to be performed many times. For
the case investigated here, the phase-ﬁeld simulations for one
experimental time stepwith a 3003 domain took 22 h on a Nehalem
architecture machine with 16 cores and took 11 h for simulations
with a 4003 domain on a Sandy Bridge architecture machine with
64 cores. However, the simulations may be speeded up by
massively parallel computing and fast convergence optimization
algorithms, and a good initial guess of the material parameters will
shorten the path to the global minimum. Furthermore, we antici-
pate that in many cases it will be sufﬁcient to base the ﬁtting of
some of the parameters on small regions in space-time.
4.2. The Al-Cu alloy
The liquid diffusion coefﬁcient of the hypo-eutectic Al-Cu has
been experimentally measured several times [24,33e35], resulting
in a large scatter of values between  8 1010 m2=s and
 6 109 m2=s. Except for the value determined by Aagesen et al.
[24]: DL ¼ 8:3 1010 m2=s, the previously reported values are
larger than the one determined in this paper. The most popular
technique to measure the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient employs a
capillary tube. As shown by Lee et al. [33], convection in the liquid is
not negligible in a capillary tube experiment if the diameter of the
tube is large and this will result in a larger measured liquid diffu-
sion coefﬁcient. In that work, the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient is
measured during directional solidiﬁcation, and the capillary tube
diameter is chosen to be small (<0:8 mm) to minimize the effect of
convection, but it is not clear that convection had been eliminated
as a source of bias. In Aagesen et al. [24] and in the current study,
the features of the microstructures are at a micrometer scale so the
Fig. 11. The optimal values of the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient DL and the capillary
length lL . The blue line shows a linear ﬁt to the points. The error bar is calculated from
the representative subdomains. The dotted lines show lL used in the one-parameter
ﬁtting and the corresponding DL .
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Rayleigh number is very small; hence convection can be neglected.
The experiment is also isothermal, unlike experiments that deter-
mine diffusion coefﬁcients by composition measurements on
quenched samples following directional solidiﬁcationwhere a large
temperature gradient is present, e.g. 10 K=mm in Ref. [33]. This can
result in an uncertainty in the temperature and composition at
which the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient is determined. Moreover,
microstructure evolution during quench may alter the composition
proﬁle, which is prevented in the present study since the mea-
surements are in situ. Compared to the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient,
the measured values of the capillary length show small scatter
[31,32]. The capillary length used in the one-parameter ﬁtting is
calculated from the Gibbs-Thomson coefﬁcient measured by Gün-
düz and Hunt [31] in the grain boundary groove experiments. Given
this value of the capillary length, the measured liquid diffusion
coefﬁcient from the one-parameter ﬁtting has a value of
DL ¼ 8:33±0:24 1010 m2=s. Taking into account the uncertainty
in the measurement of the Gibbs-Thomson coefﬁcient (5%  7%)
[31,32], we have DL ¼ 8:3±0:9 1010 m2=s by assuming linear
error propagation.
5. Conclusion
Wehave developed amethodology ofﬁttingmaterial parameters
by comparison between time-resolved 3D experimental measure-
ments of microstructure and simulations. Compared to traditional
ways of material parameter measurement, samples and sample en-
vironments representative of bulk properties and actual processing
conditions can be used and several parameters can be ﬁtted simul-
taneously. The ﬁtting methodology was presented with subsequent
discussions on the cost functions, the ﬁtting domain, and the sta-
tistics. As a demonstration, our methodology is applied to a hypo-
eutectic Al-Cu system to determine the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient
and the capillary length. A detailed analysis of the ﬁtting is given,
including the convergence over subdomain size/interface area and
the temporal and the spatial variation of the ﬁtted values. From
simulations varying both diffusion coefﬁcient and liquid capillary
length, it is found that the best-ﬁt values are not unique, but are
found to fulﬁll DLlL ¼ 0:518±0:011 mm3=s which corroborates a
basic hypothesis of the coarsening theory. Given the value of the
capillary length, the measured liquid diffusion coefﬁcient from the
one-parameter ﬁtting has a value of DL ¼ 8:33±0:24 1010 m2=s.
The proposed ﬁtting methodology provides a way to measure
microstructure material parameters which are difﬁcult to be
measured by traditional methods.
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Appendix A. Elimination of the coalescence regions
As the thin liquid ﬁlms sometimes observed separating solid
particles in the experiment, see Fig. 4, are too thin to be resolved in
the phase-ﬁeld simulation, interfaces close to each other in the
simulations will tend to coalesce. Regions where this happens
should be removed from the ﬁtting domain to get a reliable ﬁtted
value of material parameters. A common feature of those regions is
that the interface has very high velocity. Here the high-velocity
domains are selected and then removed from Ufit with a given
velocity threshold vmin by
Uhighv ¼ fx : jvðxÞj⩾vming (A.1)
The coalescence may inﬂuence the evolution of interfaces
nearby, so a dilation of the high-velocity region is performed to
include nearby regions. The velocity threshold and the extent of
dilation are chosen to ensure that the inﬂuence on the ﬁtting result
is minimized.
Fig. A.12. In coalescence regions, there is a large difference between fexp and fsim,
indicating a large velocity. The square boxes show the subdomains with different sizes
k.
Fig. A.13. Inﬂuence of the high-velocity region Uhighv. Solid and dashed lines are ﬁtting
results with and without Uhighv, respectively. Lines with circular and cross symbols are
ﬁtting results using the corr-cost function (Eq. (2)) and the norm-cost function (Eq.
(3)), respectively.
The inﬂuence of the high-velocity regions on the ﬁtting results is
shown by a simpliﬁed problem. For visualization purposes, the
ﬁtting domain is a 2D slice of a 3D simulation domain. We can see a
coalescence event inside subdomain of size k ¼ 210 but not
k ¼ 170. The value ðfsim  fexpÞ=Dt can be regarded as the inter-
facial velocity and is shown in Fig. A.12 (right). For simplicity, here
Dt is set to be one and the signed distance functions have a unit of
grid points. The magnitude of fsim  fexp is very large in the coa-
lescence region compare to the other regions. The ﬁtted values of
the liquid diffusion coefﬁcient are plotted with the subdomain sizes
in Fig. A.13. When the ﬁtting is performed with the high-velocity
regions, the best-ﬁt DL will be underestimated as the high-
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velocity interfaces tend to dominate the ﬁtting result. So as more
high-velocity regions are included in ﬁtting, the best-ﬁt values
decrease, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. A.13. The ﬁtted values
with a ﬁtting domain eliminating the high-velocity region (dashed
lines) show a smaller scatter than the ones with the high-velocity
region (solid lines) and show a similar best-ﬁt value for both cost
functions. We conclude that the proposed process excludes regions
of the simulations where coalescence occurs without biasing the
global ﬁt.
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Abstract
Grain evolution in pure iron is determined in three dimensions using diffraction
contrast tomography at a synchrotron source. During annealing for 75 minutes
at 800◦C, the evolution of initially 1327 grains is quantified as a function of 15
time-steps. A comprehensive statistical analysis is provided based on the equiv-
alent radius, the number of faces and the mean width parameters of the grains.
We introduce analytical relations between these parameters, validate them, and
discuss their physical meaning. While the sample is fully recrystallized, the
growth is found not to be self-similar, as evidenced in changes in the distribu-
tions of normalized grain size and number of faces per grain. More importantly,
a strong decrease in the slope of the growth rate over the mean width of grain
faces is observed, indicating a slowdown of grain growth. The data is used to
determine the applicability of the isotropic MacPherson-Srolovitz theory to an
anisotropic material such as iron. Geometrical properties that are averaged over
the entire grain ensemble are well described by the model, but the properties
and evolution of the individual grains exhibit substantial scatter.
Keywords: Diffraction contrast tomography (DCT), Ferrite, Microstructure,
X-ray synchrotron radiation, Temporal evolution
1. Introduction
Grain growth is an integral part of the thermal processing of most poly-
crystalline materials. It is a complicated process, involving crystallographic,
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geometrical, and topological changes of the microstructure [1] under various
driving forces [2]. The fact that mobilities and grain boundary energies depend
on misorientations and boundary plane inclinations [2, 3] further complicates
the situation. In the past 70 years, a great variety of grain growth models have
been introduced, including analytical theories in 2D [4, 5] and in 3D [6, 7], and
simulations using Monte Carlo Potts models [8], vertex models [9, 10], level-set
based methods [11, 12], and phase-field methods [13–16]. Generally speaking,
these models make the assumption of isotropic energies and mobilities of the
interfaces, thus they only directly apply to idealized situations.
As an example, for one class of models, the growth rate of a grain with anisotropic
grain boundary mobility M and energy γ is determined from differential geom-
etry and Herring’s relation [17]
dV
dt
= −
∫
Γface
2MγH+M
(
∂2γ
∂n21
κ1 +
∂2γ
∂n22
κ2
)
dA, (1)
where Γface is the set of all faces of the grain, V is the grain volume, κ1 and κ2
are the principle curvatures, 2H = κ1 + κ2 is the local mean curvature, ni are
the components of the normal along the principle coordinate directions. The
exact integral for 2D grain growth was obtained by von Neumann and Mullins
[4, 5] in the 1950s. In 2007, MacPherson and Srolovitz [6] derived an exact
solution in 3D for an isotropic material (i.e., the reduced mobility m = Mγ is
identical for all grain boundaries and there is no inclination dependence of the
energy, that is the second term in Eq. 1 is 0):
dV
dt
= −2pim
(
Lgrain − 1
6
M
)
. (2)
Here Lgrain is the mean width of a grain [6], and M is the total triple-line
length of the grain. Despite the elegant mathematics, to our knowledge, this
relationship has not tested experimentally, and it is not clear to what extent
this theory applies to grain growth in crystalline materials, which typically show
anisotropy.
The lack of validation reflects a lack of experimental methods that can pro-
vide time resolved 3D measurements of grain growth, representing both a sta-
tistically relevant set of grains and the required time and spatial resolution.
The development of nondestructive 3D grain mapping techniques such as three-
dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) [18] and diffraction contrast tomography
(DCT) [19, 20], provides a possible remedy to the situation. The first 3DXRD
results on the growth of 480 Al-Mn grains by Schmidt et al. [21], involved six
time-steps and a resolution of about 5 − 8 µm. Li [22] later used 3DXRD to
measure the growth of about 2000 pure nickel grains with a slightly improved
resolution. Concerning DCT, Syha [23] measured two steps of grain growth
in strontium titanate sample with 849 grains and with a voxel size of 0.7 µm.
Recently, Sun et al. [24] studied three steps of grain growth of more than 300
grains using a laboratory-based DCT [25, 26] with a voxel size of 5 µm. How-
ever, in all cases, the experimental settings were not ideal for a detailed test of
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the above grain growth models. Phase contrast tomography (PCT) using deco-
ration of the grain boundaries as a contrast is an alternative method exhibiting
a superior spatial resolution [27]. However, the process is not representative of
classical grain growth and PCT does not provide crystallographic information.
In this work, we present a high-resolution time resolved 3D measurements
of grain growth of pure Fe, a material with anisotropic grain boundary energies
[28] and mobilities [29]. Using DCT, 3D grain maps were acquired with a
voxel size of 1.54 µm during annealing at 800◦C for a total of 15 time-steps.
The 1327 initial grains reduced to 776 in the last time-step. Based on this
dataset, a comprehensive and statistically-sound analysis of crystallographic,
geometrical and topological evolution during grain growth can be conducted.
In this paper (part I), we present a statistical analysis of grain-based quantities,
including the growth kinetics for the individual grains. To ease the discussion,
the MacPherson-Srolovitz (MS) model [6] is used to rationalize our results.
Local analysis of specific grain boundaries and topological analysis will be the
focus of upcoming papers.
2. Methods
2.1. Experimental details
The sample material is 99.9% pure polycrystalline iron. The raw material
was cold rolled to a reduction in thickness of 50% and subsequently annealed at
a temperature of 700◦C for 30 minutes to become fully recrystallized with an
average grain radius of ∼20 µm. Cylindrical samples were cut with the rolling
direction (RD) along the cylinder axis and subsequently electrochemically etched
to a diameter of approximately 500 µm to remove the damage caused by the
cutting.
The DCT experiment took place at beamline ID11 at the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) using a monochromatic x-ray beam with
an energy of 40 keV . The sample was mounted on an ω rotation stage with
RD parallel to the vertical rotation axis. A uniform beam illuminated the cylin-
der with a height of 400 µm. Both the diffracted and the transmitted beam
were recorded using a near-field detector (comprising a transparent luminescent
screen, with the emerging light optically coupled to a CCD) with 2048×2048 pix-
els and an effective pixel size of 1.54 µm. The detector was placed at ∼4.65 mm
from the sample, implying that diffraction spots from individual grains from the
first 5 hkl families were recorded. A continuous scan was made in ω with a range
of 360◦, in intervals of 0.1◦ and with exposure times of 1 s. Detailed information
about the DCT set-up can be found in [30]. Nearly all diffraction spots were
found to be distinct, appearing in one or at most two rotation step(s), indicating
that the mosaic spread of all grains was below 0.2◦ and for most below 0.1◦.
During the experiment, the sample was alternately mapped in air at room
temperature and annealed on the beamline. For the annealing, a retractable
tube furnace was used, operated at a constant temperature of 800◦C and with a
flow of a forming gas (Ar+2%H2) to prevent sample oxidation. After annealing,
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the sample was cooled by a jet of the forming gas and allowed to stabilize for
5 minutes before starting a new DCT acquisition. In total, the sample was an-
nealed 14 times with annealing times of either ∼10 or 5 minutes (see Table 1).
Notably, the time duration of the first annealing step was less accurately de-
termined, so this time-step will be discarded when comparing with analytical
models of time evolution.
The data was analyzed using a DCT analysis package at ID11 using the
Networked Interactive Computing Environment (NICE) cluster [31]. The spatial
resolution of the DCT reconstruction is 1 − 2 voxels (i.e. 1.5 − 3 µm), as
demonstrated previously by Ludwig et al. [30] by comparison to PCT, and by
Lenthe et al. [32] by comparison with TriBeam.
2.2. Determining mean width parameters
As we will use the MS model to interpret our results, relevant parameters
in this model are calculated based on the DCT dataset. We define the mean
width of a grain, Lgrain, and the mean width of the set of all faces of this grain,
Lface, as
Lgrain := 1
pi
∫
∂Ωgrain
H dA, Lface := 1
pi
∫
Γface
H dA,
where the integral over Γface does not take into account the turning angle at the
triple-lines/edges while the integral over ∂Ωgrain does. We also define the mean
width of the set of triple-lines/edges of the grain
Ledge := Lgrain − Lface. (3)
For isotropic materials, Eq. 1 can be written as:
dV
dt
= −2pim (Lgrain − Ledge) = −2pimLface. (4)
Comparing Eq. 4 with Eq. 2, for isotropic materials Ledge equals M/6.
To determine the mean width parameters, the measured voxelized 3D grain
volumes were firstly reconstructed into surface meshes using the multiple ma-
terial marching cubes algorithm [33]. Then the mesh was smoothed using a
two-step Laplacian smoothing algorithm. In Laplacian surface mesh smooth-
ing, the location of the vertex point vi of the surface mesh, in the n+1 iteration
is described by:
vin+1 = vin +
λ
C
C∑
j=0
(vjn − vin) , (5)
where λ is a scalar that describes the rate of smoothing for each iteration, vj is
the location of a vertex point j that is connected to vertex point i, and C is the
number of vertex points connected to i. This then is repeated for N iterations
until the desired amount of smoothing is achieved. The value of λ was chosen to
keep the evolution of the mesh stable: λ = 0.05. In a two-step process, first the
mesh points that describe the triple-lines and quad-points were extracted and
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smoothed for N = 200 iterations. These smoothed triple-line points were then
placed back into the surface mesh and held constant while the vertex points
that constitute the grain faces were smoothed for N = 200 iterations. The
reasoning for choosing the number of iterations and the effect of the number
of smoothing iterations on the measured properties is provided in Section S1.
From this smoothed surface mesh the mean width parameters Lface and Lgrain,
as well as the total triple-line length of the grain, M, were calculated, see [34]
for details. Ledge was then calculated from Eq. 3.
2.3. Correlation between parameters
We derive relationships between the mean width parameters and two com-
monly used parameters: the equivalent radius R (R = (3V/4pi)1/3, where V is
the grain volume) and the number of faces F of a grain.
For isotropic materials, according to Hillert [35], the growth of a grain with
radius R follows
dR
dt
= αm
(
1
Rcr
− 1
R
)
, (6)
where Rcr is a critical radius and α is a geometry parameter. Substituting Eq. 6
into Eq. 2, we derive an analytical relationship between Lface and R:
Lface = 2α
(
R− 1
Rcr
R2
)
. (7)
Notably, Lface equals zero for R = 0 and R = Rcr. Next, as the mean width
of grain Lgrain is a linear measure of grain size, we assume a phenomenological
expression:
Lgrain = k1R, (8)
where k1 is a dimensionless coefficient. From Eqs. 3, 7 and 8, it then follows
that Ledge is a quadratic function of R.
For the correlation between R and F , we note that according to the MS
theory [6], Ledge/Lgrain is proportional to the square root of F . Using Eqs. 3, 7
and 8, we have √
F = k
R
〈R〉 +
√
F0, (9)
where k and F0 are dimensionless constants, and 〈R〉 is the average equivalent
spherical radius. We interpret F0 as the face number of a shrinking grain just
before it disappears, here named the disappearing face number. Substituting
Eq. 9 into Eq. 7, and using Rcr = 〈R2〉/〈R〉 [36], we have
Lface
〈R〉 = −c0(
√
F −
√
F0)(
√
F −
√
Fcr), (10)
where c0 = 2α/k
2, F0, and Fcr = (k+
√
F0)
2 are dimensionless constants. This
equation exhibits two zero points corresponding to the disappearing face number
F0 and the critical face number Fcr, respectively. A grain with face number Fcr
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will neither grow nor shrink. Similarly, we can derive an expression between
Lgrain and F
Lgrain
〈R〉 = −c1(
√
F −
√
F0), (11)
where c1 = k1/k is a dimensionless constant.
3. Results
(a) timestep 1 (b) timestep 1 (interior)
(d) timestep 8 (e) timestep 15(c) timestep 1
Figure 1: Experimental results. Above: 3D grain maps for time-step 1, displaying (a) all grains
and (b) only interior grains. Below: one section of the 3D grain map for time-step 1 (c), 8
(d), and 15 (e). The color represents the grain orientation along sample RD (see the insert
triangle), while black and white lines in (c)-(e) represent boundaries with misorientations
above and below 15◦, respectively.
The reconstructed 3D grain map of time-step 1 is shown in Fig. 1a. A
3D movie of the growth of one grain is given in the supplementary materials.
During annealing, a significant amount of grain growth occurs, as evidenced
in the evolution of one slice close to the center of the illuminated volume, cf.
Fig. 1c-e.
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3.1. Basic grain growth analysis
As a first step in the analysis chain, sample boundary effects were removed
by discarding all “surface grains.” Similar to previous work [34], this sorting of
grains can be done in an unbiased way by setting two criteria:
1. grains directly touching the sample surface and surface of the top and
bottom of the illuminated cylinder are removed,
2. grains whose center are within a given distance to the sample surface are
removed. This distance is determined to be 46 µm, valid for all time-steps
(see Section S2 in supplementary materials).
The interior grains at time-step 1 are shown in Fig. 1b. These represent less
than 1/3 of the total number of grains (see Table 1). The analysis of this paper
is based only on the interior grains.
Table 1: Overview of grain statistics. The average equivalent spherical radius 〈R〉 and the
average number of faces 〈F 〉 represent the average over interior grains.
Time-step Time/min Number
of grains
Number
of interior
grains
〈R〉/µm 〈F 〉
1 0 1327 387 19.30 13.49
2 10 1174 330 20.96 13.65
3 15 1069 286 22.32 13.71
4 20 1019 269 22.93 13.65
5 25 956 253 23.70 13.81
6 30 950 244 23.78 13.73
7 35 933 237 23.90 13.70
8 40 903 223 24.55 13.72
9 45 841 212 25.34 13.95
10 50 837 208 25.42 13.93
11 55 847 204 25.65 13.84
12 60 834 201 25.81 13.85
13 65 833 200 25.73 13.75
14 70 783 193 26.23 13.89
15 75 776 189 26.45 13.94
Table 1 provides statistics on basic grain parameters as a function of time:
the number of total/interior grains, 〈R〉 and 〈F 〉. Here R is calculated by
counting the number of voxels belonging to a particular grain, while F is based
on nearest neighbors.
The average number of faces is seen to be almost constant during the grain
growth. Taking into account all 15 steps, the average number of faces is
〈F 〉 = 13.77 ± 0.13. This value is very close to previous results from computer
simulations: 13.7 [13] and 13.769 [10], and from experiment: 13.7 [34].
During the 14 annealing steps, the number of interior grains reduces by
about one half. At the same time, the average radius of the grains grows about
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Figure 2: The average grain size 〈R〉 as a function of the square root of time √t. The dashed
line shows the linear regression of the data. The first data point (t = 0) is not used in the
fitting.
40%. This amount of growth is, however, insufficient to determine precisely the
growth exponent. In Fig. 2 the average radius 〈R〉 is plotted as a function of the
square root of time. Within the experimental uncertainty, the evolution of 〈R〉
is consistent with the parabolic growth. Detailed analysis of the growth will be
given in Section 3.3.
3.2. Evolution in texture, geometry and topology
At the beginning of the experiment the sample has a weak texture, which is
inherited from recrystallization. The texture of the sample is slightly strength-
ened during the annealing (see Fig. S4 in supplementary materials). The distri-
bution of misorientation angles at time-steps 1, 8 and 15 are shown in Fig. 3.
The initial distribution is relatively close to that of a sample with a random
texture, except for a relatively higher fraction of low angle boundaries (< 15◦).
This is likely to be related to the texture of the sample. During the annealing,
the fraction of low angle boundaries decreases by about 2.4%.
3.2.1. Distributions
The distribution of R and F , with averages listed in Table 1, are shown in
Fig. 4a and 4b, respectively, for time-steps 1, 8 and 15 approximately the same
change in 〈R〉 between each of the noted time-steps. The normalized grain size
distribution (Fig. 4a) exhibits a peak shift from R/〈R〉 = 0.6 to 0.8 during
the annealing, and the fraction of the small grains reduces markedly with time,
indicating that the growth is not fully self-similar. Likewise, the distribution of
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Figure 3: The misorientation distribution for three time-steps in bins of 4.5◦. Overlaid is the
theoretical distribution of a random texture (MacKenzie) [37].
the number of faces per grain (Fig. 4b) exhibits a peak shift, and, again, the tail
of the distribution on the lower side decreases during the grain growth. This is
consistent with Fig. 4a since small grains tend to have a small number of faces.
The distributions of two of the mean width parameters are shown in Fig. 4c
and 4d. Lgrain (Fig. 4c) is a linear measure of grain size, exhibiting a similar
shape and evolution as the normalized grain size distribution in Fig. 4a. The
distribution of Lface is shown in Fig. 4d. At all times, there is a peak near zero,
and an asymmetric distribution with the tail of negative Lface (growing grains
according to Eq. 4) much broader than that of positive Lface (shrinking grains
according to Eq. 4). This is reasonable as growing grains are generally large
with complex geometries, thus causing a large scatter in the values.
3.2.2. Correlation between geometrical and topological quantities
For each time-step, the mean width parameters are plotted against the grain
size R to examine their correlation. As an example, the plot for time-step 8 is
shown in Fig. 5. Small grains tend to have a positive Lface, and vice versa.
Despite some scatter, the relations proposed in Section 2.3 (Eq. 7 and Eq. 8)
fit the mean width data well. The quality of fit is very similar for all 15 time-
steps, and the fitted values of α and k1 are nearly identical (see Table S1 in
supplementary materials). Taking into account all 15 time-steps, on average
α = 1.18 ± 0.12 (all errors represent standard deviations of the data in this
paper). This value is similar to results from phase-field simulations (α = 1.1
[38] and α ≈ 1.25 [39]), but slightly higher than the heuristic assumption in
the Hillert theory (α = 1) for 3D growth [35]. Theoretically, the critical radius
Rcr is predicted to be R
H
cr = 1.125〈R〉 by Hillert [35], and RRcr = 〈R2〉/〈R〉
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Figure 4: Distributions of four geometrical and topological parameters for three time-steps 1,
8 and 15: (a) normalized grain size R/〈R〉, (b) number of faces per grain F , (c) normalized
Lgrain, and (d) Lface. The bins are 0.375 (a), 5 (b), 0.25 (c) and 20 (d), respectively.
by Rios [36]. Comparing to these theories, the fitted Rcr has a similar value:
Rcr = (1.12 ± 0.05)RHcr = (1.04 ± 0.02)RRcr. Also evident from Fig. 5 is that a
linear fit to the Lgrain data and a quadratic fit to the Ledge data both show good
agreement, cf. Fig. 5.
This analysis suggests a way to estimate the abstract and difficult-to-measure
mean width parameters from the conventional parameter, grain size R, which
is more readily available from a 3D dataset. However, the applicability of the
values of the fitting parameters, e.g. α and Rcr/〈R〉, for other materials systems
has to be tested.
Then, we consider the correlation between R and F as given in Eq. 9. The
data of three different time-steps are shown in Fig. 6. The dashed lines represent
linear regressions of the data. Though the data display significant scatter, as
a result of neglecting the underlying geometry, a linear relationship between R
and
√
F is in all cases seen. The fitted values of the disappearing face number
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are on average F0 = 3.33±0.10, which is consistent with the argument of Smith
[1]: a shrinking grain has three faces before disappearing: F0 = 3. The slope is
nearly identical for the various time-steps: on average k = 1.77±0.03. The fitted
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values for the 15 time-steps are listed in Table S1 in supplementary materials.
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Figure 7: (a) The average values 〈Ledge〉F , −〈Lface〉F and −〈Lgrain〉F as a function of F , using
data from all 15 time-steps. Here 〈·〉F is the topological class average (to be distinguished with
the average over grain ensemble 〈·〉). The measured values are scaled using 〈V 〉1/3 = 40.03 µm
(an average value representing all interior grains and all 15 time-steps). The results of a
simulation based on the MacPherson-Srolovitz theory (MS) are superposed [40]. No fitting is
involved in these results. (b) −Lface and −Lgrain as a function of the number of grain faces
F for time-step 8 (dots). Also shown are fits to analytical models (dashed lines).
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Next, the correlation between mean width parameters and the number of
faces is compared with simulations based on the MS theory and with the ana-
lytical expression proposed in Section 2.2.
First we consider the topological class average behavior, i.e. averaged for dif-
ferent classes of number of faces. Shown in Fig. 7a is a comparison with a MS
simulation [10, 40] comprising about 200, 000 grains. There is good correspon-
dence with the simulations. Note that there are no fitting parameters in this
comparison. The correspondence indicates that the topological class average
mean width parameters are insensitive to the anisotropy in the grain boundary
properties. Insufficient amount of data (see Fig. 7b) may cause the minor dis-
agreement at small and large F . Moreover, errors in the mean width calculation
for small grains may also contribute to the disagreement at small F as these
small grains have the fewest number of voxels describing their shape, and thus
the largest uncertainty in their measured morphology [41].
Then, we consider the behavior of the individual grains. As shown in Fig. 7b,
fits of Eqs. 10 and 11 to the experimental data show reasonably good agree-
ment. We attribute the scatter to anisotropy and to ignoring the underlying
geometry. The fitted results of Eq. 10 are c0 = 0.56 ± 0.05, F0 = 2.73 ± 0.37
and Fcr = 16.91± 0.64, and the fitted results of Eq. 11 are c1 = 2.58± 0.11 and
F0 = 2.73 ± 0.09 (see Table S1 in supplementary materials for the fitted value
of each time-step). The F0 values are slightly smaller than the fitted values
obtained in Fig. 6. The critical face number Fcr is slightly larger than literature
values Fcr = 15.5 [34] and Fcr = 15 [40]. Notice that the fitted critical face
number Fcr is consistent with that calculated using Eq. 9 and the critical radius
Rcr fitted in Fig. 5.
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Figure 8: The total triple-line lengthM vs. Ledge (green dots) for all 15 time-steps. Overlaid
is a best fit to a linear relationship.
Finally, we consider the correlation between Ledge and the total triple-line
lengthM. In our work, the mean width of edges Ledge is calculated from Eq. 3,
so the triple-junction angle is not fixed to be the isotropic value of 2pi/3. In
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the isotropic MS theory, Ledge is related to M: M = 6Ledge. In Fig. 8, the
correlation betweenM and Ledge is shown. The data are consistent with a linear
relationship and a fit gives a slope of 6.16± 0.08. This is close to the prediction
of 6 from the MS theory. As M and Ledge are quantities attributed to an
entire grain, they may not be very sensitive to anisotropies in the individual
grain boundary energies. For example, it is possible to change the grain shape
significantly (as a result of grain boundary energy anisotropy) without the triple-
line length M changing at all. Alternatively or simultaneously the anisotropy
itself may be weak.
3.3. Growth rate of individual grains
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Figure 9: Examples of experimental growth curves for individual grains without (dots) and
with smoothing by a third order polynomial (lines).
The growth of the individual grains were tracked through time.The evolution
of the grain volume for seven randomly selected grains that survived throughout
the experiment (time-step 2 to 15) are shown in Fig. 9. As illustrated, to obtain
a robust measure of the growth rate dV/dt, the data are smoothed using a third-
order polynomial. As one might expect, most of the large grains are growing
while small grains typically are shrinking during annealing. However, there are
examples of large grains that shrink (grain 1) and smaller grains that grow (grain
6), thus there is no universal value of grain volume that separates growing and
shrinking grains and it is clear that whether a grain grows or shrinks depends on
the local environment of the grain in contrast to the Hillert mean field theory.
The growth rates as a function of Lface is plotted for a statistically significant
number of individual grains in Fig. 10a. For each time-step, despite some scat-
ters, on average dV/dt shows a linear correlation with −2piLface. Interestingly,
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Figure 10: (a) The growth rate dV/dt is plotted versus −Lface for all grains at three time-steps.
To ease visualization, the data of time-step 8 and time-step 15 have been shifted downward
by 50 and 100 units, respectively. The dashed lines represent linear regressions of the data.
(b) the fitted slope in (a) as a function of time.
the fitted slope (mMS = dV/dt/(−2piLface)), decreases as a function of anneal-
ing time (see Fig. 10b). Within the total annealing period, the slope decreases
by a factor of 8.
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4. Discussion
Over a century, a significant amount of work has been devoted to develop
models that can predict the growth behavior of individual grains based on their
geometry or topology, including the two outstanding models by Hillert [35], and
MacPherson-Srolovitz (MS) [6] discussed above. The MS model is more elabo-
rate as it takes into account the grain’s morphology and neighbor relationships
(reflected in parameter Lface), while in the Hillert’s model, all grains are as-
sumed to be spheres growing in a mean field. So far none of these models have
been empirically validated. The present dataset offers a unique possibility to
address this issue. We can make this comparison for grain averages or by exam-
ining the results for all individual grains. Alternatively we can use the scatter in
Figs. 5, 6, 7b, 8 and 10a to quantify to what extent the models are applicable on
the individual grain level for anisotropic materials like iron. Below we comment
and further analyze the results on first the macro scale (averaged over a grain
ensembles), then the local scale (individual grains).
4.1. Macro scale grain growth
Our results in Section 3.2.2 and 3.3 demonstrate that on this scale MS theory
is a good approximation for pure iron. Notably, the fitted value of the critical
grain size Rcr from the MS model (see Fig. 5) is close to the prediction from
Hillert’s theory for our material. The changes in the distributions in Figs. 3 and
4 indicate that the grain growth of pure iron was not in a stationary self-similar
regime during the experiment where the average grain size increases by 40 %. In
particular, as shown in Fig. 4a, the shape of the grain size distribution changed.
The grain size distribution is close to the log-normal distribution (see Fig. S5a
in supplementary materials). During the growth, the grain size distribution
becomes narrower and a peak shift is observed, c.f. Fig. S5b. The change in
grain size distribution may be caused by a transition of microstructure [42] or
materials anisotropy [43]. Computer simulations can be used to understand the
causality of the change of distributions.
Another remarkable result on the macro scale is the fast decrease in the
fitted slope mMS, as shown in Fig. 10b, indicating a slowdown of grain growth.
This slope decrease strongly suggests that the overall boundary characteristics
have changed. From Eq. 1, the slope mMS of individual grain is:
mMS =
dV/dt
−2piLface =
∫
Γface
Mγ(κ1 + κ2) dA∫
Γface
(κ1 + κ2) dA
+
∫
Γface
M
(
∂2γ
∂n21
κ1 +
∂2γ
∂n22
κ2
)
dA∫
Γface
(κ1 + κ2) dA
.
(12)
Notice that for the isotropic case, the reduced grain boundary mobility, mMS =
Mγ, must be a constant for all grains and independent of time. For anisotropic
materials, both terms in Eq. 12 can change during grain growth and affect
the slope mMS. In the following, we discuss potential causes for the observed
decrease of slope mMS.
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1. A decrease in the population frequency of certain grain boundaries with
very high mobilities M , up to 103 − 104 higher than low mobility ones
[2, 44]. We also emphasize that the fraction of high angle boundaries
increases (see Fig. 3), which is surprising given the fact that high angle
boundaries are generally believed to have higher mobilities and energies
than low angle boundaries [45]. A detailed characterization of the changes
in boundary characteristics will be conducted in an upcoming paper.
2. Molecular dynamics simulations have shown that during grain growth, the
boundary roughness at the atomic scale can reduce, therefore causing a
decrease in boundary mobility M [46]. At the same time, local atomic
scale elastic strains have recently been suggested to be a reason for a
slowdown of grain growth [47]. However, to verify these mechanisms,
3D grain growth studies with atomic resolution is required, which is not
possible in the near future.
3. The material contains a small amount of Mn and Ni. It is known that
the solute tends to segregate at the grain boundaries during annealing
[45, 48]. As the boundaries migrate, the solute accumulates, which in
turn reduces the boundary mobilities [49]. To quantify this effect, some
chemical analysis on individual grains boundaries using, e.g. atom probe
[50], are required.
4. A decrease in the population of grain boundaries with large grain boundary
energies γ. However is unlikely to cause the strong decrease in the slope
mMS, as the energies of different high angle boundaries at most vary by a
factor of 2-3 [28]. Likewise, it is very unlikely that the fraction of special
boundaries with significantly low energy (e.g. twin boundaries) increases
during growth in iron [28].
5. The starting microstructure comprises some large grains with large con-
cave retrusions at the boundaries, see the boundary marked by the blue
arrow in Fig. 1c. These features are presumably inherited from recrystal-
lization process; although significant grain growth has already occurred
prior to the current experiments (the average grain radius after recrystal-
lization is about 12 µm). These features typically lead to fast boundary
migration, and the fraction of such features decreases during grain growth.
As can be seen in Eq. 12, the change in curvature may lead to a change
in mMS. As mentioned above, a detailed characterization of the changes
in boundary characteristics will be conducted in an upcoming paper.
Although the specific reason for the decrease in the fitted slope mMS is not
clarified, we speculate that this decrease is a general phenomenon, which is
applicable to many engineering materials that contain a certain amount of im-
purities and with anisotropic material properties. Moreover, as the possible
causes for the lack of self-similarity and the decresing slope is similar, there can
be a connection between two.
4.2. Local scale grain growth
Considering now the validity of the MS model for the individual grains, we
test the MS prediction that grains with a positive Lface shrinks and those with
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a negative Lface grows. Based on the data represented in Fig. 10a, we find
that the majority (> 70%) of the grains fulfill this criterion for all annealing
steps. Next, we test the quantitative prediction of the growth rate dV/dt based
on Lface. If the grain properties are isotropic, all the data of Fig. 10a should
be on a straight line with a slope equal to the reduced mobility. The scatter
in the values of the growth rates indicates that Eq. 4 does not predict the
experimentally measured grain growth rates. The slopes mMS from individual
grains show a broad distribution (see Fig. S6) with the majority of the data
concentrated around the fitted mMS. This broad distribution may be partly
caused by small measurement error in Lface when Lface is around zero. However,
only 13% of the grains have mMS within a range ±25% of the fitted mMS. This
implies that even on the grain scale where boundary properties are averaged
over the number of faces F , the behavior is quite anisotropic.
Comparing different annealing times, the applicability of the model is even
worse, as evidenced by the significant decrease in the slope of the linear fit as
grain growth proceeds. As the slowdown from a decreasing curvature driving
force is already considered in the model, this decrease in the slope arises from
other mechanisms, of which candidates were presented in Section 4.1. These
mechanisms are rather generic and will apply to many other polycrystalline
materials. Therefore, at a certain stage of grain growth, it is a challenging task
to predict how much a given grain will grow or shrink, based solely on Lface
and the MS model, even with 50% uncertainty. This difficulty is mainly related
to the fact that different boundaries around the same grains move differently,
even taken the curvature into account. For example, some boundaries did not
move much during the whole annealing period, while other boundaries move
more than 30 µm. To better predict the growth rates of individual grains,
the mobilities and energies for the individual boundaries have to be taken into
account, as given in Eq. 1. This is the topic of a subsequent paper.
5. Conclusion
In this work, we demonstrate that DCT can provide 3D time-series of suffi-
cient quality for advancing our current understandings of grain growth and for
comprehensive tests of grain growth models. Several conclusions can be drawn
based on the quantitative analysis:
• The grain growth of the iron material studied is not self-similar during
the monitored interval in time and temperature. The distributions of nor-
malized grain size, number of faces per grain, and mean width parameters
exhibit shape changes during the annealing. The starting weak texture
has slightly strengthened after the final annealing step, while the fraction
of the low angle boundaries (< 15◦) decreases by about 2.4%.
• Within the framework of isotropic materials, analytical expressions corre-
lating the mean width parameters, the grain size and the number of faces
are derived and validated based on the 3D dataset at individual time-
steps. The results show that when averaging over the grain ensemble -
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and within short time intervals - these analytical expressions describe the
experimental data well.
• The growth rates for the individual grains are determined. Evidence is
provided for an overall slowdown of the growth, associated with a decrease
of the slope mMS by a factor of 8. Several possible reasons for this decrease
are discussed.
• Based on the correlation between Lface and growth rate, the MacPherson-
Srolovitz model correctly predicts whether a grain grows or shrinks for
> 70% (range between 70% and 85% for 15 time-steps) of the grains.
However, it fails to predict the exact growth rate. This is not surprising
as the MS model is based on an isotropic assumption while iron is known
to be anisotropic. To accurately predict the growth behavior of individual
grains, Eq. 1 needs to be calculated either analytically or numerically. This
requires the determination of the anisotropic grain boundary mobilities
and energies.
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Supplementary materials
S1. Smoothing in the surface mesh reconstruction
Analyzing the geometry of the interface of data described by discrete voxels
can be problematic. Using the original voxel edges will grossly overestimate
the surface areas and local curvatures, thus surface smoothing methods are
employed. However, there is no clear threshold for when there has been too
much or too little smoothing applied. It is assumed that the grain interfaces, at
these length scales, are described by smooth continuous surfaces, thus the high
curvature, stair-step like artifacts of the voxel edges should be removed. But
using Laplacian smoothing, it is clear that with infinite numbers of iterations,
the grain faces will eventually remove all long-range curvature as well. In this
section, the effect on various geometrical measurements as a function of the
amount of Laplacian smoothing is considered. As outlined in Section 2.2, a two-
step smoothing process is implemented, first independently smoothing the triple-
lines in the mesh, then constraining the smoothed triple-lines and smoothing
the grain faces. In both steps, a value of λ = 0.05 is used, and the number of
smoothing iterations, N is varied. Here, only the surface mesh of the first time-
step is considered, as it has the fewest number of voxels per grain on average,
and thus should be the most sensitive to the surface-smoothing process. We
also introduce the smoothing metric fvox which is defined as the fraction of
surface mesh vertex points that have moved more than the distance of a voxel
dimension from the original position. In an ideal surface mesh construction,
the smooth interface points should remain within the voxel that they originated
within. However, it is expected that with experimental data, not all voxels,
and thus not all surface mesh points will be properly labeled, and thus it is
reasonable that some fraction of the surface mesh points travel further than a
voxel distance from its original position.
The values of fvox, average value of the spherical equivalent radius 〈R〉,
average surface area per grain 〈SA〉, average triple-line length per grain LTL, the
average mean width of the grain faces 〈Lface〉 and mean width of the triple-lines
〈LTL〉 were evaluated for N = 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 500, 1000, and the
results are plotted in Fig. S1. Fig S1a shows that fvox, continuously increases,
although at a slower rate with increasing iterations. The rate of change of the
average radius shown in Fig S1b shows an overall decrease in the average radius
with iteration, but note that the total change in the mean grain size is 0.01%
for N = 1000, a negligible change.
The average surface area of the grains as a function of smoothing iteration,
Fig. S1c shows the more characteristic behavior, initially with no smoothing the
value of the surface area is very high and even moderate amount of smoothing
leads to a dramatic reduction in the value. But as smoothing continues, the
reduction in the surface area slows. The inset graph shows that the variation
in 〈SA〉from N = 100 to N = 300 is only 0.9%. The values of 〈LTL〉 and 〈LTL〉
shown in Fig. S1d and e, show a similar trend although the values continue to
see a decrease in value with more iterations, but still at a slower rate than the
initial changes from no smoothing. This is most likely because in the two-step
1
smoothing nothing constrains the triple-lines during the smoothing, thus in the
limit of very high iterations the triple-lines would remove all curvatures and
assume straight lines between the quad-points. Nonetheless, the total variation
in the measurement of 〈LTL〉 and 〈LTL〉 between N = 100 to 300 is 3% and 6%
respectively. The higher variation for 〈LTL〉 is not surprising, given that the
variation in length, and line curvature are both represented here.
Fig. S1f shows the change in the average mean width of the grain faces, which
shows the initial reduction in value which is directly related to the reduction
in surface area. The value passes through a minima near N = 150 − 200,
then it slowly starts increasing again. It is not immediately clear what causes
this increase, since the surface area is relatively constant over the domain of
N > 150. Since most of the measured mesh is conformal, a reduction in the
negative curvature in one grain would be matched by the reduction in curvature
of the positive curvature in the neighboring grain. Thus this increase in the
curvature must be related to interfaces that would be contacting the outside
touching grains which are not included in the average. Thus we have chosen
that N = 200 provides the best compromise of reducing the number of artifacts
from the original voxel faces, while not reducing the long-range curvature of the
grain boundaries.
S2. Convergence study of unbiased selection
As most grain growth theories assume that grains grow in an infinite medium,
grains close to the free surface should not be used in the analysis to compare
with these theories. Grains whose center are within a given distance to the free
surface are removed. The distance is found by a convergence study of time-steps
1 and 15 to ensure average grain size 〈R〉 and average face number 〈F 〉 of the
interior grains reach a stable value, see Fig. S2. The convergence is seen to be
achieved around 30 voxels, equivalent to about 46 µm. This value is applied to
all time-steps to remove surface grains.
S3. Reproducibility of the DCT scan
In order to estimate spatial resolution and test reproducibility, the last time-
step was repeated with slightly different experimental parameters: the sample
was translated upward by 5 µm and the detector to sample distance was in-
creased by 10 µm. The result is shown in Fig. S3. The average shift in position
is 0.305 voxels, corresponding to 0.47µm.
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Figure S1: Effect of the extent of smoothing on the measurement of geometry parameters.
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Figure S2: Unbiased selection: convergence of average radius 〈R〉 and average face number
〈F 〉 calculated using interior grains as a function of distance to the free surface.
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Figure S3: Test of reproducibility. A histogram is provided of the difference in position of the
reconstructed grain boundary between two scans with minor changes in detector position. An
example of the change in morphology of one grain boundary is shown in the insert with units
of µm. The solid line represents the grain morphology of time-step 15 and the dashed line
the additional scan.
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Figure S4: Texture of all and the interior grains in the gauge volume. (a)-(c) for the whole
sample volume at time-steps 1, 8 and 15; (d)-(f) for interior grains at time-steps 1, 8 and
15. The texture of the whole gauge volume strengthens slightly during annealing, while the
texture of the interior grains strengthens first and then weakens afterward. Notice that the
statistics for interior grains are relatively poor, especially in the late stage of the growth.
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Figure S5: Log-normal fit of the grain size distribution. (a) is the log-normal fit of time-step
3. (b) is the change of fitted log-normal distributions with time. Notice here the probability
distribution function differs from the number fraction used in Fig. 4a by a constant scale.
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Figure S6: The distribution of the apparent reduced mobilities calculated from individual
grains for time-step 8. Bin size is 0.025 µm2/s.
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